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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A Overview
Quantum mechanics has been an effective tool for interpreting and predicting
the outcomes of experiments aimed at studying matter on the microscopic level, and
has ultimately led to a more thorough understanding of the natural world. There
have been many technological advances that have enabled the probing of atomic
and molecular dynamics with ever greater precision and accuracy, most notably the
ability to use coherent laser light to manipulate the spatio-temporal evolution of
electrons and nuclei on chemically relevant scales. The concurrent development of
ever faster CPU's has allowed advances in theoretical and computational descrip-
tions of quantum dynamical processes to proceed to the point of intermittently
surpassing experimental capabilities. The interplay between experimental and the-
oretical investigation is of the utmost importance; one cannot thrive without the
other.
Of particular interest to the work presented herein is the elucidation and
description of nuclear dynamics. Sequences of pulsed laser light can be used to
transfer amplitude between molecular electronic states, creating linear superposi-
tions of stationary vibrational eigenstates, or vibrational wave packets. 1 The wave
packets then evolve according to the relevant nuclear Hamiltonian and their dynam-
2ics can be analyzed using a plethora of techniques. \Vith knowledge of the pulse
profiles and subsequent wave packet evolution, one can potentially guide or control
nuclear motion with limitations set only by available technology and Heisenberg's
uncertaint.v principle.
An important quantum mechanical phenomenon with interesting consequences
is the interference of wave functions. The \'lave functions describing a molecular sys-
tem can interfere constructively or destructively depending on the relative phases
of t h(' constituent basis functions. This pnrdy quantum m('chanical effect can 1)('
exploited to gain information on a molecule spectroscopically using the technique of
wave-packet interferometr~' (\VPI). A WPI experiment entails creating and manip-
ulating electronic, vibrational. and rotational coherencei':l using two (linear \VPI) or
more (nonlinear or nl-\VPI) laser pulses. The pulses imprint their phase onto the
wave functions which can then interfere with each other to enhance or deplete the
population of relevant quantum states.
Tll(' first linear \VPI ('xperinl('nts involved a phas('-lock('o optical p1l1se pair
impinging on a sample of gaseous 12 • creating a sllperposition of wave packets on
the B state. 2. 3 The signal. found by measuring the time- and frequency-integrated
fluorescence, is the portion of the B state population that is linear in each of the
electric fields of the pulses. The signal can then be llsed to completely reso1\'e the
overlap of the two one-pulse wave packets.
Linear \VPI has been used on a variety of other molecular systems. \Ve
point out a few representative examples here. Ohmori et oJ. were able to prepare
arbitrary population distributions in a HgAr van del' \iVaals complex using a pair
of time-delayed UV pulses.4 The ability to create such superpositions is important
for coherently controlling the outcome of chemical reactions using lasers. Fushitani
et al. used \iVPI on Ch embedded in cryogenic AI' to control chromophore-bath
3coupling. 5 By varying the inter-pulse delay and relative phase between the pulses
the,\' were able to selectively create wave packets consisting of excited C12 without
directly exciting the AI' host.
Nonlinear \VPI, first developed conceptua.ll~r by Humble and Cina,6 uses two
pairs of phase locked optical pulses to create wave packets that can evolve on vari-
ous electronic states. One particularly important application of nl-\VPI is molecu-
lar state reconstruction.' wherein a target wave packet that is to be determined is
launched on an excited electronic surface via one of the pulses in the four-pulse se-
quence. The other three pulses are used to create a reference state that subsequently
interferes with the one-pulse waye packet. The signal in a nl- \VPI experiment is the
portion of the population of the excited electronic state measured by time- and
frequenc~'-integrated fluorescence that is quadrilinear in the electric fields of the
excitation pulses and bears a particular phase signature. A collection of reference
states and signal values (one of each for a particular set of inter-pulse delays) can be
used to determine the target state. \Ve test a new scheme for molecular state recon-
struction using nl-\VPI wherein the target and reference packets evolve only on the
X and B states of 12 , as opposed to previous descriptions that involved preparation
and evolution of the target wave packet on a third, high-lying electronic surface.
In addition to studying vibrational wave packet dynamics for isolated molecules,
it is possible. and in some instances quite necessary. to have a wave packet descrip-
tion of the environmental degrees of freedom with which the molecule of interest
exchanges information. Matrix isolation spectroscop:v. first introduced to study free
radicals8 and largely developed by Pimentel in the 1950's, can probe the dynam-
ics of a chromophore embedded in a cryogenic, chemically-inert host and. vvith the
help of a cogent and comprehensive theory, can be used to extract detailed infor-
mation about the chromophore-bath interactions. Direct laser excitation of the
4chromophore can give rise to coherent vibrational motion in the bath, necessitat-
ing that a meaningful theoretical treatment have a wave-packet description of the
bath. leading to the requirement that approximate methods, with amplitude-level
information, be formulated to treat the many-body system-bath dynamics.
The environmental degrees of freedom. although chemically inert, can di-
rectly influence the dynamics and chemical identit~, of embedded molecules. The
cis-tmns isomerization of nitrous acid (HONO) in cryogenic Kr ,vas first observed
experimentally by PimenteL9 but to date has not been observed in the gas phase.
Recent theoretical efforts by Hamm et at. indicate that the host Kr matrix alters
the energy levels of the HaNa molecule in such a way as to enable tunneling of
the proton. lO Another example of bath-mediated dynamics is the class of proposed
experiments entitled "intermolecular communication." 11 Rohrdanz and eina fOl'lnu-
lated a method to interrogate the communication between an atom and a molecule
on a one-dimensional chain wit h AI' atoms separating the tvw, using time-resolved
coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering. The bath directly relays information that
has been encoded into the 'transmitter' from a laser pulse, to the molecular 'receiver'
through a coherent lattice phonon. It is essential to have a theory of coherent bath
motion in such situations.
There have been many experimental investigations of cryogenically isolated
dihalogens. 12 - 14 They couple the simplicity and well-known characteristics of homonu-
clear diatomic halogens with the richness of information to be had from quantum
many-body interactions. There are still fundamental issues in need of theoretical
exposition that, upon successful interpretation, can lead to a deeper understanding
of the quantum mechanical nature of matter. Entanglement, collisional coherence
transfer, vibrational and electronic decoherence, vibrational energy relaxation and
transfer are all phenomena that can be meaningfully addressed both theoretically
------------------
5
and experimentally within the framework of matrix isolation.
The work presented in this dissertation is meant to illustrate the richness of
information that can be obtained from, and wide applicability of, quantum dynami-
cal descriptions of nuclear wave packet dynamics and the need for close collaboration
between experimentalists and theoreticians.
B Outline
The main scientific findings in this dissertation are presented in three chap-
ters. Chapter II investigates a new scheme for molecular state reconstruction via
nl- \i\TPI that uses the X and B states of b and will be submitted for publication
as a coauthored paper in an altered form. Coauthors will include Kenji Ohmori,
Heide Ibrahim, TraYis Humble, and Jeffrey Cina. Chapter II is expository in nature
and lays the theoretical foundation for the fixed vibrational basis/Gaussian bath
(FVB/GB) and adiabatic vibrational basis/Gaussian bath (AVB/GB) theories for
treating the dynamics of small molecules embedded in cryogenic media, and has
been published as a coauthored paper with Jeffrey Cina in 1. Chern. Phys. 127,
114502 (2007). The FVB/ GB theory is tested numerically in Chapter IV, and will
be submitted for publication in an altered form. Coauthors include Xiaolu Cheng
and Jeffrey Cina. There arc four appendices. Appendix A presents nl- \i\TPI sig-
nals as well as target and reconstructed wave functions for various delays between
the third and fourth pulses of the four-pulse sequence. Appendix B contains the
equations of motion for the bath wave packet parameters evolving according to the
FVB/GB theory, while the equations of motion under the AVB/GB are in Appendix
C. Computational details, including computer code used to carry out a representa-
tive FVB/GB calculation, are included in Appendix D.
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7CHAPTER II
I\iIOLECULAR STATE RECONSTRUCTION VIA NONLINEAR
WAVE-PACKET INTERFEROMETRY
Dr. Kenji Ohmori and Dr. Heide Ibrahim initially raised the possibility of per-
forming molecular state reconstructions using nonlinear wave-packet interferometry
involving only two electronics states. I implemented this scheme numerically, with
help from Dr. Jeff Cina, using Dr. Travis Humble's original nonlinear wave-packet
interferometry/state reconstruction code as a template.
A Introduction
\Ve explore the reconstruction of B-state vibrational wave packets in 12 from
simulated two-color nonlinear wave packet interferometry data. As a simplification
of earlier proposals, we make use of different vibrational energy ranges in the B-
state-rather than different electronic potential surfaces-for the short-pulse prepa-
ration and propagation of both target and reference wave packets. Numerical results
from noisy interferograms indicate that experimental reconstruction should be pos-
sible with high fidelity (>0.99).
Time-resolved coherent multidimensional electronic spectroscopy can reveal
amplitude-level molecular information on chemically relevant time scales. In par-
ticular, ,,,ave packet interferometry (\VPI) has been used by several groups to char-
8acterize atomic and molecular systems. Recent theoretical studies have shown that
linear l - 4 and nonlinear vVPI5 (nl-\iVPI) data provides sufficient information to allow
the robust reconstruction of time-dependent target wave packets launched by one
pulse in the vVPI sequence, in the latter case despite imperfect knowledge of the
underlying electronic potential surface. The most detailed study to date demon-
strated the reconstruction of rovibrational states of the lithium dimer using two
phase-locked pulse pairs that access different electronic states. This chapter ex-
plores a simplification of this process by considering the possibility of determining
a target wave packet not on a third, potentially poorly characterized, electronic
surface, but in the upper region of the same surface used to generate the family of
reference wave packets. Specifically, we investigate the systematic reconstruction of
time-dependent nuclear wave functions in high-lying regions of the B 3IIo;;state of h
using reference wave packets that have evolved in lower-lying regions of the B state
as well as the X 1L:t state. These states have been studied extensively and are well
characterized.6,7
B Nonlinear Wave-Packet Interferometry
In a nl-\iVPI experiment there are two pairs of optical phase-controlled ul-
trashort pulses, here a red pair (pulses 1 and 2) and a blue pair (pulses 3 and 4).
The time delays between the first and second pulses, t21 , and between the second
and third pulses, t32 , are varied for a given fixed delay between the third and fourth
pulses, t 43 (see inset of Figure 2.1). The signal is the portion of the population
of the excited electronic state measured by time- and frequency-integrated fluores-
cence that is quadrilinear in the electric fields of the excitation pulses and bears a
particular phase signature. Here, specifically, wave-packet reconstruction is based
9on the contribution to the excited state population proportional to the overlap,
((421)B I (3)B) = (refltar), of a wave packet that has been acted on by the third
pulse (the target) 'with ones that have been acted on by the first, second, and fourth
pulses (the reference). In this scheme the first pulse-pair acts on an initial state,
creating a vibrationally excited wave packet in the ground electronic state. The
third pulse interacts '',lith the initial state and creates the target state proportional
to 1(3) B) on the upper part of the B potential. Finally, the fourth pulse interacts
with the evolving wave packet bilinear in E1 and E2 , creating a reference packet
proportional to 1(421)13)' The nl-\VPI signal, (refltar), from a collection of refer-
ence packets--one for each pair of (t 21, t 32 )-can be used to reconstruct the target
state.
Vie use the RKR potential parameters of LeRoy6 (X state) and Barrow and
Yee7 (B state), which are plotted along with the pulse sequence in Figure 2.1. As
a first approximation we treat the dipole moment as a M(r) = constant for all
internuclear separations. The laser electric fields 'were written as
Ej(t) = A(t - t j ) cos «1>j(t - t j )
= Ae-(t-tj)2/2o} cos[Oj . (t - t j ) + «1>j]
(2.1 )
for .i = 1 - 4; all pulses have the same amplitude, A, and temporal envelope,
exp[-(t - t j )2/2o}], where t j is the arrival time of the lh pulse, and (Jj is the
pulse duration. \Ve set (Jj = 20 fs (47.1 fs F\VHM amplitude, 33.3 fs FViH11
intensity) for all of the pulses. The carrier angular frequency for the first two
pulses is taken to be resonant with the IX)lv = 0) ---+ IB)/v = 20) transition,
n] = n2 = 27TC . (17921cm- 1 ) (558 nm), while the carrier angular frequency for the
second pair is resonant with the IX)lv = 0) ---+ IB)lv = 40) transition, 0 3 = 0 4 =
10
15000
10000
T-;;:n;
2.42.62.8 3 3.23.43.63.8 4 4.24.44.64.8 5
Internuclear Separation / Angstroms
Figure 2.1: The X and D potentials of 12 arc plotted Clb functions of int.ernuclear
separntion wit.ll the electronic energy removed. The pulse sequence (inset-) for (l nl-\iVPI
experiment involves two phase-locked pulse pairs. The first pair is resonant. with the
Iv = 0) to iv' = 20) transition. with rdatiw phase cp. and is used to create (\ vibratiollall~'
excit('u wave packet Oil the X pot-entiil] surface. while the second pair is resonant with the
11) = 0) to lv' = (10) trallsition. with relative phase ¢'. The first pulse of the second pulse
pair generates t he target w<lve packet frOin t he vibrational ground state. The second pube
of til(' the second pulse pair gcuerates the reference wave packet from the nloving X-stC\te
pClcket prepared by the first pulse-pair. The time delays tn and t?2 are varia illy delavcd
for a fixed /'4:~.
27TC' (19493clll- 1 ) (513 nm). The absolute phases <D j are unknown. bl1t the relCltiw
phases <P2 - <1)1 and <Pj - ([):J are under cxperimental control. Phase locking the first
j)llhw pair dicta('cs the opticCl! phase shift qJ = <1)2 - <l)j - 0)1,t21 be held constant ClS
t21 is scanued. Likev..'ise phase locking the second pulse pair specifies a phase shift
ell = <I).J - <I):J - wL't43 · Here the lock frequency for the first (second) pulse-pair, WL
(WL')' is the cml'ier f'reqllPllcy of both pulses in that pair.
The Oll(,- anel th1'ce-pulse WClV[' packets wbosc overlap for a given set of intf'1'-
pulse delays cOllstitutes thc cClkulatecl sigllal (11'C
(2.2)
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and
(2.3)
respectively. Here pta is a reduced pulse propagator5 for the yth pulse transferring
amplitude from the electronic state 13 to state a, and lOx) is the ground vibrational
state of the X electronic state. The target states are related to the one-pulse packets
by a phase factor, 1(3)B) = ei<p3(wLI)+iwLlt43Itar). The reference states are similarly
related to the three-pulse packets, 1(421)B) = eidJ3(wLI)+iwLlt4317'ef) = ei<p4("';L1) Iref).
In both cases the phase factor is introduced to eliminate dependence on the uncon-
trolled absolute phases of the pulses. Here ¢j(w) - wij is the spectral phase of the
Fourier component of the yth pulse at frequency w. Note that Itar) and Iref) are
defined such that ¢ and ¢' are equal to zero.
C Molecular State Reconstruction
For the reconstruction process Vie write the signal, Z = ((421) B I(3) R) as a
vector of length !If, with elements Zm and each m == (t 21 , t32 ) corresponding to a
different combination of delays. \Yorking in the "ibrational eigenbasis of the ground
electronic state* we can write Zm
solving the equation
L (reflll)(I/ltClr). Reconstruction consists of
1/
Z =Rt, (2.4)
where the j\lJ by N reference matrix has elements Rnw = (refill) and the IV-
dimensional target state vector has elements tl/ = (lIltar). A pseudoinverse of the
reference matrix, Rr1 can be found via singular value decomposition and back sub-
stitution,S which involves factoring the reference matrix as R = UWyt, where Y is
*The vibrational energy eigenbasis proved to more computationally efficient in the present
calculations than the discrete position basis used in a previous R.eference 5.
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a unitary N by N matrix, U is an "H by N row-unitary matrix, and W is a diagonal
matrix with real positive singular values along its diagonal. \iVe set a tolerance T.
such that the modified inverse of W has elements
(W -1) _ { 1/1Vjj ifT jJ-
o otherwise
(2.5)
where 1Vmax is the largest singular value. \I'/e can then ,vrite R;:I = VWT -IUt to
find an approximate solution to Eqn. (2.4) given by r = Rriz ~ t . The fidelity,
f = II~~I:II , which lies behveen 0 and 1, assesses the accuracy of the reconstruction.
In an effort to morc rcalisticall~'mimic cxpcrimental conditions, we add noise
to the signal before performing the reconstruction. \iVe add to each point in the
interferogram a value of noise, x, that is randomly chosen from the distribution
p(:r) = e- x2 /21J 2 , where (J is 5% of the maximum of the absolute value of the complex
signal.
In a recent probe-detected wave-packet interferometry study, Katsuki et
al. ,,'ere able to visualize interference fringes of 12 wave packets in samples pre-
pared in a molecular jet.9 The rotational temperature of the sample was f'V 15 K. At
that temperature the rotational period is tens of ps, two orders of magnitude longer
than the vibrational period in the ground state, and much longer than the maximum
inter-pulse delay used in the calculations being presented here. \iVe therefore neglect
rotational dynamics in the exploratory calculations reported here.
For an initial state we use the ground vibrational state of the X electronic
state, lOx), ignoring any population in higher levels due to thermal excitation. Both
t2I and t 32 are varied from 0 to 1500 fs in increments of 10 fs, and we consider two
target propagation times at present, t 43 = 15 fs and 60 fs. The real and imaginary
13
pi1rt.s of the reslllting two-dimensional intE'rferogrHm for t u = 15 fs mc shown in
Figllre 2.2. The pcriodicity in signal intensity with hi is rdc,tecl to the YihrHtiOl181
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Figure 2.2: Reed (upper pallel) Hlld imaginary (lower peUlel) compollents of the lloise-
free interferognHll from vibrating. llOlll"otating 12 plotted as Hhlllction of illterplllse del8ys
hi alld t32 for fixed f'l3 = 15 fs. The positive (red lines) and llegativc (blue lilies) are
separated by 1/251h of the maxim lim absolute value of the siglla!. Periodicity alollg the
t21 axis reflects wave-packet motion in the B state, while that along the t:l2 axis is due to
motion ill the X state.
period of ('118 B stclte ,Hound J/ = 20 (TB ~ .J.90 fs). while" less vism,ll~' appmcnt
periodicit)· a.long the tJ2 axis is due to yilmltiomd lllOtiOll in the X state (TX ~ 254
f5).
Tlw amplitudes alJ(1 plwscs of tlle target anclrecollstl"llC'ted states me pJot.t.ed
in Figure 2,4. The fidelity of reconstruction from the noisy signal is f = 0.993·13
0.3 28
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Figure 2.3: 1'1](' phase (right 118ncl ::leak) awl amplitude (left halld senle) of the target
(blnt' lilIes) alld rcc:on::ltrnctecl (reel lines) state::; for tj:J = 15 fl;. TIecollstructioll is perforlllec]
with a fidelity f = 0.993433 llsing till optimal tolerallce O.037Ci7.
(compared to unit fidelity from <.1 noiseless signal). After 15 [s, the target wave packet
lws gained mOlnentmu allel Iwgun to nlOye mn)y from the Fnlllck-Colldollregioll cen-
tercel ell. 2.666 A. The success of the reconstructioll. despite minor clisagreemellts in
the amplitudes ai reJati\'cl~' slllall «2.6 A) and large (>3 A) inten11lcJear separa-
hons. is due in large part to the aCCllr8te reproductioll of I. he pl18se, espccially in
regiolls where there is cOllsider"ble RIllplitl1<le. As pointed out in refercnce 5. dis-
crepancics in tIl(' arnplitllde alone of the reconstrncted wave packet affect the fidelity
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only at second order. The reconstructed local phase is
(2.6)
\vhere 'ljJrec(T) = 'tJ;~ec + iu';'ec(T) and erec(T) is bounded by ±1f. \Ve shift erec(T) by
integer multiples of 21f so that -1f < erec(T) - etarget(r) < 1f without altering the
reconstructed \vave function or the fidelity.
\Vriting 'V:(1') = I'V)(T)leiO(r), \ve note that nDe/DT ~ ]1(1') can be identified
as an approximate local momentum. In the range 2.5-2.7 A the phase profile is
nearly flat, indicating that the trailing edge of the target wave packet has yet to
gain significant momentum. Portions of the vl'ave packet at the leading edge, with
separations greater than 2.7 A, however, have begun to acquire momentum in the
direction of increasing internuclear separation. as seen by the positive slope in the
phase function.
A complication presents itself when usmg inter-pulse delays shorter than
the pulse duration. Pulse propagators were used in calculating the effect of the
laser pulses on each wave packet. A pulse propagator reduces the effect of a fillite
duration pulse on a state vector to the action of a single matrix-vector multiplication.
In determining the nuclear matrix elements of the various pulse propagators, one
time-evolves the relevant state ket on the originating potential surface for the full
duration of the pulse and subsequently back-propagates the resulting wave packet
on the final surface until the arrival time of that pulse. The unpropagated wave
packet produced by the instantaneous action of a pulse propagator serves only as an
initial condition that will yield the correct wave packet once it is propagated under
the appropriate bare nuclear Hamiltonian for a time longer than the pulse duration.
The target state that is reconstructed in Figure 2.3, for instance, has evolved on
1G
the upper portion of the B state for approxiUlateh' half of the pulse c1mation. so
that it may not necessarily reflect the target state that would be produced under
experimental conditions.
As the target ste\te is allowed 1-0 e"olw for longer times in the B statr it
loses S0111e of its cunplitude fi:'ingrs and takes the marc GcHlssian-like shape secn in
rC'construction in this case (t 43 = GO fs) is lllare aCC11rate. withFigure 2A. The
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Figure 2.4: The phase (right hand SUl.](') ,md amplitude (left hand scale) of the target
(bl uc lines) and reconstructed (reel lincs) st ates for t43 = 60 fs. TIeconstnlction is performed
with a fidelity f = 0.m.17217 llsillg an optimal toleranct' 0.00957_
f = 0.997217. than with f'1:1 = 15 fs. The small gain in fidelity may be attrihutable
to the marc complicated form of the amplitude accompanying a shortcr tl:).
The signal for t'{3 = 60 fs (sec Appendix A) has s111a11\:'r a111plitudr than that
calculated for tu = 15 fs. As the target wave packet movet-> out of the Franck-
Condon region it enters a part of the potential that is less accessible too the reference
states. due to thc spectnd selectivity ofthe pulses involn~d in creating Ire/). Shorter
--------------------------
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pulses could afford the bandwidth necessary to maintain a large signal amplitude,
but would interfere with the spectral separation between the red and blue pulse
pairs that enables isolation of signal contributions proportional to ((421)BI(3)B).
Noise-free signals and plots of reconstructed and target states for t43 = 0, 30, 45.
60. 75. 650, and 715 fs are presented in Appendix A.
There are two contributions to the signal from a nl-WPI experiment that have
the phase signature we seek ((421)BI(3)B) and ((431)BI(2)B). The contribution of
the latter to the signals presented in this chapter and on possible experimentally
collected signals can be ignored. Given the pulse carrier frequencies previously
mentioned, the transfer of amplitude from the low-lying region of the B state to
the X state by the third pulse will be possible only for t31 's that are near integer
multiples of the B state period. Furthermore the transfer will be highly inefficient
due to the small amplitude of 120B) in the region of internuclear distance where
VB (T) - V;; (T) ::::: 11,[23' The fiuorescence could also be filtered to collect only photons
with energy sufficiently less than E = VB(T~O) - V\,(T~O)' where T~. is the outer
turning point of the InB) state, so that (TI (2)B) is negligible in the emission-window
region. In situations where the excited potential surface is dissociative, one could
use time-of-fiight mass spectroscopy to determine the relative contribution of the
two overlaps with the relevant phase signature. 10
An interesting issue for further investigation will be the robustness of molecu-
lar state reconstruction ,vith partial neglect of information concerning the high-lying
portion of the B-state, which contributes to the target, but not reference, wave-
packet propagation. Such an investigation would be analogous to earlier studies
of two-color, three-state nl- \VPI which found that one can make even fairly crude
approximations to the form of the final-state potential in calculating the reference
wave packets and still successfully reconstruct a target wave packet. Using a linear
18
approximation to the difference potential, for instance, Humble and Cina were able
to perform reconstructions of Li dimers with fidelity f = 0.9907.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the possibility of reconstructing vibra-
tional wave packets on h from collections of wave packets evolving on the X and
B states. This differs from previously formulated schemes for state reconstruction
via nl-\VPI in that we use only two electronic states. This simplification entails
preparing reference states that have evolved on the lower portion of the B state, as
well as the X state, to reconstruct a target state that is prepared on and allowed
to evolve on the upper portion of the B state. Reconstructions from a noisy sim-
ulated signal were performed with high fidelity (>99%) and prove to be promising
experimentally.
In addition to reconstructing molecular states using collections of vibrational
v/ave packets in isolated molecules, we are also interested in the wave packet dynam-
ics of interacting molecules in the condensed phase. Isolated gas phase molecules
evolve with minimal intermolecular interactions. In the condensed phase, however,
these interactions playa significant and inextricable role in the dynamics of directly
probed chromophores. An ideal family of molecular systems whose vibrational and
electronic degrees of freedom can be studied using ,vave packet techniques are small
molecules embedded in cryogenic matrices. The chromophore and host dynamics
are intimately connected, and an accurate description of not only the chromophore,
but the host as welL is needed to simulate and interpret coherent spectroscopic
experiments on these systems.
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CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE FIXED AND ADIABATIC
VIBRATIONAL BASIS/GAUSSIAN BATH TREAT},J1ENTS
Reproduced with permission from Chapman, C. T.; Cina, J. A. 1. Chem.
Phys. 21, 46215, Copyright 2007, American Institute of Physics.
A Introduction
Ultrafast coherent spectroscopic experiments performed in conjunction with
matrix isolation of a small-molecule chromophore reveal fundamental information
about many-body molecular interactions of a quantum mechanical nature. Photo-
induced molecular electronic excitations,1,2 vibrations, 3 9 or chemical reactions1o,11
interact dissipatively with the surrounding medium. Entanglement may ensue be-
tween the chromophore and medium degrees of freedom, leading to both decoherence
and energy loss by the "system." During the dynamics leading to equilibration, an
initially pure electronic or nuclear reduced density matrix may become mixed in
character. In the structured environment of a low temperature crystal, it is not
uncommon for coherence transfer to occur between system and bath so that coher-
ent molecular motion in the system leads to the onset of coherent motion in the
"bath."1214
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The use of cryogenic noble-gas host matrices affords an opportunity to per-
form experiments on many-body systems in well-characterized nearly pure states,
and has several generic features that can be exploited in constructing a new theo-
retical framework. A well-defined initial structure obviates the need for averaging
over different equilibrium geometries and, at cryogenic temperatures, the entire
guest-host complex can often be assumed to reside in its overall ground state prior
to short-pulse laser excitation, with the neglect of any population in higher-lying
states due to the low but nonzero temperature. The experimentally probed chro-
mophore motion is oftentimes somewhat removed from the density of states of the
lattice phonons-being significantly higher in frequency than the Debye frequency
of the host crystal-and weakly coupled to them..Moreover, the ultrashort pulses of
laser excitation and probing are usually chosen to be electronically or vibrationally
resonant with transitions of the guest molecule. Its internal degrees of freedom
are thus externally driven to large-amplitude coherent motion. Non-resonantly cou-
pled modes of the surrounding medium become excited only indirectly through the
transfer of energy. and possibly coherence, from the directly excited intramolecular
degrees of freedom.
Here we put forward a theoretical approach that takes advantage of these
factors. It will enable the systematic simulation of ultrafast coherent spectroscopic
signals from small molecules embedded in solid matrices. \Ve make a system-bath de-
composition of the full nuclear Hamiltonian, with the system comprising the directly
excited chromophore modes while the remaining degrees of freedom are relegated to
the bath. The system's eigenstates-which are to be calculated numerically-serve
as an anharmonic vibrational basis in which to express the composite state ket, and
the bath wave packets act as time-dependent expansion coefficients.
There is some freedom in defining the vibrational basis. and we present two
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options. The first uses the vibrational basis obtained \vhen the bath is held fixed in
its equilibrium (i.e. minimum-potential-energy) configuration. The fixed vibrational
basis (FVB) is therefore independent of the time-varying coordinates of the bath.
The second uses an adiabatic vibrational basis (AVB), which is parametrized by the
bath coordinate variables. In both cases, the small-amplitude motion of the bath
is treated semiclassically, \vith a differently propagating multidimensional Gaussian
wave packet accompanying each vibrational level. Follmving Heller's general pre-
scription for semiclassical dynamics under locally quadratic approximations (LQA)
to the relevant Hamiltonians,15 equations of motion for the parameters specifying
the bath \yave packets are derived for both vibrational bases.
The semiclassical approaches developed in this paper represent alternative
generalizations to an earlier treatment that applied the LQA to all modes of a cryo-
genic complex by treating the time-dependent nuclear wave functions in various elec-
tronic states as multidimensional Gaussian \\raVe packets describing all solute a,nd
solvent nuclear degrees of freedom. 16 Using that "universal" semiclassical method,
Rohrdanz demonstrated the basic principle of intermolecular communication by lat-
tice phonons. She observed abrupt changes in the calculated time-resolved coherent
anti-Stokes Raman scattering (tr-CARS) signal from an b molecule isolated in a one-
dimensional AI' crystal arising from the arrival of a coherent lattice wave launched
by the short-pulse electronic excitation and dynamical solvation of a Ca atom sev-
eral lattice sites away. Those calculations16 can also be regarded as providing a
practical initial demonstration of the more advanced methods outlined here. As
we shall explain. the new theories, while sharing many desirable features with the
universal semiclassical approximation, are designed to overcome certain limitations
of the earlier theory for treating large amplitude intramolecular vibrational motion.
In the next section, we outline the theoretical framework for the two new
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approaches and derive the corresponding parameter equations of motion. In the final
section, we make some comparisons between the FVB-Gaussian bath (FVB/GB) and
AVB-Gaussian bath (AVB/GB) theories, and spell out their relationship to other
semiclassical and system-bath approaches. \Ve briefly describe their application to
the calculation of nonlinear optical signals from chromophores embedded in low-
temperature crystals in conjunction with a pulse-propagator-based treatment of the
short-pulse interactions. Appendix B contains the parameter equations of motion for
the FVB/GB theory and Appendix C contains the parameter equations of motion
for the AVB/GB theory.
B Theory
B.l System-Bath Decomposition
The nuclear Hamiltonian for a many-body molecular system with amplitude
in a single electronic state* is
1 TH = -P . 1\,[ . P + V (r)
2
where P = column (PI, ... PN) is the momentum vector, vlith
(3.1)
lr (r) is the potential; and r = column (rI' '" rN) is the position vector, with ri =
column (Xi, Yi, Zi).
\Ve shall reexpress the full nuclear Hamiltonian in terms of normal coordi-
nates to provide a systematic basis for our subsequent system-bath decomposition,
*Although we consider explicitly the dynamics in only one electronic state, it is to be understood
that the same type of treatment could be applied in several electronic levels simultaneously. Thus
the theory is directly applicable to coherent electronic spectroscopy signals. such as time-resolved
coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (tr-CARS) and wave-packet interferometry (\'lfPI).
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recapitulating the standard steps in such a transformation17 in order to be precise
about our definitions and notation. \Ve transform preliminarily to mass-weighted
Cartesian momenta~ IT = D·p~ and coordinates~R = D-1'(r - r(O))~ where D = VM
and r(O) is a minimum-energy configuration (perhaps determined in practice from a
classical molecular dynamics simulation16 ). In terms of the mass-\veighted coordi-
nates and momenta, the nuclear Hamiltonian takes the form
H = ~ITT . IT + if (D. R + r(O)) .
2
(3.2)
For the purpose of identifying normal coordinates, we temporarily expand the po-
tential through second order as if ~ l'(r(O)) + ~RT. (\7R\7}~17). Rand diagonalize
the force-constant matrix
(3.3)
The columns of the orthogonal transformation matrix A are the eigenvectors of
the force constant matrix; the corresponding eigenvalues are arranged in order of
decreasing size along the diagonal of A.
The normal coordinates and momenta for our system are theref3-ore given
by ~ = AT . Rand 11 = AT . IT, respectively. In terms of these operators, the full
nuclear Hamiltonian can be expressed as
(3.4)
Although the potential energy is written as a function of the normal coordinates, it
should be emphasized that all intra- and intermode anharmonicities have thus far
been retained; a quadratic approximation to the potential is not being made.
In the application of our framework to small-molecule dynamics within matri-
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ces, it is useful to mimic a macroscopic host crystal by applying "periodic boundary
conditions" to a sample cell small enough to be computationally tractable. This is
accomplished by requiring that V(r) be periodic in the length L of the sample cube
(which contains one solute chromophore and tens or hundreds of solvent atoms).
The cell length must be at least twice the range of intermolecular forces to prevent
an atom from interacting with either itself or more than one copy of another atom. t
Under periodic boundary conditions, there is no potential energy change
associated with overall spatial translation of the sample, but overall rigid rotation
is hindered. Vie therefore assume that only the last three elements of the diagonal
matrix A -the eigenvalues associated with center-of-mass translation-are strictly
vanishing. The Hamiltonian can be separated into center-of-mass kinetic energy and
. 1 T ()mternal components, H = "2JrClv!'JrCAI+h, where JrCM = column Jr3N-2, Jr3N-l, Jr3N ,
and the internal Hamiltonian 11 is independent of ~Cll1 = colunm(6N-2,6N-l,6]\,).
In order to simplify the description, we specialize to the case of a diatomic so-
lute whose single high-frequency internal vibration is to be driven to large-amplitude.
The highest-frequency normal coordinate ~l should have the largest component of
intramolecular solute vibration, so we decompose the internal Hamiltonian into sys-
tem (vibrational) and bath (phonon) components plus interactions:
h = hs (q) + hb (Q) + 'U (q, Q). (3.5)
tIt would be readily possible to include explicit multi-body forces within our
framework but we specialize to pair-wise additive atom-atom potentials F (r)
L';>j v';j (r.; - ri) for the sake of simplicity. Periodicity is enforced by taking v';j (ri - rj) =
L hi (x,; - Xi + IL, Y, - Yj + 1IIL, Z.; - Zj + nL) for the pair potentials, where f;j can be nonzero
1m"
only when all its arguments have magnitude smaller than L/2: the coordinate values range contin-
uously from minus infinity to plus infinity (which will be a useful feature for our wave-packet-based
theory) but only the single term in the sum over I,m, and n with I = --nearest integer[(x.; ~xj)/L],
and analogously for 1Il and n, can possibly be nonzero.
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The system Hamiltonian is
the bath Hamiltonian is
1 Thb = "2 p . p + Ub (Q) ,
(3.6)
(3.7)
and 'U (q, Q) describes the system-bath interaction. In these operators, q = 6,
p = 1fI, Q = column(~2, ... 6N-3), and P = column(1f2, ... 1f3N-3). The sys-
tem and bath potentials are 11 s (q) = V (D. A· column(q, 0, ... 0) + r(O)) and Ub (Q)
= V (D. A· column(O,Q, 0, 0, 0) + r(O)) -V (r(O)), respectively; we have defined the
latter so that Ub (0) = O. The system-bath interaction is thus defined by
11 (q, Q) = V (D. A· column(q, Q, 0, 0, 0) + r(O)) - Us (q) - Ub (Q). (3.8)
The system dynamics is to be rigorously calculated, while the bath can be
treated by a number of methods to varying degrees of approximation. In general,
the action of the bath is twofold: to dissipate vibrational excitation from the system
through the transfer of vibrational quanta, and to dephase the system vibration by
modulating its energy level spacings. To quantify the action of these two processes,
a reduced description of the vibrational state would suffice. For application to
time-resolved Raman and other coherent optical spectroscopieswhose signals involve
the overlap between nuclear states of both the system and the bath accompanying
different electronic states of the resonantly excited chromophore\ve also need at least
an approximate amplitude-level description of the quantum mechanical state of the
bath degrees of freedom.
Although \ve are currently specializing to the case of a single-mode-system,
our general approach could be applied straightforwardly to a several-mode system.
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In particular, if the system vibration induces large amplitude motion in any bath
mode, the system can be expanded to include that coordinate so that weak coupling
to the remaining bath modes still applies. Our system-bath separation based on
normal coordinates has a beneficial feature relative to a heuristic identification of
intramolecular and solvent degrees of freedom. Model calculations within Redfield
and other relaxation theories often assume bilinear coupling between system and
bath coordinates. 18.19 In our approach on the other hand, all second-order terms in
the potential energy are squares of single-mode system or bath position operators;
the lowest-order contributions to the system-bath interaction potential are third
oT'der. and comprise terms proportional to q'2 Q,i, qQ;, and qQiQJ' Postponing the
onset of system-bath interaction to higher order in this way should extend the range
of applicability of any theory based on weak system-bath coupling.
B.2 Fixed Vibrational Basis/Gaussian Bath Approach (FVB/GB)
a Fixed Vibrational Basis States
\iVe shall consider two different approaches to calculating the dynamics 11n-
der the Hamiltonian. The first of these makes use of the fixed vibrational basis
accompanying a ref3-crcncc coufigmation of the bath, say Q = O. \iVc write the
time-dependent nuclear ket as a sum of tensor products states,
(3.9)
where Iv) are the fixed vibrational basis states obeying hs Iv) = Ev Iv), and the ex-
pansion coefficients, I1/J//) = \lJ I1./J), are pure bath kets. \iVeak system-bath coupling
along with the small-amplitude nature of the bath vibrations make the fixed vibra-
tional basis expansion a natural form for 1-0 (t)). It is to be expected that the bath
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kets /'I1'v(t)) will not differ very greatly from each other or from the ground state of
hb in any single bath-mode component.+
Temporal evolution of the overall nuclear ket is governed by the time-dependent
Schrdinger equation
ai-Iv, (t)) = h I·J) (t)) .
at
(3.10)
Cn == 1 hereafter). It can be seen from Eqn. (3.9) that all of 11,b(t)rs time dependence
is carried by the bath kets. l~sing Eqns. (3.5) and (3.9), and projecting onto state
Iv), yields the equation of motion for the bath wave packet.
a
i at 1'/fJv(t)) = (cv + hb + llvv) 11L'v(t)) + L UvD !·t['D(t)) ,
Depv
(3.11)
where llvD == (//1 u(ij, Q) Iv). The transfer of amplitude between bath kets accom-
panying different vibrational states is governed by the coupling operator, v( ij, Q),
and the corresponding changes in population are responsible for vibrational energy
relaxation. Dephasing of the system vibration occurs as a result of loss of overlap
between the bath kets accompanying different vibrational states.
b Gaussian Bath Wave Packets Accompanying Fixed Vibrational States
The displacements of the lattice atoms in the vicinity of the guest molecule,
indirectly induced by the latter's external vibrational excitation, may in some in-
stances be fairly large. But their displacements should be describable as superpo-
sitions of small-amplitude displacements in many low-frequency spatially extended
modes. Thus we may assume that the amplitude of motion in all the bath modes
+Some inner products (1/J v I 'l/JD), with lJ -I- v, may nonetheless approach zero due to the cumula-
tive effect of small losses of overlap in man:)' bath modes, as is necessary to account for vibrational
decoherence.
-------------
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\vill be fairly small.
vVe do not wish to restrict our treatment to a strictly harmonic description
of the bath, hmvever. Among other limitations, such an approximation vlould pre-
vent the bath degrees of freedom from interacting with each other, except indirectly
through the system. A locally quadratic treatment goes further, by allowing third
and higher-order coupling terms among bath modes and between the system and the
bath. vVe theref3-ore adopt a locally quadratic approximation (LQA) to the bath po-
tentiaL approximating 'Ub(Q) + u(q, Q) as a locally second order function of Q based
on its slopes and curvatures at the spatial center eq : 3.12Q// = (1/1// (1)1 QI'~)v (t)) of
the Gaussian \-vave packet
The time dependence of the wave packet (3.12) resides in the parameters:
a// = a~ + ia~, a complex-symmetric matrix whose elements determine the spatial
widths of the packet; the position expectation value Ql/; the momentum vector
p// = (1£'v (t)1 P l'lI'l' (t)); and the complex scalar "1// = "/~ + h:;. whose real part
specifies the phase of the packet and whose imaginary part relates to its norm
In order to find the equations of motion for the parameters of the bath wave
packets under the LQA,15 Eqn. (3.11) is written in the position representation with
the ansatz (3.12) for (Q I '~)1/ (t)); the operators on the RHS are expanded through
second order in the elements of (Q - Q//), and the time derivative on the LHS
is evaluated with the help of the chain rule. Coupled equations of motion for the
parameters are then obtained by equating the coefficients of like powers of (Q - Q//)
on both sides of the equation. The summand in (3.11) involves vibrational matrix
elements of the system-bath interaction operating on the Dth bath vvave packet. In
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the D i- v terms responsible for vibrational relaxation, we write (Q I 'ljJf)) as (Q I 4Jv )
times a Q -dependent "correction factor,"
(3.13)
with
(3.14)
and
(3.15)
The function 9 (Q; v, D) is written as a second-order polynomial in (Q - Q,/) as
an algebraic convenience in isolating equal-order terms and canceling the common
factors (Q 11bv). But the quantitative validity of the approximation (3.15) rests on
the assumptioncentral to our LQA treatment of the baththat the various (Q I "tt'v)
are similar enough and the vibrational transition rates low enough that each retains
a Gaussian form. The equations of motion for the bath parameters Ov· p,/, Qv, and
Iv can now be found and are stated in their entirety in Appendix B.
----- ------------------
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B.3 Adiabatic Vibrational Basis/Gaussi,an Bath Approach (AVB/GB)
a Adiabatic Vibrational Basis States
The system-bath decomposition and FVB/GB approximation described above
do not automatically take advantage of the high-frequency nature of the system vi-
bration. ,Ve set the stage for an alternative treatment that makes full use of this
time-scale difference by reexpressing the overall nuclear state in terms of an adia-
batic vibrational basis. The adiabatic basis states are eigenkets of the vibrational
Hamiltonian
h11ib ((2) = 11 5 + 'Ub ((2) + u (q, Q)
parametrized by the bath-coordinate operator and obeying
hvib (Q) Iv (Q)) = E1/ ( Q) Iv (Q) )
(3.16)
(3.17)
with v = 0, L 2,.... ,Vhen the bath kinetic energy operator is reintroduced, the
eigenva1ues in Eqn. (3.17) will play the role of potential energy surfaces on which
the bath degrees of freedom evolve, and between which vibrationally nonadiabatic
transitions may occur. These bath potential surfaces are analogous to the adia-
batic potentia1 energy surfaces on which the nuclei evolve in the usual electronic
Born-Oppenheimer approximation.2o ,21 ,iVe emphasize, however, that we will avoid
making an adiabatic approximation per se. Nonadiabatic effects are included in
the system dynamics and will be needed to account for vibrational relaxation and
dephasing processes.
The advantage of adopting an adiabatic vibrational basis description of the
system states derives from the time-scale separation that is assumed to exist be-
tween the laser-driven vibrational system and the indirectly excited bath. the weak-
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coupling nature of their interaction, and the small-amplitude range of bath motion.
E'"en though the time-scale difference between system and bath may be insufficient
to justify an adiabatic approximation, these features should all tend to decrease the
number of adiabatic vibrational basis states required and slow the rate of nonadia-
batic transitions between them.
Implementation ofthe adiabatic-vibrational-basis treatment for a small molecule
solute in a crystalline host cannot proceed directly, however. as would an analo-
gOlls electronicall~T-adiabatic-basis description of the dynamics of a smalL isolated
molecule with a handful of nuclear coordinates. For it would be entirely impracti-
cable to specify the vibrational eigenkets and eigenenergies for a dense array of Q
values. The dimension of this space is 3N - 4) with N on the order of hundreds; the
number of points required, say'" 103N -4, would lead to computationally prohibitive
basis-set storage requirements.
The vibrational kets and energies could instead be sought as functions of a
much smaller list of collective bath coordinates as follows. By grouping the system-
bath coupling by powers of the vibrational coordinate
kmax
'U (q, (.2) = L l(}dC2)
k=l
(3.18)
one could specify the force on the system with kmax collective bath parameters (}k. It
an array of perhaps'" 10k",,,, +1 points in a much lower-dimensional parameter space.
But even if the expansion (~J.18) is truncated at low order in the system coordinate,
the number of parameter sets required could easily run into the thousands. Although
this number may not be strictly prohibitive, storing multiple vibrational states and
energies for such an array of points could nevertheless place rather strong demands
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on computer memory.
As an alternative to cataloging the adiabatic vibrational basis states and
energies for parameter values Q = (Q1, ... Q3N-4) or (Ub; 0"1, "'O"kmaJ distributed
on a discrete array, we can instead obtain them as explicit functions of either set
of parameters, which can be evaluated as needed during a calculation rather than
stored. 'Ve can accomplish such a description with the help of time-independent
perturbation theory.21 Let
hvib (Q) = h~~~ (Q) + 5u (q, Q),
with
h~~~ (Q) = hs + '/I'b (Q) + L Ill) (1I1'11, (q, Q) Ill) (1I1
and
5u (q, Q) = u (q, Q) - L Ill) (1I 1 u (q, Q) Ill) (1I1·
v
The ref3-erence states Ill) == III (Q = 0)) obey h~~~ (Q) Ill) = cSO) (Q) 1//), with
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
where CI/
comes
Ev (Q = O).§ Using Eqn. (3.18), the perturbation operator (3.21) be-
(3.23)
§The reference states of the adiabatic vibrational basis treatment are identical to the fixed
vibrational basis states introduced previously. In some instances it may be sufficient to make use
of a smaller number of the former than of the latter in carrying out the two different approaches.
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which has vanishing diagonal matrix elements
6'llvv == (vI6'll Iv) = 0
and off-diagonal matrix elements given as functions of Q by
6upv (Q) == (vi 6u Iv) = L (vi qk Iv) (Jk (Q).
k=l
(3.24)
(3.25)
?\IIaking use of standard expressions from stationary-state perturbation theory,21 we
obtain the adiabatic potential energy of the bath
(3.26)
v,'ith [SO) (Q) given by Eqn. (3.22), EP) (Q) = 0 from Eqn. (3.24), and
(3.27)
\lvTe define a unitaTy operator relating the adiabatic states to the ref3-erence
states,
Iv(Q)) == U(Q) Iv).
U (Q) can be approximated with a perturbation series
where
(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)
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(3.31)
(3.32)
The practical virtue of the expansions (3.26) and (3.29)-carried to unspecified
orders to be determined by the sample-specific coupling strengths and relative fre-
quencies of the bath modes and the system vibrationis that they provide adiabatic
vibrational energies and eigenstates as explicit functions of the bath coordinates.
The adiabatic vibrational states (:3.28) are defined within an arbitrary phase
function of Q. The transformation U(Q) is consequently defined 'within a Q-dependent
phase-factor matrix that is diagonal in the basis {Iv)}. In our perturbative ex-
pressions (3.30) through (3.32), those phase functions were chosen so that all the
(1/ II/(Q)) are real and consequently (1/1 u(n)(Q) Iv) = (vi [u(n)(Q)]t 11/). This con-
dition on the unitary operator (3.29) will determine the gauge of an induced vector
potential appearing in the Schrodinger equation for the bath dynamics (see Eqns.
(3.34) and (3.35) below).22 24
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b Time Evolution in the Adiabatic Vibrational Basis Treatment
The composite nuclear ket describing the evolving state of the coupled system
and bath is written as U(Q) times a sum of system-bath tensor product states
(3.33)
v v
where l;ov) = (v( Q) 11/;) = (vi U t (Q) 111'1) is the bath wave packet accompanying the
v tli adiabatic vibrational state. vVc nse a circUlnfiex to emphasil\e the bath-position-
operator-dependence of the unitary transformation. Substituting 17 = (1/2) PT .
P+ hvib(Q) (see Eqns. (3.5) and (3.16)) and Eqn. (3.33) into the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation, using Eqn. (3.17), and projecting onto state \v(Q)), yields
the equation of motion for the bath wave packet
a ~ [1 (A A)T (A A) A]
'i at l;ov (t)) = (vi 2 P + A(Q) . P + A(Q) + Ev(q) Iv) I;:D (1)). (3.34)
//
The vector potential in Eqn. (3.34) is given by
A (Q) = -iUt (Q) \JU (Q) (3.35)
and arises as a result of the commutation relation PU = UP - i \JU. The gradient
in Eqn. (3.35) is taken with respect to bath coordinate variables, and the bath mo-
mentum operator in the position representation is (QI P Ip//) = -i\J (Q I ;;//). Our
choice of phase function in the perturbative expansion (3.29) for U (Q) specifies the
gauge of the vector potential (3.35). Note that in Eqn. (;:3.;:33), the time dependence
of I'l!: (t)) is once again carried by the bath packets alone, as it was in the fixed
vibrational basis approach.
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c Gaussian Bath Wa1Je Packets for the Adiabatic Vibrational States
\Ve adopt a Gaussian ansatz for the bath wave packets (Q I'Pv(t)) and proceed
as III Section B.2 of this chapter to find the equations of motion for the ,vm'e-
packet parameters. The vibrational eigenenergies are nmv functions of the bath
coordinates; locally quadratic expansions for these bath potential functions will be
obtained in practice from perturbative expressions like Eqn. (3.26). Bath V\'ave
packets accompanying different adiabatic vibrational states are coupled through
the nonadiabatic portion of the vector potentiaL rather than through the potential
energy operator.
To see how to handle the vector-potential-containing terms in the Gaussian
wave-packet theory. we can imagine writing the unitary transformation (3.28) as
U (Q) = eiF(Q) ""here F is a Hermitian operator in the vibrational Hilbert space
parametrized by the bath coordinates. In keeping with the Gaussian form of the
bath "'ave packets, we would expand F (Q) quadratically. This observation indicates
that a consistent treatment should adopt a locally linear approximation to the vector
potential,
(3.36)
Using Eqns. (3.26), (3.34). and (3.36), it becomes a straightforwardbut somewhat
involvedexercise to derive equations of motion for the AVB/GB parameters. The
resulting expressions are presented in Appendix C.~
'See Appendix C for the equations of motion governing the time evolution of Gaussian wave
packet parameters expanded in an adiabatic vibrational basis.
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C Discussion
C.l Relationship to Other T{lork
\Ve have formulated two different semiclassical descriptions of the dynamics of
matrix-isolated small molecules undergoing large amplitude, high frequency motion.
Both theories partition the nuclear Hamiltonian in a given electronic state into
system, bath, and interaction terms in order to define a vibrational basis in which
to expand the state ket; both arrive at equations of motion for the parameters of
bath wave packets that are constrained to take the form of Gaussians. The two
treatments differ in their adoption of a fixed vibrational basis (FVB/GB theory) or
an adiabatic vibrational basis (AVB/GB).
The FVB/GB theory is analogous in structure to applications of Heller's orig-
inal LQA to the short-time dynamics of Gaussian nuclear wave packets in various
fixed electronic states (i.e., electronic basis states assumed independent of nuclear
coordinates).2528 In our theory, the bath-coordinate-independent vibrational states
playa role analogous to the electronic basis states in Heller's theory, and the bath
coordinates play the role assumed by all of the nuclear coordinates in those prob-
lems. In many applications of the LQA to chemical dynamics, continuous-wave
laser fields drive transitions between different electronic states. In the applica-
tions of interest for the present theory, vibrationally off-diagonal elements of the
system-bath interaction join pulsed laser fields in effecting the transfer of amplitude
between different vibrational (or electronic) st ates. \iVith its incorporation of ex-
plicitly bath-coordinate-dependent adiabatic vibrational basis states, our AVB/GB
theory is analogous to an earlier generalization of Heller's theory to incorporate
adiabatic electronic states that are parameterized by nuclear coordinates. 23
The vibrational-basis theories spelled out in this chapter should help over-
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come a significant limitation of the LQA in application to the spectroscopy and
dynamics of small molecules in cr}'ogenic matrices. In a recent study of intennolec-
ular communication between atomic and molecular chromophores embedded in a
rare-gas host crystaL Rohrdanz16 demonstrated that tr-CARS can be a sensitive
probe of signals transmitted by coherent phonons over nanometer distance scales.
Those calculations applied the LQA universally. to all lattice and intramolecular
modes of the system. In part because of the LQA's tendency to disobey energy
conservation over many periods of large-amplitude motion in the anharmonic po-
tential well of the iodine molecule used as the "receiver" in that study, fairly strict
limits has to be placed on some of the pulse durations and inter-pulse delays. In
addition, the universal LQA did not conserve energy for times long enough to inves-
tigate intermolecular communication over longer distances or the temporal decay of
the tr-CARS signal due to vibrational dephasing. Replacing the LQA by a numeri-
cally calculated vibrational basis for the large-amplitude anharmonic modes should
greatly extend the range of systems and timescales that can be quantitatively sim-
ulated.
The calculations of re£3-. 16 demonstrate the basic applicability of Gaussian-
wave-packet-based semiclassical theory to the calculation of time-resolved nonlinear
optical signals from matrix-isolated molecules undergoing coherent internal vibra-
tion. Since that paper applied the LQA to all modes, it represents the limit of the
present theories in which the "system" is zero-dimensional and all nuclear degrees
of freedom are treated the same way that the present theories treat just the bath.
The new approaches ,,,,ill have to pay the modest price of roughly (N sysNbath)3 scal-
ing, "There N sys is the size of the basis set for the vibrational subsystem (l'v"sys =
1 in the old theory) and N bath is the number of bath degrees of freedom. This is
the approximate scaling required for computational propagation of the equations of
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motion in both the FVB/GB and AVB/GB theories to obtain the time-dependent
parameters of the bath wave packets. Rohrdanz's work16 nonetheless provides an
extensive illustration of the basic method, including the description of E-field in-
teractions \\'ith pulse propagators and the calculation of spectroscopic observables
from nuclear wave-packet overlaps.
The ultimate practical limitations of the FVB/GB and AVB/GB in terms
of system size, strength of system-environment coupling, maximum pulse durations,
and length of run consistent \vith energy conservation, will of course be system-
specific and are more difficult to estimate than the approximate overall scaling.
Based on our experience with the universal semiclassical theory,16 is our expectation
that these new theories may provide reliable results for the dynamics of appropriate
systems comprising tens or hundreds of atoms over timescales on the order of tens
of picoseconds.
The assumed small-amplitude motion of the lattice coordinates constituting
the bath in both FVB/ GBand AVB/ GB theories justifies their treatment of the bath
wave function accompanying each vibrational state as a single multi-dimensional
Gaussian wave packet. Swarms of Gaussian wave packets have been used previously
to describe the nuclear degrees of freedom in molecules undergoing electronically
nonadiabatic processes.29 In those applications, the dynamics in different electronic
states is not typically assumed to be small in amplitude or roughly similar to each
other. Nor is the net nuclear wave function accompanying a given electronic state
generally assumed to be approximately Gaussian.
Since their inception three decades ago as computational and interpretive
tools for molecular spectroscopy, Gaussian wave-packet methods30 have been exten-
sively generalized and tested. 31-34 These methods have found applications in many
areas of spectroscopy and dynamics and, in a temperature-propagation formula-
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tion,35,36 have also been of use in calculations of statistical properties. In the latter
context, thermal Gaussians can serve as a more efficient, approximate alternative
to rigorous but costly path-integral Monte Carlo techniques. In a second stage of
development of the theories outlined here, we intend to make use of some tech-
niques that were adopted in the statistical applications. In particular, Frantsuzov
and ~/Iandelshtam35demonstrated the use of variationally derived thermal Gaussian
propagation, ·which is known to be more stable than propagation by the LQA.31
The enabling element in their approach is the representation of intermolecular po-
tentials as sums of Gaussians or polynomials, so that the integrals involving these
potentials that appear in the Bloch equation (imaginary-time equation of motion)
can be calculated analytically, rather than numerically. Combined with our strategy
of treating high-frequency intramolecular (and, possibly, local) modes in a fixed or
adiabatic vibrational basis, application of Frantsuzov and Mandelshtam's approach
should help expand the range of allowable pulse durations, the length of stable
propagation, and the allowable amplitude of lattice motion.
The use of a vibrational basis approach to describe many-body condensed
phase dynamics has a significant advantage oYer reduced d.ynamical treatments37
such as Redfield theory as it is usually applied to condensed-phase dynamics,19,38 in
that it can readily be used in the numerical simulation of coherent optical spectro-
scopic signals involving electronic as well as nuclear coherences. The calculation of
such signals requires the evaluation of ·wave packets simultaneously evolving in mul-
tiple electronic states, while in a reduced dynamical description it is not immediately
obvious how to take long-lived electronic coherences into account.
Our new treatment can be compared with an interesting theory recently
put forward by Martens and co-workers. 39 Aimed primarily at the dephasing of
small-molecule vibrations in molecular crystals (rather than longer-time relaxation
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processes including energy dissipation and wave-packet revivals1,4o,41), that work
adopted a vibrationally adiabatic approximation (the nonadiabatic processes respon-
sible for vibrational relaxation were omitted), incorporated system-bath coupling by
low-order perturbation theory, and relied on a classical approximation to the bath
dynamics. \Vithin its scope. the theory behaved reasonably well, providing dephas-
ing times for specific vibrational coherences of 12 in Ar in rough agreement with the
experimental values.
Other theories to which our approach can meaningfully be compared include
generalized master-equation treatments.42 quantized Hamilton dynamics,43,44 and a
variety of procedures based on forward-backward semiclassical dynamics45 or any of
the various quantum corrections to the relevant classical correlation functions. 46 Be-
cause our theory targets spectroscopic signals governed by small-molecule dynamics
in molecular crystals. it may have some advantages that do not apply to admittedly
more general semiclassical theories aimed at calculating nonlinear optical response
junctions, in their entirety, for chromophores in liquid environments. Principal
among these is the assumption that the initial state of our system has a well-defined
structure describable b:v a localized multi-dimensional wave function or density ma-
trix. 47 Jdonte Carlo sampling of starting phase-space trajectory points, which for
a liquid sample may account for multiple initial structures, is not required. This
sampling step multiplies the computational cost of popular computational schemes
for liqUid-phase optical response functions based on the Herman-Kluk propagator,
which in any case adopt dynamical approximations based on high (liquid-like) tem-
perature. 48- 50
Both of our vibrational-basis/Gaussian bath theories offer rare opportunities
to monitor the quantum mechanical dynamics of a certain class of macroscopic
systems prepared in pure, nonequilibrium states. If the system vibration and its
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surroundings are driven from their collective ground state by a short optical pulse
that is resonant with the small-molecule vibration, the overall state remains pure
(i.e. described by a single state-ket) and certainly does not correspond initially to the
system mode in canonical equilibrium with its low- (but now nonzero-) temperature
surroundings. The theories outlined here afIord the means to track the ensuing
dynamics of system and bath with a well-defined-albeit approximate-prescription
for the time-development of the overall state-ket of system and bath.
In this connection, it is worth making ref3-erence to some interesting recent
work on quantum mechanical entanglement and the foundations of statistical me-
chanics. 51,52 Popescu, Short, and 'Winter considered the reduced density operator of
a small (sub-) system in contact with a larger environment when the "universe" (sys-
tem plus environment) is in a pure state that is chosen at random within some overall
constraints. They quc:mtified the proximity between the actual reduced system state
(defined by tracing the pure-state universe density operator over the environmen-
tal degrees of freedom) and the system density operator corresponding to canonical
equilibrium (obtained by tracing over the environment the density operator of the
universe having equal a priori population of all states within the constraint space).
Their remarkable finding is that for almost any randomly chosen pure state of the
universe, the instantaneous reduced system density operator is very nearly indistin-
guishable from that corresponding to canonical equilibrium. The results of Popescu
and co-workers51 ,52 thus obviate the need for the conventional assumption of equal
a priori probabilities of "universe" states within a constraint space (of energy or
some other quantities) as a foundational concept for statistical mechanics; virtually
the same instantaneous subsystem distribution is obtained from almost any ran-
dondy chosen pure state of the universe (provided the subsystem constitutes a small
enough piece of the universe).
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Stated another way. the ,vork of Popescu, Short, and \Vinter shows that pure
states of the suitably constrained system-pIus-environment in ,vhich the system is
not in equilibrium ,vith its surroundings are very much fewer in number than pure
states in which it is in equilibrium. It must be assumed by extension that these
unusual states typically make their v.ray to and spend most of their subsequent
evolution in states for which the subsystem is "in equilibrium." Although it will be
of great interest to study this "pure-state equilibration' process in simplified model
systems, it should also be wortlnvhile to view the approach to equilibrium in this
way using actual molecular many-body systems. The fact that small molecules in
low-temperature matrices can externally be driven from their ground states into a
wide variety of disequilibrium pure states suggests these systems as ideal candidates
for the experimental study of pure-state equilibration.
c.,'2 Signals and Observables
Aside from the simulation of time-resolved nonlinear optical signals for molec-
ular many-body systems under our vibrational basis/Gaussian bath theories, the
time evolution of some other physical observables for the sample, ·which can be com-
pactly expressed in terms of bath-packet parameters, can also be monitored. Here
we give a few examples of quantities that can reveal key features to the many-body
nuclear dynamics, without regard for specific experimental strategies for measuring
these "observables." \Ve ,vill return in future work to the explicit numerical com-
putation of tr-CARS, pump-probe, and other nonlinear optical signals from small
molecules in cryogenic matrices.
The time evolution of the average value of the vibrational energy (h s ) tracks
the dissipation of vibrational energy into bath potential and kinetic energy, and
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system-bath interaction. This quantity is readily calculable in the FVB/GB theory
and takes the form
(hs) = ('lp(t)lhsl1b(t)) = ~Ev.ldQI(Q I ~v)12.
v
(3.37)
Eqn. (3.37) can be evaluated straightforwardly from the Gaussian probability den-
2 { T }sities I(Q I 'I/)V) I = exp -2!~ - (Q - Qv) . 2Q~' (Q - Qv) . Under the AVB/GB
theory, we would consider instead the time evolution of the average adiabatic vi-
brational energy (h1!ib(Q)), which tracks the dissipation of vibrational energy along
with bath potential energy into bath kinetic energy. This quantity is given by
(h1!ib(Q)) = ('1/) (t)1 hvil,(Q) IVi (t)) = ~JdQI(Q I y//)1 2Ev (Q).
v
(3.38)
By expanding Ev (Q) of Eqn. (3.26) in powers of Q. the adiabatic vibrational en-
ergy can be evaluated in terms of the various moments of the probability densities
The expectation value of the system coordinate is sensitive to vibrational
dephasing, which can occur even in the absence of vibrational energy loss. It is
given in the fixed vibrational basis by
(fj) = ~ qiJv JdQ ('lDiJ(t) I Q) (Q I'l/Jv(t)).
vy
(3.39)
The required matrix elements of q between vibrational eigenstates are to be calcu-
lated numerically, and the wave-packet overlap integrals can be evaluated according
to
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JdQ ('tL'v(t) I Q) (Q 11i'v(t)) =
where
3N-4 { 1 }1r T 1
-- exp - B . A- . B + C .
det A 4 . (3.40)
B = i (20; . Qv - 20v . Qv - Pv + Pv)
.( T * T T T *)C = 'I -Qv' (1v . Qv + Ql/ . Ov . Qv + Pv . Qv - ~/ . Qv - tv + Iv '
The same quantity expressed using an adiabatic vibrational basis is
(fj) = ~JdQ (-Pv(t) I Q) (Q I -Pv(t))
v,v
v,v
(3.41)
(3.42)
(3.43)
(3.44)
\Vith the matrix elements of U and ut written as power series expansions in Q, the
calculation reduces to the evaluation of various parameter derivatives of a closed-
form Gaussian integral according to
(3.45)
In the application of the FVBjGB or AVBjGB theories to pump-probe, tr-
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CARS, or wave-packet interferometr:v signals, the continuous changes in the bath-
wave-packet parameters described by the parameter equations of motion will have
to be augmented by abrupt changes in those parameters due to the action of in-
dividual finite-duration laser pulses. These parameter changes will be accounted
with pulse propagators. 53 Analytical expressions derived within the semiclassi-
cal Franck-Condon approximation, 16, 54 will be applied to components of the pulse
propagators acting on the low-frequency bath, vlhereas low-dimensional numerical
expressions (obtained through split-operator calculations) will be obtained for the
higher-frequency intramolecular vibrations. This approach will enable the accurate
description of shaped or transform-limited pulses ,vith realistic durations on the
order of tens or hundreds of femtoseconds.
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CHAPTER IV
NUMERICAL TESTS OF THE FIXED VIBRATIONAL
BASIS/GAUSSIAN BATH TREATl'vIENT
Xiaolu Cheng brought the assymetric nature of the originally published equa-
tions of motion for the real and imaginary parts of Ov to light, and helped in elu-
cidating the non-Gaussian nature of bath wave packets accompanying high-lying
vibrational le\'els. Dr. Jeff Cina aided in every step.
A Introduction
The behavior of small molecules in solid crystals, including electronic!' 2 and
vibrational dynamics,39 as well as chemical reactions lO ,l1 is affected in a funda-
mental way by interactions with the environment and can be studied using myriad
time-resolved optical experiments. 1, 2, 12 Accurate and efficient simulations of the re-
sultant spectroscopic signals are needed to aid in their interpretation and to expose
the nature of the underlying many-body quantum mechanics. Due to the exponen-
tial scaling with system size of computational effort required for such simulations, it
is not feasible to perform exact calculations of the dynamics of tens or hundreds of
atoms. However, there are several key features of systems involving chromophores
embedded in cryogenic noble-gas hosts that can be exploited to develop a computa-
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tiona!ly efficient, yet comprehensive approach to treating their dynamics. Ultrafast
experiments often drive a few high-frequency intramolecular degrees of freedom to
large-amplitude motion. The host lattice phonons can be disturbed from their equi-
librium configuration through coupling to either or both the nuclear or electronic
degrees of freedom of the directly-excited chromophore. The excitation of the chro-
lllophore motion of interest has been seen to induce coherent motion in the host.
This necessitates an approximate theoretical treatment of the many-body dynamics
that can retain the quantum nature of both the chromophore and the host.
To this end we have developed a theory that treats the system exactly quan-
tum mechanically while the bath is treated semi-classically as a collection of multi-
dimensional Gaussian wave packets. This theory will enable us to simulate ultrafast
coherent spectroscopic signals from small molecules embedded in solid matrices.
This chapter includes several parts: the first section provides a short revievv
of the theory; in the second section, we point out a few clarifications of the theory: in
the third section, we implement the theory numerically on a simple test case of cou-
pled harmonic oscillators; in the fourth section, we calculate linear wave-packet in-
terferometry signals from several test cases using the fixed vibration basis/Gaussian
bath (FVB/GB) approach.
B Outline of FVB/GB
A comprehensive exposition of the FVB/GB theory has been given in the
previous chapter, but we shall summarize several of the key elements here. To
elucidate the treatment of small molecule dynamics via FVB/GB, we consider a
pair of coupled oscillators whose dynamics is governed by a well-defined vibrational
Hamiltonian. In the types of systems we will be treating with FVB/GB there is a
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significant time-scale separation between the characteristic frequencies of the oscil-
lators. Of particular interest are dihalogen vibrations in cryogenic rare-gas matrices,
molecular iodine embedded in AI', for instance. The vibrational frequency of gas-
phase Iz. which is slightly blue-shifted from the cryogenically isolated molecule, is
rv 215 em-1 and the Debye frequency of solid AI' is 64 em-1, making this system a
suitable candidate for treatment using FVB/GB.
\Ve proceed by identifying the mass-weighted normal coordinate:::; and mo-
menta of the sample. \Ve designate the mode with the largest component of the
intermolecular motion of interest (as well as the highest frequency) as the "sys-
tem" with coordinate q and momentum p, while the other modes will constitute the
"bath" with a collective multidimensional coordinate Q and momentum P.
\Ve consider a test ca:::;e in which the bath is composed of a single low-
frequency oscillator. A high-frequency oscillator will comprise the system and will
represent a generalized chromophore motion of interest, such as those probed by
ultrafast coherent spectroscopies. In the general case of a large multi-dimensional
solid-phase bath whose frequency distribution forms a near-continuum. with an up-
per limit given by the Debye frequency of the lattice, the bath modes contribute to
decoherence of the chromophore vibration by modulating its energy level spacings,
thereby disrupting the delicate phase relations between the vmve packet's constituent
vibrational level:::;, and also induce vibrational relaxation in the chromophore by the
absorption and dissipation of vibrational quanta. 13 \~Thile appeal to decoherence and
relaxation rates is not appropriate in our two-dimensional model, we can nonetheless
examine the system dynamics under the influence of the bath and vice versa.
Expressing the full nuclear Hamiltonian for a given electonic state, h. in
terms of the system and bath coordinates and momenta we have
~2 p~2P ~ ~
h = 2 + ""2 + V(q, Q).
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(4.1 )
vVe decompose the potential energy term into system and bath portions,
'Us(ij) and 71b(Q), respectively, and the interaction potential u(q, Q), and write the
Hamiltonian (4.1) as a sum:
h = hs (q, p) + hb (Q, P) + 71 (q, Q) (4.2)
Since the partitioning of the system and bath is based on the normal modes of the
sample, the bilinear coupling terms vanish by deflnition, leaving the lowest-order
contribution to 11 at third order (i.e. consisting of terms proportional to q2Q and
q(2). In the calculations presented below, however, \ve \"ill nevertheless adopt a
bilinear form for the coupling (u ex: qQ) in order to frame a simple, exactly soluble
model problem on which to test the FVB/GB theory.
Our treatment begins by finding the vibrational eigcnstates at a fixed rder-
ence configuration of the bath, say Q = O. An arbitrary time-dependent nuclear ket
of the sample can then be written as a sum of tensor product states,
Iw (t)) = L Iv) (v IW(t)) = L Iv) Iwv (t)) (4.3)
v v
where the Iv) are fixed vibrational states obeying hs Iv) = Ev Iv), and the 11!iv) =
(1/ I w) are time-dependent bath \vave packets accompanying each system vibrational
eigenstate. The time-evolution of the total wave function (4.3) is governed by the
time-dependent Schrodinger equation,
(4.4)
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(Ii = 1 throughout). Using Eqns. (4.2) and (4.3), and projecting onto state 11/), v/e
get the exact equation of motion for the bath wave packet,
(4.5)
where V vv = vvv(Q) = (1/1 'l1(q, Q) Iv).
The molecular systems studied in the experiments we will be simulating con-
sist of Im</-temperature solids containing isolated chromophores that are externally
driven to large-amplitude motion v/ithin an extended bath. The bath itself may be
disturbed from its equilibrium configuration either through Franck-Condon active
bath modes or through nuclear coupling to the system. 'While some of the bath
nuclei may undergo large-amplitude displacements, the motion of any single atom
does not greatly coritribute to the overall displacement of an.y single bath mode.
Given this fact, along v/ith the absence of thermal population at low temperatures,
it is appropriate to assume that the bath vmve packet never varies greatly from its
ground-state wave function. \iVe therefore make a Gaussian ansatz for the form of
the distinct bath wave packets accompanying each vibrational level:
The explicit time-dependence is carried by the l/-indexed quantities, all of which are
scalars in the present case of a one-dimensional bath. The momentum expectation
value is given by p,/ = ('lj)v IPlvJ//) / U)v l'0v) while the wave packet's spatial center is
ql/ = ('U)v 1QI'l};v) / (l!)v 1'~Jv). The imaginary part of the complex scalar O'v = O'~ + iCl:~
indicates the bath wave packet's spatial width, while its real part is related to the
position-momentum correlation. The imaginary part of l'v is related to the popu-
----_.. _.__._-_..
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lation of the l/h vibrational level, (7jJvI1Uv) = e- 2'i;; J1f/a:~, and its real part gives
the phase of the wave function. In the case of a multidimensional bath. Ov would
become a matrix quantity and ~J and Qv would become vectors while ~fv would
remain a scalar. In order for the wave packets to retain their Gaussian form while
propagating in an arbitrary potential that may contain anharmonicities, as will be
considered in future studies, we would enforce a locally quadratic approximation to
the Hamiltonian14 wherein the bath-coordinate-dependent quantities are expanded
through second order in Q - Qu' To obtain equations of motion for the bath wave
packet parameters accompanying the ]Jlh vibrational level we must express the sum-
mand in Eqn. (4.5) in terms of 1'lJ>v(t)), rather thanlvJD(t)), which can be done by
writing
(4.7)
In order to remain consistent with the locally quadratic approximation, and as an
algebraic convenience, it is necessary to expand the quantity 1Lvv (Q) ~~i~:; through
second order in Q- Qv. This approximation is justified insofar as we anticipate the
bath wave packets accompanying diflerent vibrational levels will not differ greatly
from one another, so that the ratio (QI'ljJD) / (QI1Pv) does not differ greatly a constant
value.
Our approach grants us access to information that is not available when us-
ing a reduced density matrix treatment of a coupled system and bath. In particular
we are able to ascertain detailed information about states of the bath that are as-
sociated with different system vibrational levels, such as Qv and Pv, among others.
The reduced density matrix of the system, ps = TTbO" , is found by taking the trace
over the bath degrees of freedom of the full density matrix, 0" = 1\If) (\If I. Likewise
the reduced density matrix of the bath, Ph can be found by tracing over the sys-
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tem degrees of freedom. Expectation values of a general bath observable, Db can
then be found using (Db) = Tr(PbDb)' In this formalism we can find system and
bath quantities such as (q), and (Q), but there is no system- or bath-only operator
·whose expectation value yields C.JI/ = (wl(Il/)(l/IC})/w), or any other l/-indexed bath
quantity, thus making such information inaccessible in the reduced density matrix
approach.
B.1 Accuracy and Prec1:sion Considerations
SllC'CPssful integration of the bath wave packet parameters reqllires a suffi-
ciently accurate numerical integration routine. \;\Te applied several techniques and
found a 4th order Runge-Kutta method with a fixed time step to be sllfficient for our
pllrposes. Although other methods including using a variable time step ·were com-
putationally less expensive, they led to accumulation of numerical error in advance
of a breakdown of the FVB/GB. Additional computational details can be found in
Appendix D.
B.2 Comparison of Exact Parameter Evaluation with FVB/GB
A Gaussian wave packet propagating in a quadratic potential ·will remain
Gaussian, and the semi-classical equations of motion derived by Heller14 become
exact. The accuracy of the propagation relies on the validity of the LQA ·which
is compromised ·with the onset of potential anharmonicity and can become inexact
rapidly when considering vibrations of diatomic molecules such as 12 , As such we
seek to compare our results with numerically exact solutions to the time-dependent
·wave packet parameters calculated via a method that could, in principle, include
anharmonicities without resorting to approximations such as the locally quadratic
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approximation. \Vhile our test case consists of a composite system whose dynam-
ics can be exactly described using Gaussian wave packets evolving in a quadratic
potentiaL we seek a comparison with a more general approach. In carrying out
this comparison v"e construct and diagonalize the matrix representation of the 2-D
Hamiltonian:
v,There aand i~ are the creation and annihilation operators corresponding to a Hamil-
tonian ,,'ith no displacements in the system or bath equilibrium positions and non-
zero system-bath coupling. The matrix elements of (4.8) are
h/JDn11 = d/J,Ddn ,l1 [(v + ~) + (n + ~)]
+J [vb (d//. D+1 viz; + 1 + d/J,D-1 y'V) + ATI (dn ,M1 vln + 1 + dn .n-1 yin)] . (4.9)
In truncating the basis of h we consider only combinations of system and bath states
that fall below an upper limit on the vibrational energy in the composite system-
plus-bath. The eigenvectors of h are sums of tensor products of system and bath
states
h Ik) = Ck Ik) = L c~J Iv) In)
/J.n
(4.10)
where cS~ = (/./1 (n I k). Our initial wave function (4.26) can be written in terms of
the eigenvectors of h:
1\lJ(t = 0)) = L c,/c?J* Ik)
/Jk
(4.11)
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and the ·wave function (4.11) can be readily propagated given the exact eigen-energies
of each state Ik) ,
[\lJ(t)) = L ciEktcuc?d* Ik)
uk
(4.12)
To compare the dynamics simulated via FVB/GB treatment with the numerically
exact results we need expressions for the FVB/GB wave-packet parameters in terms
of exactly calculable observables. The average values of the position and momentum
for the various bath wave packets can be written:
(4.13)
(4.14)
The quantities QI/ and ~/ along ·with the vibrational populations are found using
FVB/GB while the matrix elements of bath operators can be obtained from the
numerically exact calculation. The parameter a;~ can be related to the RlVIS width
of the l/th bath packet:
(4.15)
The second moment of the bath coordinate is
(4.16)
whence ,ve see that:
(4.17)
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The imaginary part of II/ can be found through its relation to the population of the
v th vibrational state:
(4.18)
The real part of alpha can be found by considering the quantity:
(4.19)
B.3 Are the Bath g/ave Packets Strictly Gaussian?
By expanding the composite state ket in the system vibrational basis and
assuming a Gaussian form for the accompanying bath wave packets we place a phys-
ically unjustified restriction on the \van' function in the name of functional utility
in the hopes that any inaccuracies will be small compared to the wide applicability
of the theory. vVe approximate the superposition of bath states accompanying any
given vibrational state as having a Gaussian spatial probability distribution. It can
be shown that the bath wave packet accompanying the 1/ = 0 vibrational level is
indeed Gaussian for coupled harmonic oscillators, while those accompanying higher
levels are products polynomials in Q and a Gaussian wave packet.
A composite system-bath Gaussian wave packet can be written:
(4.20)
where Ci is a time-dependent parameter and is determined by the system and bath
frequencies and displacements. This wave function can be expanded in a vibrational
basis according to Eqn. (4.3). The vibrational basis states in this case are harmonic
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oscillator eigenfunctions,
(4.21)
where /J = VW, and Hv(x) is the 7/th Hermite polynomial. The bath wave packets
can be written:
ex::
(Q 11 \) = Jdq(l/ Iq) (ql (QI \lJ)
-ex::
(4.22)
-oc
Using Eqns. (4.21) and (4.22), the bath wave packet accompanying the 17/ = 0) state
IS
oc
(Qluo)::X e-C1Q2+C5Q+C6 Jdqe-C2fJ2+C3fJQ
-oc
(4.23)
whose form is Guassian. For the bath packet accompanying 11/ = 1) , though, we
have
OG
(QI1i'I) ::x e-C1Q2+C5Q+CG Jdq qe-C2Q2+C3QQ
-00
(4.24)
which is no longer Gaussian. Continlling the analysis, one finds that the bath wave
packets accompanying higher lying vibrational levels consist of Gaussians multiplied
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by consecutively higher-order polynomials in Q.
The degree to which the rigorous bath wave packets deviate from a Gaussian
form depends on the preparation of the initial state I\]f) . In the types of experiments
we are interested in simulating the composite state, prior to excitation by short
laser pulses, is a product of the ground vibrational states. Excitation by pulses
whose duration is much shorter than any relevant vibrational time scale renders the
resultant state nearly Gaussian and consequently accurately modeled by FVB/GB.
C Bilinearly Coupled Harmonic Oscillators
C.l Test System
To test the efficacy of the FVB/GB treatment of vibrational dynamics on a
system amenable to exact treatment, we consider two bilinearly coupled harmonic
oscillators between which bilinear coupling remains, i.e. a normal coordinate anal-
ysis is not canied out. In future applications we shall retain all anharmonicities,
as well as eliminate bilinear couplings by carrying out a normal mode analysis on a
multidimensional composite system-plus-bath. In a realistic molecular sample the
system and bath, both of which may contain multiple modes, are coupled through
indeterminant order, making an exact calculation of the dynamics unfeasible. By
considering a case whose dynamics is tractable we are able to effectively gauge the
accuracy of our equations of motion which will serve as a basis for confidence in ap-
plying the FVB/GB treatment to samples whose rigorous dynamics are intractable.
These test calculations will also provide a sense of what will be required computa-
tionally to treat larger multi-dimensional molecular systems.
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Our test Hamiltonian is:
(4.25)
vlith equilibrium positions of the system, qe, and the bath, Qe' VVe set w = 1,
D = 1/2, and will consider two different coupling strengths, J = 0.001 and J = 0.05.
\Ve take our initial wave function to be a product of the system- and bath-only
ground states, displaced along the system coordinate by an amount equivalent to
the width of the packet in the system coordinate:
Iw(t = 0)) = D(b) Iv = 0) In = 0) = Le,Jlv)ln = 0)
v
(4.26)
where hb In) = En In), and D(r5) = e~ipO. This displacement increases amplitude in
bath wave packets accompanying higher lying system vibrational levels and can alter
their phases by a factor of 1r, depending on the sign of b, while leaving their widths,
spatial centers, and momenta identical to those of 11/)0). The system-bath coupling
is then turned on and the displaced wave function (4.26) is allowed to evolve in this
modified potential.
The changes in population induced by displacement along the system coordi-
nate occurs much in the same way as an electronic transition induced by a laser pulse
whose duration is short enough to obey the Franck-Condon approximation induces
changes in population of the relevant electronic states without altering the shape
of the nuclear probability density distribution. In the situation being considered
the analogous nuclear potential accompanying the ground electronic state would be
that of an uncoupled system and bath with the ground state Iv = 0) In = 0), and
potential minimum set to (qe = 0, Qe = 0). The nuclear potential in the excited
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electronic state would have a non-zero coupling along with a negative displacement
of the system's equilibrium position. After a vertical electronic excitation of the
ground state wave function to the excited electronic state it is allowed to propagate
under the excited state nuclear Hamiltonian.
(4.27)
with qe = -1. The propagated time-dependent 'wave function is expanded in the
basis of the ground electronic state vibrational levels. I\II) = L// 11/) 11i'//), where
hg 11/) = t 1/ [1/).
D Observables and Parameters
D.l Weak Coupling
To quantify the companson between FVB/GB propagation and the exact
results we consider the time dependent wave packet parameters and several observ-
abIes. First we consider the weak-coupling case with J = 0.001. A plot of the spatial
centers of several wave packets is shown in Figure 4.1.
vVe find that the FVI3/GB treatment repl'Oduccs the exact results qmmtita-
tively, in this case, and does so for many system vibrational periods. The FVB/GB
and numerically exact results for parameters in the weak coupling case are overlain
in the plots giving the appearance of a single trace. The periodicity exhibited arises
from the natural high- and low-frequencies of the composite system, i.e. the fre-
quencies of the coupled two-oscillator composite system whose normal modes have
frequencies wand n, respecti,-ely. The momentum of each wave packet exhibits
similar features and is shown in Figure 4.2.
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D.S Fidelity
A nl(;(l:-';llle of til(; accmacy of thr FVD/GB propagation can Iw found in tlw
fieleli tv, defined as
I(lbv llLlv ) II// = --;=======
('~I/ I~I/) CIVv Ilb//)
( 1. 28)
whe'l'C' 1//)//) is the h(\th W(\Ve' p(\cket whose' panllllcte'rs h(\\,e been c(\lclllateel e'xactly.
Tl18 fidelity ('a,n take values from 0 to 1, plots of which arc shown ill Figllle 4.9
for the weak COll pling C(\:-.;e am1 Figlll'P L1.lO for thp strong coupling case. As
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Figure 4.9: A plot of the fidelity of the 1/ = 0 (top). v = 2 (ccllt.er). and 1/ = 4 (L)()ttOlU)
vihrationallcvcls calculated nsiug the FVD/GB approach aud uUlllcrica.lly exact method::;.
Figme 4.9 illustrates the' FVD/GB reproduces the' eXe\ct hath wa\'e packC'i lle(\rl~·
quantitatively, the fidelity taking values as small as I// < 2 x 10-;) for v = (J .
increasing ('0 I// < 8 X 10-:> for 1/ =1 . and increasing fmtlwr as the' vibrational
quantum nllmher approach(~s the (xlgc of the tnlllcated I)(\sis. As shown in Figllle
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Figllre 4.10; A plot of tll(' lidclity of the 1/ = 0 (top). // -- 2 (<:ellt(~l'). and 1/ = .'1 (bottom)
yi I)j'(-ltionaJ levels u\kuJn ted using [, JH: FVD / CB <1P])1'O(\cl1 aml 1l11ll1pri('(-\ljy eXilct !lwthods.
1.10 it is illlJll('(liatel~' c\'ideut Ibnt til(' (I (:c1\ 1'(\C\' of the FVD/GB is cOlllpromised h~'
st.rouger s\'stelll-I)ath coupling, III illcr('asiug the c011pling I)\" 1.5 orders of magllitlHle
the fidelity clrops to 11/ < 0.98 for 1/ = () . (Iud 1/) < u.s for 1/ = .1.
D,4 N1I11/.f',1col '{IS, ThcOTf:'hc{J} B7'(~(/,kdo7/ln
As Illcntiolled 8 hovE' Figmcs1.5 - 4.8 illustrate n depmtllJ'(, of tlte FVB/GB
jJl'opClgntioll hOlll th(' exact result::: CIt approximately 20 sv:::tem \'jbral"iollal period:::
for SOllle of th(' hath j)m'kds ill t.he llloderntc'-conpliug C8S('. To d('tcnllinE:' whrtlter
this disClgrecllwul' is )Jlluwrical iu nMl1I'E' or if it (Irises as a result- of the (\PPl'Oxim(lte
nature of om t hear)' we iuvestigatecl the necessary comput<ltional effort reC'Juired to
(\chi('\,(-' ulllllcrice!l Conv(~rgence. CSillg several propagation methods WP found that
e\,("ll Clf'tcr the FVB/ GD results were cOllverged disngreelll(,llt wi t1l th(' cxact results
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still manifested themselves, setting an upper limit on the amount of time during
which meaningful results can be derived from our theory. Nevertheless the stability
of FVB/GB propagation should not pose a significant problem in the simulation
of ultrafast spectroscopic signals whose decay time is determined by short-lived
electronic coherences such as pump-probe and \\TPI. These electronic coherences
are especially sensitive to the environment in the condensed phase and last for only
hundreds of femtoseconds, long enough for a molecule such as 12 in Ar to undergo
a few intramolecular vibrations. Our ability to investigate processes that occur on
time scales that are long relative to nuclear motion, such as vibrational dephasing
and vibrational relaxation, may be hindered by this upper limit. The vibrational
coherence of 12 (X-state) in Kr, as measured by time-resolved coherent Anti-Stokes
Raman scattering spectroscopy, can last for as long as 110 ps during which time the
iodine molecule undergoes hundreds of intramolecular vibrations.
D.S Population No'nconseTvation
The time derivative of total population is
~. (\li(t)I\li(t)) = L (\~)vl~v) + \ u'//I~)v)).
v
(4.29)
The evolution of the bath wave packets is governed by Eqn. (4.5), whence we see
~ (\li(t) I \lJ(t)) = iLL {(u'vl u,t vD l7Pv) - (7P//1 H vv l1bv)}.
v v#//
(4.30)
The system-bath interaction potential u(q, Q) is Hermitian, so the time derivative
of Eqn. (4.30) is identically zero. The exact temporal evolution of the bath wave
packets preserves the squared norm, however, in the FVB/GB treatment, norm
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preservation becomes approximate. To see this, let
(4.31)
The time derivative of total population is
(4.32)
where 2:.' denotes a sum over paIrs of vibrational le"vels for v < i/. Tv;; is an-
tisymmetric, "which guarantees the conservation of the total population. In the
FVB/GB theory, the antisymmetry of 1'v;; is compromised because 1'1/;; and l';;IJ
are subject to slightly different approximations. As a result. (Tv;; + T;;v) need not
vanish exactly, and the norm conservation becomes approximate. This occurs be-
cause, as mentioned previously, in calculating Tv;; = 21m (wv \ U v ;; (Q) \11);;), we write
(QI 111/;;(Q) I'l/Jv) = '111/;;(q) i~l~::~ (q 1wv ) and expand 'UvD(Q) i~l~:~ about Q,/ through
second order in Q - ql/' so that (q 1?!Jv ) \\Till retain its Gaussian form. On the other
hand, T;;v = 21m (1/';;1 11;;v(q) I'/r'v) is evaluated by expanding 'll;;v( q) i~:~:~ about Q;;,
through second order in Q - Q;;. This treatment makes Tv;; =/= -T;;v, and therefore
total population is not exactly conserved in such calculations. Nonetheless, this ap-
proximation is acceptable to some extent. \\Then Qv and Q;; are widely separated,
(Q 11£'v) and (Q 1 'lfJ;;) are spatially non-overlapping. In this limit,Tv;; ~ 0, so that
the rate of transfer of population between states v and i/ is negligible. and these
transitions do nothing to undermine norm conservation. \\Then qv ~ Qf), the ap-
proximations made in expanding 1'//;; and 1';;1/ very much the same. In this case, r'vf)
becomes more nearly antisymmetric and population is approximately conserved.
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D.6 Symmetry of Q v
In the case being considered the one dimensional bath lends itself to a com-
plex scalar Q v = Q~ + ·iQ~. The real part describes the correlation between position
and momentum while the imaginary part determines the spatial width of the packet.
Its time evolution is governed by coupled equations given in Appendix B. For a mul-
tidimensional bath Q v is a matrix and the time derivative of neither Q~ nor ex~, as
previously published,15 are symmetric, and therefore the symmetry of 0,/ itself will
be undermined during spatio-temporal evolution. Vlhile performing numerical tests
using a multi-dimensional bath, the non-symmetry of ex;/ and Q~ caused the determi-
nants of these matrices to approach zero, making the computation of their inverses
difficult. To avoid unnecessary numerical difficulty, ex~ and Q;~ were adjusted to be
symmetric, and are presented in Appendix B. In generalizing from a one-dimensional
bath to one containing many bath modes, parameter equations of motion of the form
(4.33)
are changed to
(4.34)
where ex can be the scalar (one-dimensional bath, Eqn. (4.33)) or matrix (multi-
dimensional bath, Eqn. (4.33)) representation of either ex;/ or (Y;~, and (J is a real
scalar in Eqn. (4.33) and a real matrix in Eqn. (4.34). According to Eqn. (4.33)
(1 = 13, but the same is not true for Eqn. (4.34). In the latter case we symmetrize
the time-derivative of 0 by setting a = ! (;3 + /31'). Note that this correction does
not change the value of any calculated observables. In Eqn. (4.34) a and (J have the
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same diagonal elements,
(4.35)
and they han' diffcrent off-diagonal clcmcnts, but the sums of transposed elements
are the same.
(4.36)
No single off-dic1gonal clemcnt has any physical implication. but the dia.gonal cl-
ements and the sums of matched off-diagonal elements do have genuine physical
significance. Recall our Gaussian ansatz, Eqn. (4.6), the quadratic part of which
can be written
exp [i (Q - Qvf .0 ,/ . (Q - Qv)] =
exp [i L (Q - Qv)/2 . (ov)ll + iL (Q - Qv)/ . [(ov)/m + (oV)ml] . (Q - Qv)m]
I I<m
(4.37)
The symmetrization of Ov does not alter the diagonal elements or sums of transposed
off-diagonal elements from the non-symmetrized expressions, thus the bath wave
packets retain their form.
E Wave Packet Interferometry using FVB/GB
E.l Linear TVave Packet Interferometry Signal
To illustrate how the FVB/GB can be used to simulate ultrafast spectroscopic
signals we consider linear wave packet interferometry (\VPI). Linear \VPI involves
a pair of laser pulses impinging on a molecular system, each of which transfers
population to an excited electronic state. The resultant calculated signal from a
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linear \VPI experiment is proportional to this population that is linear in each of
the fields,
(4.38)
where I(j)e) is the wave packet created on the excited electronic state by the lhS
pulse. The first pulse creates a wave packet on the excited electronic surface with the
phase imprint of the pulse. During the variable interpulse delay t21 = t2 -t1 the wave
packet evolves according to the excited state Hamiltonian. At t 2 the second pulse
arrives and creates another wave packet on the excited surface that can interfere
with the first. If the inter-pulse delay is such that the first wave packet has returned
to the point at which it was launched at the time the second pulse arrives, the
interference can, depending on the relative phase between the two pulses, cP, be
constructive (¢ = 0) or destructive (qJ = n). The signal (4.38) goes through maxima
when the interference is fully constructive. leading to an enhancement of the excited
state population. and minima when the interference is destructive.
\Ve can calculate a signal by taking the product of the linear absorption
spectrum with the double pulse spectrum. The intensity of the linear absorption
spectrum arising from a system residing in a state Ie) IN) can be written:
I(w) = L Ifl'eg (1\"71 IN) 12c5 (W - W II~JIV)
111
(4.39)
where Wi1 N = (E"fI - EN )/,Ii, Meg = (elfllg) is the dipole operator element connecting
the ground and excited electronic state in the dipole approximation. and 111-:1) is a
vibrational eigenstate of the excited electronic state. It is also possible to express
the absorption spectrum in terms of an inverse Fourier transform of the overlap
of an initial wave function with one that is propagating under the excited state
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Hamiltonian he :16
00
I(w) = /12 ! dt (VJ(o)1 e-'i(~-h,+Ev=O)t Iw(O))
21f
-00
(4.40)
which can be written as a sum of integrals over negative and positive time, In the
integral ranging from -00 to 0 we make the variable change dt' = -dt, and exchange
the limits of integration leading to an expression for the real-valued absorption
spectrum:
oc
I(w) = I~ Re l! dt ('40(0)\ e-i(~-hc+Ev=O)t \1/'(0))] ,
o
(4.41)
This approach is more readily suited for calculating the absorption spectrum of
large, multidimensional systems where explicit determination of the eigenstates and
corresponding energies is an unfeasible task, as is the case with the types of systems
we will be considering in the near future, The time-dependent wave packets in
Eqn. (4.40) can be propagated using any number of methods, including FVB/GB,
and the integral (4.41) can be calculated, allowing for a simulation of the \i\TPI signal
as a function of the interpulse delay and relative phase, ¢,
S(t::.t,ctJ) = ... (4.42)
Below we consider several excited state Hamiltonians and present their absorption
spectra and the resulting ViP I signals.
E.2 Case A
The first case we consider entails a displacement of the equilibrium position
of the system, qe, in the excited state while the equilibrium configuration of the bath
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and the coupling are both set to 0 in the ground and excited state. The relevant
Hamiltonians are
and
p2 W 2 2 p2 [22 2
h = - + -q + - + -Q
9 2 2 2 2 '
p2 W 2 2 p2 n2 2
17, = - + -(q - q) + - +-Q
e 2 2 e 2 2
(4.43)
(4.44)
\'lith qe set such that it coincides with the classical inner turning point of the 1/ = 1
vibrational state. \iVe set w = 1 and n = 1/3. A positive value of qe introduces
a non-zero initial value of ,~. Contour plots of the potentials are shm'ln in Figure
4.11. The resulting absorption spectrum calculated using Eqns. (4.39) and (4.40)
are plotted in Figure 4.12. The frequency resolution of the FVB/GB spectrum
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Figure 4.11: Case A: Contours of the nuclear potentials accompanying the ground
and excited electronic states of two uncoupled harmonic oscillators. The ground state
equilibrium configuration is centered at (0,0) while that of the excited state is at (y'3, 0)
is limited by the amount of time that the bath vvave packets can be propagated
while still remaining realistic, at least for the vibrational levels with significant pop-
ulation, \'lhose relative contribution to (\IJ(O)I\IJ(t)) is greater than those with very
little population. For the case of no system-bath coupling the FVB/GB becomes
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Figure 4.12: 1'11(" linear absorption spectnlJlJ of (wo llJ]('011pkd harmonic oscillators,
corr<:~sponding to cw:;c A p]'('s(~lJted in thc hext, Olll~· tile s~'stCllJ is Frauck-ColJdolJ active.
Icadiug to thc evenl~' spaced liul:'s with separation of hv. 1'1](' absorption nmxillJa is
c(:'ntered around tl](' 1/ = 0 to 1/' = 1 transitiou.
exact nm] thus rcmai ns t h('orptiuJlI~' stable. cn8bling ,111 8ccura tf' cakula tion of the
lineiu nbsorption spectrum. Onl~' s~'stem tn111sitions n1'(' involved in the p('nks in
FigllH' 4.12 since 110 1m t h motion is ind uccd bv the sYstem \'ilm) tion in the ex-
cited elcctronic state. nnd henc(' the b'lth contrilmtion to the ()\'Prlap (\fJ(O)I\iJ(t)) in
ECjn. ('lAO) rcmains canst nnt. The FV13 / G13 i\CCl.ll'(\ telv predicts r-!w overall shape
of th(' sprctrulll ns well i\s tl1(' peak spncing. A nli\XinllUn occurs at 21fl/ = 1 arising
from the 11/ = O)ln = 0) ~> Iv = 1)In = 0) transition. C0l1sistent with the choscn
\'<.-Jlu(' of qe' The small width in the FVB/G13 peaks arises frolll artifici,dl~' setting the
upper limit of integration in (4.41) to a finitp value. V/hen then~ is no systplll-bath
cou pIing in thee ('xci tpd elect ronic sf a tc the prop8ga tion b('comes 1111111Pl'icall)' ('X<.-l(t
and l'C'lnains ll1111lC'riudly stn hIe for many lmnclrcc!s of \'ibrnticmal pcriods. reslllting
in minimal p(~ak widths. For SUbs('Cjlwnt Cases with nonzero cOllpling tl1(' FV13/GB
brenks down tl1('ordici\lly. which 1Wjllires tl1(' introduction of a phcnOlnenologiud
exponential dpCi\V of (\iJ(O)I\IJ(t)) such th8t this ovcrlap goes to zero bpfore insti\-
bilii-y sets in. This c!ccny mimics electronic deplwsing i\11(1 ensure:::; thl' i\b:::;orption
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sjJcd.r<1 (11"(' c<dcuIM('d using only mllllCl'icall" and thrOl'eticalh' meanillgful result,...,.
in these cases t h(' I)('ak wid t.hs are slightb' mar(' exageril tcd.
The lille(\}' \\'PI siglla.! is plot t.ed ill Figure 4.13 as <1 fllnct ion of intrrpl tis£'
d01m' <mel l'<']ntive phase. For j'his <m(] suhsequent C<1:')rs pres(,llt(~d below. all pubrs
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Figure 4.13: The Iincnr \i\'PI signal for two llnco1.lpled harmonic oscillatms with f're-
qllcllcies lv' = 1, and 0 = 1/3. plott.cd ('IS a function of tllc ilJtel'f)ubr dcln~' (llnits of s\'sh~m
vi I>ratiollal period. T 8 ) and rclati ve phase.
11",\"(' G<1u,':isialJ trlllj)ond envdopes with dlll'atiolls a = 0.2Ts ' where Ts i:--; the period
of the llllC011plpel snitem \'i hnl tiOll. <mel the carrier freCjueuci san' l't'SOniHlt wi t11 the
III = 0)117, - 0) ~ IDi = l)lfi = 0) trallsitioll, The intrrpulse drla~! is "mir(] from 0
to GTs . while t hr l'rlative phasp is vari('d fro111 0 t.o 27f. :\JaxillHl in the signal cau be
sePll for cldm' and pbase combinations that lend to maximnl overlap of the fringr
pattern in the pulse intensity profile and the absorption spectra..
At 3T~ the svstelll W<1V(.' pac:kC't' mH..] all of the batlJ W<1Ve pcwkpLs accompanying
vmioHs \'i brH t ional l<~vels lw\'c rE't lII'lwrl to the point in ph8se ti»ace at. \\"hich thev
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were placed by the action ofthe first pulse. \iVhen the second pulse acts on the wave-
packets with a relative phase cp = 0, they interfere constructively. As the phase is
varied for this pulse delay we see complete destructive interference at qJ = 11, \\There
the phase imprint from the first pulse is completely out of phase with that from the
second pulse.
E.3 Case B
The second case involves a identical values of qe and Qe as in the previous
case, only nO\\" we set the system-bath coupling constant to J = 0.05. The ground
state Hamiltonian is the same as Eqn. (4.43) but the excited state Hamiltonian
takes the same form as Eqn. (4.27). The potentials are similar to those used in
Section C.1, but differ in the sign and magnitude of qe and n. Figure 4.14 shows
isoenergy contours of the potentials. The nonzero coupling in the excited electronic
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Figure 4.14: Case B: Contours of the nuclear potentials accompanying the ground and
excited electronic states of two bilinearly coupled (J = 0.05) harmonic oscillators, The
grollnd state equilibrillIIl confi.gmation is centered at (0.0) while that of the excited state
is at ()3,0).
state causes the bath to become Franck-Condon active, giving rise to peaks in the
absorption spectrum that involve concerted absorption by both the system and bath.
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Figure 4.15: Tltc' lincar ahsorption spectrlllll of two cOllplrd hmlllollic: oscilh·l.tors. cor-
respondillg to CCISt' D PH~SE'llted ill tlte text-. Tile sYstelll coordi.ll<ltC' i~ djspla(:(~d r<'1Htive to
the ground electrollic sta.te equilibrium configuration. The bath is unclispla.ccd. Both the
~YstC'1I1 and hiltlJ i:1H' Franck-Condoll due to llOIl7,(~rO (:ollpliug. Tll<' ahjOrptioll maxim;-) it)
centered <Irolllld the 1(0) to 110) tn:1ll~iti()ll.
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Figure 4.16: The linear \\'PI signal for two bilillearly COll pled (J =O.OG) harlllonic
oscillators with freqllellcics w = 1, and n = 1/3, plott.ed as n function of tlte illterpliise
delay (unit~ of system vibratiollal period. T s ) and relative phase.
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For example we should expect to see a peak corresponding to the Ig) Iv = 0) In =
0) ----+ Ie) Iv = 1) In = 1) transition. Figure 4.15 shows the absorption spectrum
calculated using both Eqns. (4.39) and (4.40). In both cases peaks that involve
system and bath absorption are present. The linear '~7PI signal for this case is
plotted in Figure 4.16 . The spectrum shares similarities with the spectrum of case
A; the introduction of coupling does little to change the spectra.
E.4 Case C
The third case to consider involves the same hy as in cases A and B, but now
both the system and bath equilibrium positions are displaced in he' The system
potential in the excited electronic state is translated relative to the ground state
potential by an amount 6q = J3 so that the minima of the excited state potential
is at the outer turning point of the [g) IlJ = 1) level. The bath is also displaced by
6Q = J3 which corresponds to the outer turning point of the Ig) In = 0) level. The
system and bath are uncoupled in case C in both the ground and excited electronic
states. The potentials involved are shown in Figure 4.17. The displacement in the
bath equilibrium position in the excited state leads to a significant increase in the
intensity of the bath absorption peaks, as seen in Figure 4.18. The calculated linear
'VPI signal is shmvn in Figure 4.19. 'Vhile the periodicity of general intensity fringes
is the same as in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.16, much of the contrast in intensity has
been decreased relative to cases A and B. The presence of strong bath absorption
peaks excludes the possibility of completely destructive interference for many of the
delay and phase combinations that led to the minima in cases A and B.
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Figure 4.17: Case C: COlltOllrS of t lIP nuclenr potcnt ials ()(:COlll pnn.,-ing tlH' groulld
and ('xc-itc'd c-~lectrollic states of two lI11COllplcd hnnnollic oscillators. The ground stnh'
equilibrium configmatioll is centered at (0,0) while that of the excited state is at (J3, J3)
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Figure 4.18: TIlC' lilH:>(\r absorption sprctrlllll of two UllCO\lpled [wrlllonic oscillilt.ors.
c:orrespollding to cas(' C' presellted in t [w texl-. Bot.1t tIle syst.em nnc! IJntll coordillntes arc
displaced relative to their gronncl el<:'ctronic state cquilibriurn configura.tions.
£.5 Case D
III mJrlition to displacements ill the. SYstem uncl b8t.h potential in thc' exclt8r!
state rd8tiw to th(' ground stclte. C"IS(' D involYcs an excited stntc bilinem coupling
J = 0.05. The disp18Cclllcnts me.. as in ('<lse C. 6q = J3 aud 6(2 = J3. Tilt> S)'st8m
Hnd batb rClIwiu IlJlCoupJed in thc ground state. The rdcvant. potentials 81"(' shoWl!
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Figure 4,19: 1'1)(' lilH'nr \VPI sigllnl for two llllCOIlpled IUH!l1onic oscillntors with fre-
quencies w = 1, and n = 1/3. plotted as (\ function of tlw intcrpulse ddav (ullit-s of S.'·stCIll
vi bration,,] period. T s ) and rc!ativ(' phase. Both t.he S."SkIll and bat h coord illilt.es ar(' dis-
placed relative t.o t.heir ground electrollic state equilibrium configurations, in accord with
the panl.lllcters for case C presented iLl thc text.
in Figme 1.20. The nbsOl'ption f:i]Jccl'nlln f:ihOWll in FiguuJ ~1.2] is similar to UU-l(
of casc C but difFers in the relative int<-msitie:::; of the peaks_ This difference is clue
to the nonzero coupling in the exci ted stat e wh ieh has the effect of increasing or
decrf'nsing Franck-Condon f<wtors. Figme 4.22 shmys the calculated \\'PI sigwd for
Ulf:iE' D. As ill Figlll'f' I.E) contnlst in the intensih' is decreased rdiltj\'(:, to caS(~f:i A
nne! B for reasons stclkd in Section EA.
E. 6' CompoTi,sOll of Ca.ses A f1 B a.nd C (j D
The effect. of coupling on the absorption spectl'D of two otherwi:::;e sirnibr
lllolcculm S\'stClllS ('(Ill be mldl<;sscd Hnalytically ill the case of coupkcl harlllonic
oscillators. The excited state H81niltonians for cases A and B differ onI" in that
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Figure 4.20: Case D: COlltoms of the' Illlclear pO('eutials nccompHIl\'illg tllf' grollll<1
alld cxci ted electrollic states of two bi!ill('arly COil pled (J=0.(5) hnrtllollic osci IlatOl's. '.1.'11('
ground state equilibrium configuration is centered at (0,0) while that of the excited sta.te
is at (J3. J3) .
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Figure 4.21: Thc lilleill' i1bsorpt'iolJ spcctrull1 of two coupled hrlnlJOllic oscillators.
COITcspoudillg to case D presclltC'd iu ('11<' t.ext. Both thC' system allCl bath COOl'(!illCl(:CS
are displaced relative to t.heir ground elect.ronic sti:.l.t.c equilibrium cOIlfigurations. and nre
FntllCk-Col1(loll active wi til (:oIlt ri hu t iOIlS fr01l1 the UOllzcro couplillg ami clisph-lCClllt'lltS.
J = 0 ill case A. whi1C' J = 0.05 in cas(:' B. the same is true for ('flses C <1llCl D.
The excited state potential c1isplacelll('llts ill the S,'stClll and batll 8l'(, equivaleut
in each set of cases. The difference ill peak intensities for a given transition ill
the presence and absence of coupling is related to the difference in Franck-Condon
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Figure 4.22: T11(' Jil\0ill' "':1'1 signrl1 for two cOllpled (.]=005) Il<lrJuouic oscilJr1tor::> with
freCjl1ellcies w = 1; a.nd n = 1/3, plotted "s n fUIlCtioll of thl' illtcrplI)::;(" delay (tlllits of
::>\'st·CIJ1 vihl'atiOlml period. T~) and re1<ltive ph(\,';('. Doth the systC1l1 nlld bath coonlillaLes
al'0 displaced relativE' to their grouud electronic state eql1ilibriurn configl.lratiolls, in accord
with th(' panulletcrs for crise D presented iu the text-.
COlT(~sp()ndillg expressions for tile otlH'r (,Clses. and 100) is the ground \'ilnatioll<·t!
stnr.c of hg in Eqn. (4.-13). The cigeustClt.es of the excited Hmniltonians are r<-'18tcc!
to tllOS<:' of !'IIC ground state through COlllbilwtions of squeezing. o-(-IJ, e). mt"tiOIl.
R(e). (\11d rlispl8cellient operat.ors. b.~(6) aml D1,(6).
o-(r}, e) = ex)) [('iJ cos2e+ 'i~sin2e) (oiar - aa) + C~ Si1l2e+ ¥cos2e) (AiAt - AA)
+ (11 J -- '112) COs esin e [( .jN + IB) (u i At - a/1) + (~ - I~) (u i A - aAi) JJ
(1-:15)
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11(0) ~ exp [H (fJ -ftz) (alA t - a.A) + ( fJ + ftz) (oAt - atA) }]
(4.46)
Ds (6) = exp [-i]')6] (4.47)
(4.48)
where Tl.i is the squeezing parameter for the system (j=l) or bath (j=2), e is the
angle of relative rotation between the principle axes in the uncoupled and coupled
scenarios, a (A) and a i (Ai) are the annihilation and creation operators for the
uncoupled eigenstates of the system (bath) Hamiltonian. The parameters Tlj and e
are determined by the coupling constant J. Both 0- and R operate on the system
and the bath, while Ds (Db) acts only on the system (bath). The eigenstates of the
various coupled Hamiltonians can be written:
10 = V,]\T = N)A = DslvN)
10 = v, R = N)B = o-RDslv1V)
10 = v, R = N)c = DsDblvN)
10 = v, Fl = N) D = 0-RDsDbivN).
(4.49)
The omitted arguments for the operators are the same for all cases in which they
appear.
Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 plot the exact absorption spectra of cases A vs.
Band C vs. D, respectively.
be calculated using
The change in intensity for a given transition can
(4.50)
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Figure 4.23: I\. rOlllparisoJl of tlI<:' exactly JllIlI1('fically calculated nbsorpl"ioll spcctnl for
cast's A r\.!lel D.
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Figure 4.24: A C'OlJlprlrisoJl of the ('x(\("tl~' lllllll<:'l'ically (;alC111at(~eI nhsorptioll spectra for
(;as(~s C rUlJ D.
t-.~~f3) = I(OOIDslvNW -1(O()lo-RD8 jvN)1 2
= -1(OOlo-RDs lvN)1 2 ,
t-.~(:)) = I (OOIDJhll/N) 12 -- 1(0010- f?bjhl,/ N) 12 .
(·:1.51)
(4.52)
To find how the intensity of C\ given peak will change with the introduction
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of coupling becomes a task of calculating numerical values for the matrix elements
featured in the above equations.
F Discussion
In cases B, C and D above the Franck-Condon active bath gives rise to 'side
bands' accompanying each absorption peak corresponding to a system transition.
In the case of a one-dimensional bath considered here the bands' are composed of
single peaks with considerable spacing behveen them, but in the case of a multi-
dimensional bath the bands are composed of many infinitesimally closely spaced lines
whose distribution is governed by the density of states. The ability to selectively
excite the system or the bath using interferometry has been of recent experimental
interest. l7 Using the interference fringes of a double pulse pair Schwenter and co-
workers were able to electronically excite molecular bromine embedded in cryogenic
Kr ,~vhile minimizing bath absorption, measured by probing the fluorescence from a
high-lying electronic level that is populated using a third laser pulse.
In other recent spectroscopic experiments whose signal relies on coherence
bet,veen electronic states of a dihalogen in a cryogenic matrix evidence of coherent
bath motion appears after electronic decoherence reduces the contribution to the
signal from the chromophore vibration. Persistent low-frequency oscillations of the
signal can be found in pump-probe spectra of a variety of dihalogen:rare gas motifs
that last for tens of ps, long after electronic decoherence (tens of fs) has set in.
These oscillations have been attributed to a local zone-boundary phonon (ZBP)
whose mechanism of excitation still remains ambiguous with bvo probable origins:
1) Nuclear-nuclear coupling of the system and bath, and 2) electron-phonon coupling
as embodied in the displacive excitation of coherent phonons (DECP). The relative
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contribution of each scheme can be investigated using FVB/GB by altering potential
parameters in the ground and excited states of model systems that closely mimic
real molecules. A first step in this direction is taken when considering cases B-D in
the previous section.
Even though the bath is not displaced in the excited state in case B an elec-
tronic excitation of the ground state wave function leads to small-amplitude bath
motion through coupling to the system's nuclear coordinate. This type of system
is analogous to one that would give rise to ZBP through nuclear coupling without
appealing to the mechanism embodied in DECP. In case C the appearance of bath
peaks in the absorption spectrum, shown in Figure 4.18, are due solely to the dis-
placement in the bath mode in the excited state relative to the ground state. Since
the system and bath are uncoupled in both electronic states an excitation of the
ground state wave function leads to harmonic motion in both the system and the
bath about their respective excited equilibrium positions. The analogous situation
for a diatomic molecule embedded in a low-temperature matrix would be one in
vlhich motion in the bath can be wholly attributed to DECP since spatio-temporal
evolution of the system after the excitation process does not affect that of the bath.
Upon excitation a force is exerted on both the system and bath nuclear coordinates,
but their subsequent trajectories do not alter the others. Collision-induced coher-
ence transfer can be ruled out as a source of coherent bath motion in this case. Case
D involves both nuclear-nuclear coupling and electron-phonon coupling as sources of
bath motion. Using a multidimensional bath one could perform FVB/GB calcula-
tions on cases analogous to B, C, and D while manipulating coupling strengths and
displacements and monitor the bath dynamics for ZBP to determine the relative
contributions of the two previously mentioned excitation mechanisms.
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G Conclusions
Numerical implementations of the FVB/GB theory, presented in the previous
chapter, show agreeable results 'when compared with numerically exact calculations.
\iVe successfully applied the theory to a pair of bilinearly coupled harmonic oscillators
with varying coupling strengths, bath frequencies, and initial conditions. In the weak
coupling case (J = 0.001) the theory agrees quantitatively with the exact results for
hundreds of system vibrational periods. vVhen the coupling strength is increased (J
= 0.05) the theory breaks down after approximately 20 system vibrational periods,
which should be long enough to simulate any ultrafast spectroscopic experiment
whose signal relies on the existence of electronic coherence.
The linear absorption spectra for several system-bath configurations were
calculated using wave packet that had been propagated using the FVB/GB theory.
Peak placements and amplitudes 'were reproduced with very good agreement to the
exactly calculated spectra. In a recapitulation of the absorption spectra, linear \VPI
signals were calculated using a pair of variably time-delayed pulses while also varying
their relative phase, showing the theory's ability to produce results which may aid
in the elucidation of phenomena encoded in experimental signals.
Future applications of the theory ,vill entail using realistic molecular poten-
tials, and a multidimensional bath to investigate vibrational and electronic deco-
herence in dihalogen:rare gas systems. \iVith the inclusion of many bath modes a
physical explanation for the launching of ZBP can be rigorously and systematically
formulated, and should serve as a focal point for future experimental investigations.
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APPE\fDIX A
NONLINEAH "'r'AVE PACKET INTEHFEHOI\1ETRY SIGNALS AND
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Figure A.I: Real (uPlwr palJel) nlld imaginary (lower panC'!) C()lJ)POlll'llt.S of t.he nois('-
fr('(' interferognl.lll froIII Yibrating. lIonl'Ot.nting I2 plott.r'd as (1 function of ilJt.erpu10e delays
t21 ami 132 for a fixed tu = 0 fs. The positive (red lilies) and llegative (bluE' lille:-;) ar<>
separated hy 1/25111 of t.he llw.xilJllllIl ahsollltC' value of tlw sigmd.
Figure A.2: 1'1)(' ]>\1,):-'1' (li~llI \1ilIlC! s("idl') ilIHI illllplill1llc' (1('1"\ Ililll<l s(',llc') oIl \)(' Img('1
(1)111(' lillc's) ,\11l1 1'('('(Jlls(l'lwl('11 (n'c1lill(,s) slilles ['m 1-1:1 - () I's. H('C'OllSlnwlioll i:-, jlC'l'l'oI'lJH'c1
I\'itll il hddit\ f = O,DC)(jD-l2 IlSilig ,III opt illlili lolc'l<IIJ('(' O,llTiKi,
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Figure A.3: H(I,d (I1P])('1 ]>,\1I('J) ilwl illHlgiJIilJ'\' (]()\\'('I PilU(']) C'O)ll[>OJI('llls oj' III(' Ilois('-
1n'(' illl (,1'['(']'ogJ'ilIII ['lOlIJ I'ibml iug, 1101 IJ'()l ,II illg 12 pJoll ('C I ilS i\ I'llU(' \ i011 0[' iUIC'l'[>I1!sc' <I(,lm's
t'.'.,1 (IIIlI t:u fol' " hx('<! {L~ = :-Hl l'.s, TIl(, jlosilin' (reId li)ws) illld )H'g,llin' (1)111<' lilIC'S) ill'('
S('pilJ',llc'cll)\' 1/2:;111 oj' III(' IllilXilll11111 ,,!>solut(, I',lilt<' 0[' III(' sigllitl,
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Figure A.5: n(~ill (l1PI>('l' ]HI1W!) i!Jl(1 ilwiginill'\' (lowcr [lillH'l) l'OlllPOIWllls of llw llUl::>('-
['n'l' ill\E:'lferogl'i\ll1 ['rolll yil>ri!\ iug. 1IOUro\i\t iug 1:? plot\e,d ilS i\ rlllj('( iOll of' ill\('l'jlll]sc' cklm's
tll ilnd f:{'2 for (J fix(~d 1-1.;\ = ,J.) rs. Tile' positive' (led lilH'S) ilUel llC'grlliw (!litH' Jilws) MP
S(')JIll'iI(C'el I>y 1/2:')111 or lllp lW1Xillllllll il1>suh11.(' Yil!JH' of I!W sigH;-)!.
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Figure A.14: 'Ill<' pll,lse (riglJl baud scald all<1 illllplilllde (Idl 11il1J<1 scak) or the
largel (IJill!' liw's) <111<1 n'('IJllsll'll('(c'd (n'<I liIH's) Slidc's ror 1:-1:\ = 1.1.·) rs. l{ecouslrllClio]L is
pc'rJol'llH'd wit h a Jiddily I = O.();3!).'j·-):3 IlsiJlg a lol('l'ill}(,(' oJ O.OJ .lJD.
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APPENDIX B
EQUATIONS OF IVIOTION FOR BATH \!\lAVE-PACKET
PARAMETERS IN A FIXED VIBRATIONAL BASIS
Here we give the equations of motion for the parameters determining the bath
'Nave packets of Eqn. (3.12) in the FVB/GB theory, obtained by the procedure
outlined in eh. III Sec. B.2.b. \!\le identify the real and imaginary parts of the
complex parameters with single and double primes, respectively. All coordinate
derivatives, as 'Nell as the quantities Ub, 11vv , and U vv , are to be evaluated at Q,/,
·pv]}
(B.1)
;"l~ = Tr- {Q~} - L e-f" (v,iJ) 'UviJ sin f'(I/, D)
vi-v
(B.2)
Q. _ 1( 11)-1 ~ -f"(v,v){ "'( -)[( l (Q Q) )]v - Pv + "2 °v . L....J e cos j 1/,1/ 2Q v ' 1/ - V + Pv - Pv 11vv
Vi-I/
(B.3)
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n _ n(, + ) '"""'" -f"(V.D){ f'( -)[n 2 /I (Q Q)
'1/ - -v U,b 11,/ ,/ - L..-t e cos v, v V 11,/ 1; -11,;DOD' - V - D
Di'v
·1 _ _ ~nnT( ) _ 2 ,I. I 2 1I. /I _ '"""'" -f"(v.I;){. 'f'( -)0v- 2 vV lLl,+Uvv 0,/ 0V+ 01/ 0v L..-te COS, v,V
Di'1/
[ T 'Ill/D /I /I) 1 1x \7\7 2 + 11VD( av - aD - "2'1lvD(2aD . (Qv - QD) + P,; - ~v )(2(Q,/
- Qv)T . ()~ + Pl' -- pZ') + 21lVD((X~' (Qv - QD))((QI/ - QDf . ()~)
1 T /I 1
-'Il vD(20 D· (Qv - QD) + p,; - ~v)((Qv - QD) . aD) + "2(\7'1lIID)(2(Qv
- QDf . a~ +~! - ~:) + ~(2a~ . (Qv - QD) + ~D - ~v) . (\7T'IlI/D)]} (B.5)
./1 2 1 /I 2 /I 1 ,"""",-f"(V,D){ JI( -)[ (I I)(Xv = - a/I' a,l - 01/' aI/ - L..-t e cos v, v 11 'IDaD - aI/
Di'1/
- ul/v(20~· ((JI/ - (JD) + FD- FI/)((QI/ - (JDf· o~) ~ u,1/v(o~' ((21/ - (JD))
TIT TIT 1 T T
x (2(Qv - QD) . aD + ~D - FI/ ) + "2 (\7uI/ I;)(2(QI/ - QD) . aD + ~D - P,; )
+ ~(20~ . (QI/ - QD) + ~D - ~1/)(\7T 'Ill/D)] + sin I'(v, D)[~\7\7TllVD
(/I /I) 1 ( 1 TIT+ 11vDaI/ - 0/; - "2llVD 2nD' (Q/I - QD) + p,; - P,/)(2(Q,/ - QD) . aD + P,;
(B.6)
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APPENDIX C
EQUATIONS OF lVIOTION FOR BATH 'VAVE-PACKET
PARAMETERS IN AN ADIBATIC VIBRATIONAL BASIS
Here we give the equations of motion for the parameters determining the
bath wave packets, whose form is forced to remain Gaussian according to which
In the adiabatic vibrational basis the time-dependent Schrodinger equation govern-
ing the time-evolution of the bath wave packets is
a . '"' [1 (A A ) T (A A ) A ]i iJt If'v(t)) = ~ (vi 2 P + A(Q) . P + A(Q) + ED(Q) Iv) If'v (t)). (C.2)
v
The procedure for deriving individual parameter equations of motion is outlined in
Ch. III Sec. B.3.c. The real and imaginary parts of complex quantities are denoted
using single and double primes, respectively. All derivatives are taken with respect
to the bath coordinates and are to be evaluated, along with the quantities Ev and
Avv , at Qv.
· (2Q~' (Qv - Qi/) + Pi/) - 4A~i/" . Q~' (Qv - Qi/) + L(A;// . Avv' - A~/
i/
· A=-")} ~pT. 1'-1. '"""' ,-1"(v.i/) . , f"( -){2'· A" 2" . A'vv + 2 V (11/ L t cos, 1/,11 0i/ vi/+ Qi/ vi/
fJ
- Qi/) + Pi/) + o~ ,(Q// - QiJ)(\7T . A~i/) + o~ . (QI/ - Qi/)(\7T 'A~iJ)
1 T ") 1L" , T " "+ -(P,- -- P, )(\7 . A - + - (-20- - (Q - Q-)(A = . A=- ) - 2Q- - (Q2 1/ 1/ VV 2 v 1/ 1/ Vl/ 1/1/ 1/ 1/
ii
+ (\7A;~/) . Avv' + (\7A;~/) . AI/V' + (\7A~/) . AI/V")}
1 ,""",--II/(v.iJ)' " - T, T' /I T"+ 2' L f sm.! (1/, I/){ - \7 . AI/i/ + 4AI/i/ . oiJ . (Qv - Qd + 2AViJ
iJ
· (2Q~ . (Qv - Qi/) + Pi/) + L(A~/ . Av/' + A~/ ,Av/)} + ~P~' . 0;/-1
i/
',""",J-1"(v.iJ),' f'( -){2 l .A' -2/1·A" -2,1/.(Q _Q_)(pT·A')L e SI11, 1/,1/ (1i/ I/i/ Qi/ l/iJ (1i/ v . // i/ viJ
i/
'A~i/ - 2(P'j - Pv)((QI/ - Qi/)T . Q~' A~i/) - 2(PiJ - Pv)((Qv - QiJ)T . Q~ . A~i/)
+ ~(\7A~iJ) . (2(l~· (Qv - QiJ) + Pi/) - 2(\7A~i/) . ()~ . (Qv - Qd + Q~' (QI/
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l' I" l' ,,1 l' I
- Qv)(\7 . AI/v) - eli:; . (QI/ - Qv)(\7 . AV1/) + 2(P1/ - PI/)(\7 . A"i:;)
+ ~ ~(20~. (Q" - Q1/)(A~/ . Ai//I) - 20~· (Qv - Ch)(A;,/ . Ai//) - 20~
1/
,:./1 _ -T'[ I] _ '\""'" -f"(lJ.1/)[, i l ( -){_!nT. 41 2AI T. II. (Q _'LIv - 7 0v ~ e COS lI, II 2 v "V1/ + vv 01/ I' L"'(v)
V
+ A~vT, (20~· (Qv - Qi/) + P,:;) + ~ ~(A~/' Ai//I + A~/ . Ai//)}
i/
(C.3)
+ sin 1" (1/, D){ ~ \71' . A~v + A;,v . (2o:~ . (QI/ - Qv) + Pv) - 2A;~1/ . o~
. (Q,/ - Qv) + ~ ~(A~/ . Ai/v' - A~/ . Ai/v'/)}] (C.4)
v
Q. - n 1 ( 1I)-1 '\""'" --I" (v.v) [, f'/( -){2 I 4" /1 AI1/-11/+2°1' ·~c cos lI,lI o.v·"V1/+20 v · vv
f)
+ 2o~ . (Q" - Qv)(pl· A~v) - 20~· (Qv - QV)(Pl' . A~v) + (P,-:; - Pv)
x (p[. A~l-:;) - 40~ . (Q,/ - Qv)((Qv - Qvf . o:~ . A~1/) - 4«~· (Qv - QV)((Q,/
l' "I . I - T I I I
- Qv) . 0v . AI/V) + 40.v · (Q" - Qv)((Qv - Q,-:;) . 0v' A vv ) - 4av . (Qv
- Qv)((Qv - Qvf . n:~· A;~v) + 2(Pv - PI/)((Qv - Qvf . o~· A;,v) - 2(Pv
- Qv) + Pv) + o~' (Qv - Qv)(\7T . A~v) + O~ '(Qv - C-JV)(V1' . A;,v)
+ ~(PV - PV )(\7T. A~v) + ~ L(-20~. (Qv - Qv)(A~/. Ai/v'I) - 2a~, (Qv
v
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A - ") (J) T) )(A' T 4. I) (T) ).) )( 4" 'j' A ") ("AI T) 4 "· vD + i/ - 1 1.1 1.1V· ... tiD - 1 D - LJ ... f.JV . t5D + V I/V '.i. vii
" T I " 'j' " I
· A//i:; - 2(Pi) - PV)((Qu - QV) . (tV' AVV ) - 2(p,) - PV)((Qu - QV) 'OV' Avv )
+ ~(\7A;,v)' (2a~' (Qu - Qv) + Pi:;) - 2(\7A~v)' a~' (Qv - Qv) + O~' (Qu
'j' I" ]'" 1 'j' I
- Qv)(\7 . Avv ) - av . (Qu - QD)(\7 . Avv ) + '2(Pv - Pv)(\7 'Avv )
+ ~ 4=(2o~ . (Qv - Qv)(A~vT . Avv") - 2o~ , (Qv - Qv)(A~/ 'A vDI) - 20;:;
V
· (Qu - Qv)(A~/ ,Avv") - 2o~' (Qv - Qv)(A;~l/ . Avv' ) - (Pv - Pv)(A~/
, Avv' ) - (Pv - Pv)(A~vT , Avv") + (\7A~/) , Avv' - (\7A~/) , Avv" + (\7 A;j/')
n -"~ '" -f"(v.v) f'( -){2 I AI 2 II A" 2" (Q Q)1V--vCV-~e cos 1/,1/ 0v' vv- 0v' vv- av' '//- i)
D
- 4n~ , (Qv - Qv)((Qv - Qv)"' 'n~ ,A~v) - 4n~' (Qv - QD)((Qu - Qvf' 'n~
. A~v) - 2(Pv - p//)((Q// - Qvf 'o~, A~v) - 2(Pv - Pv)((Q// - Qvf 'o~
,A;,v) + (\7A~v) , (20~' (Qv - Qv) + Pv) - 2(\7 A;~v) ,(t~, (Qv - Qv) + (t~
, (Qv - Qv)(\7T ,A~v) - o~, (Qu - Qv)(\7T ,A~v) + ~(P,:; - p,/)(\7T ,A~v)
1 "'( " ( (A"]' A ") "( Q )(A' T A I) I+ '2~ 20v ' Qv - Qv) vv ' vD - 20v ' QI/ - . V vv' /jv - 2av
V
(C,5)
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· (Qv - Qv)(A;",1 . .1,,/') - 20:~· (Qv -- qv)(A;~/ . Ai/,:/) -- (Pv - Pv)(A;~vT . .1",:/)
- (Pv - Pv)(A~/. Avv") + (\7A~/). Avv' - (\7A~/). Avv" + (\7A~/). AI/vi
_ (nAil T) . A ~II)} 1.,1 1-1 .~ -f"(I/.v) 'j"( -){2 I . A" 2 1Iv VV ,/1/ + 0,/ 0:1/ C cos. v. V av I/V + 0,7
V
x (p! . A~v) - 40~ . (QI/ - Qv)((ql/ - qiJf . a~· A;~v) - 4o~ . (Qv - Qr;)
X ((Qv - Qvf . o~· A~iJ) + 40~ . (Q,/ - QiJ)((QI/ - QiJf . o~ . A;'iJ) - 4o~
:J I T II 1I /1' I
- Qr;) + 1;;) + (liJ . (QI/ - QiJ)(\7 . Al/iJ) + niJ' (QI/ - QiJ)(\7 . AI/i/)
+ ~(PiJ - pl/)(\7T. A;~iJ) + ~ ~(-20:~. (QI/ - Qv)(A~/. Avv") - 20:~· (Q,/
iJ
- QiJ)(A;~/ . Ai/v') + 2Q~' (QI/ - Qr;)(A;,vT . Ai//) - 2Q~' (Qv - qiJ)(A~/
· Avv") + (PD- PI/)(A~/ . Avv') - (Pv - PI/)(A~/ . Avv") + (\7A~/). Avv"
(nAil 1') .1- I (nAil 1) A _, (nA' T) A _")} ~ -f"(,/,iJ) . f'( -)+ V 1/15 . vD + v viJ . l/iJ + v vD . 1/17 + P Sll1. IJ. IJ
1/
- 4o~ . (QI/ - QiJ)((Q,/ - QiJ? . o~· A~iJ) + 4o~. (Q,/ - QiJ)((QI/ - QI7)1
· o~· A;,iJ) - 4n~. (QI/ - QD)((QI/ - QiJ? . o~. A;~iJ) + 2(PiJ - PI/)((QI/ - QiJ?
· o,~· A~D) - 2(P,7 - p,/)((QI/ - QiJ?' o,~· A~v) + 2\7A~iJ' o,~· (QI/ - QD)
+ \7A~iJ' (20;7' (QI/ - QiJ) + Pr;) + a~ . (QI/ - Q[;)(\7T . A~D)
II Til T II l~ II+ aiJ . (Q,/ - Qd(\7 . AI/V) + 2(P,7 - PI/ )(\7 . AI/DJ + 2~(-20iJ . (QI/
iJ
- QiJ)(A~vT . Avv") - 2a~ . (QI/ - QiJ)(A~/ . AvD' ) + 2Q~ . (Qv - QiJ)(A~/
· Avv') - 20~· (QI/ - QI7)(A~/ . .1vv") + (PD- PI/)(.1;,/ . .115/) - (PiJ - PI/)
(A" TAli) (nA' T) A II (nAil T) A I (n All T) A I (nA' T)X 1/15' viJ + v 1/15 . viJ + \! ,/i/ .' i/v + v' "'-115[; . 1/15 + V viJ
'""'" -["(1/';;;) . f'( -){2' A' 2" 4" 2,!1 (Q Q)
·~ e ' SIll. 7/, lJ au' 1/,;; - a,;;'" I/U - a,;;' ~ 1/ - U
;:;
· A;~;:; - 2(P;:; - PI/)((QI/ - Q;:;)1' . o~· A;~;:;) - 2(P;:; - p,/)((QI/ - Q;:;f . a~
· A;/;:;) + ~(\7A~I;;)' (2n~· (QI/ - Q,;;) + P,;;) - 2(\7A;~;:;). n~· (QI/ - Qu) + n~
· (QI/ - Q,;;)(\71' . A~;:;) ~ a~ . (QI/ - Q;:;)(\71' . A;~;:;) + ~(P,;; - pl/)(\71' . A;/u)
+ ~ ~(2n~ . (QI/ - Q,;;)(A;~i/ . Au;:;") - 2n~. (QI/ - Qu)(A~/. Au,;;') - 2n;;;
u
·l _ 1",,1' r 2 l l 2" 1I 1 '""'" -/,,(I/.u) [ . f'( -){("1' A' )al/--"2vv CI/- 0l/·a l/+ o'/'ol/-"2~e cos. lJ,V v . 1/;:;
u
X (Q,/ - Q;:;)1' . a~) + 2(\71' . A~u)(o~. (QI/ - Q,;;))((QI/ - Q;:;)1' . a;;)
- 2(\71' . A;/u)(n~ . (QI/ - Qu))((QI/ - Q,;;f . o~) - 2(\71' . A~;:;)(o~· (QI/
l' , 1 l' " l' 1',
- Q;:;))((QI/ - Q;:;) . ou) - "2(\7 . Al/u)(Pu - PI/)(Pu - p,/) - (\7 . AI/;:;)
x (n~· (QI/ - Qu))(P;:; - pl/)1' - (\71' . A;~u)(a~· (ql/ - Qu))(P,;; - pi/f
- (\71' . A~;:;)(Pu - P'/)((QI/ - Qd1' . o~) - (\71' . A;~u)(Pu - PI/)((QI/ - Qu)1'
. o~) - 2(A~/ . p,;;)(a~ - o~) - 2(A;~/ . P;:;)(a~ - a~) - 4(A~/ . Pu)(o~
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(C.6)
+ 4(A;~,/' . n)(o;] . (Qv - QD))((QV - QI])1' . O~) + 4(A;~I/ . PD)(O~' (Qv
- QD))((Q// - QDf . o~) - (A;,,/ . PD)(PD- p'/)(PD- PI/)T - 2(A;,/' p,])(p,]
( )1' I ) /I T) )(( l' /I (I T- Pv) (Qu - QD . 0D + 2(AI'D . PD (PD- Pv Qv - C)r;) . (XD) - 2 AVD
· Fh)(a~ . (QI/ - QI]))(PD- p,/f + 2(A~/ . Pd(o~· (Q,/ - QD))(PD- p,/f
- 4(A~/ . o~. (Qv - QD))(O;] - o;J + 4(A;~/ . (1;~ .(Qv - Qd)(o~ - o;~)
- 4(A~DT . o~· (Q// - QD))(O;; - a;~) - 4(A~/ . o~· (Qv - QD))(O~ - o~)
- 8(A~/. 0;] . (Qv - QD))(a~ . (Q// - QD))((Qv - QDfF . a;]) + 8(A~/. o~
· (Qv - Qd)((l~· (Qv - QD))((Qv - QDf . o~) + 8(A~/ . o~ . (Qv - QD))(O~
· (Qv - QD))((Qv - QdT . o~) + 8(A~/ . o~ . (Qv - QD))(O~ . (Q// - QD))((Qv
- QDf . o~) + 8(A;,/ . o~ . (Qv - QD))(O~ . (Qv - QD))((Qv - QDf . o~)
+ 8(A~/ . o~· (Q// - QV))(o~· (Qv - QD))((Q/, - QDf' . o~) + 8(A~/ . o~
· (Qv - QD))((1~ . (Qv - QD))((Qv - QDf . o~) - 8(A;~/ . o~· (Qv - (h))(n~
T I ) (I l' /I ( ( ) (( )1' /I
- QD) . 0D + 4 AVD . aD' Qv - QD)) PD- Pv Qv - QD . 0D)
+ 4(A;~/ . O~· (Qv - QD))(P,] - p,/)((Qv - Qr,f . 0:;) + 4(A~/ . a~' (Q"
- QD))(PD- p,/)((Qu - QDfF . (l~) - 8(a~. A~D)((Qu - Qv)T . 0;]) + 8(a~
· A~D)((Qv - QDf . a~) - 8(0;]' A~D)((Qv - QDf . o~) - 8(a~· A~D)((QI/
l' I I /I l' /I I l' I I
- Qr;) . 0D) - 4(OD' AvD)(PD- Pu) - 4(aD· AVD )(PI] - Pv) + 4(\7 AvD ) . 0,]
- 4(\7A~D) . a~ - 4(\7A~D . PD)((Qv - QDf . a~) - 4(\7A~D' PD)((Qu - QdT
· o~) - 2(\7A~D' Pv)(PD- p"fF - 8(\7A~D' a~ . (Qv - QD))((Qv - QDf . O'~)
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- Qi;f· a~) - 8(\7A~v' a~· (QI/ - Qd)((QI/ - QD)T. a~) - 4(\7A~v' a;;' (QI/
- Qv))(Pv - PI/? - 4(\7A~D' n~ . (QI/ - Qv))(Pv _ pl/)T
+ L)(A~/ . .115/') (a;; - o;~) - (A~/ . Av/)(o~ - Q~) - (.1;// . Av/)(o~ - a~)
v
- (.1;// . Avv")((l~ - o~) - 2(A~/ . Av/)((j~ . ((21/ - Qv))((QI/ - Qv)1' . 0;;)
+ 2(A~/ . Avv")(o~ . (QI/ - Qv))((QI/ - Qvf . Q~) + 2(A~/ . Avv')(Q~' (QI/ - QD))
X ((QI/ - Qv)'-l' . a;;) + 2(A;~/ . AI5v")(a~ . (QI/ - Qv))((QI/ - Qv? . (l~) + 2(A~/
. Avv')(o~· (QI/ - QV))((Q,/ - Qvf . a~) + 2(.1;// . Av/')(Q~ . (Q,/ - QV))((Q,/
Q )1' ") 2(.1" l' A ')(' (Q Q ))(( )1' ") 2(.1" l' A ")- ~ i7 . aD + Vl/' t/j) O'iJ' ~ v - D Qv - QiJ . O'j/ - l/V' .J-li/i7
X (Q~' (QI/ - Qv))((QI/ - QDf . a~) - ~(A;// . Av/)(~; - p'/)(PD- pl/f
1 ( II l' ")( )( )T (' T ')(' ))( )T+ 2" AI/V . Avv Pv - PI/ Pv - PI/ - AI/V . Avv 0v' (QI/ - Qv Pv - PI/
+ (A~/ . Av/')(o~· (QI/ - Qv))(Pv - ~/f + (A~/ . Av/)(o~· (QI/ - QD))(Pv
- ~/fr + (A~/ . Ai//')(Q~ . (QI/ - Qv))(Pv - PI/? - (.1;// . Ai//)(Pv - ~/)((QI/
- Qvf . a~) - (A~/ . Av/')(Pv - PI/)((QI/ - Qvf . a~) + (A~!? . Av/)(P,:;; - PI/)
X ((QI/ - Qvf . Q~) + 2(\7A~/. Ai//') ((QI/ - Qvf . Q~) - 2(\7A~vT . Av/)((QI/
- Ql:;;)]' . Q~) - 2(\7A~/ . Av/')((QI/ - Qv)T. Q~) - 2(\7A~/ . AI/v') ((QI/ - Qv)T . o~)
+ 2(\7A~/. AI/i/") ((ql/ - Qv)T. a~) - 2(\7Ab/' AI/v')((ql/ - Qv?' Q~) - 2(\7AS/
II T' ,T II TilT, T
. A " )((n - n_) . a-) - ('I A = . A=- )(P- - F,) - (\7.1 = • .1=- )(p- - F, )vv ~ V '--""( 1--' V V vv vv V 1/ vv VV 1/ V
('t"'7A' T A ")(F, p)T ('t"'7A" T A ')(P p)T 't"'7A' T 't"'7A ' 't"'7A" T- v vv . 1/1/ iJ - 1/ - V 1/1/ . 1/1/ D - v + v vt5 . v vv - V 1/1/
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l' I " l' " 1 l' I J. l'
- 2(\7 . A,/o)(Go . (Qv - Qo))((Qv .- Qo) . Go) + 2(\7 . Avo)(Po - Pv)(i 0 - Pv)
+ (\71'. A;;o)(G~' (Qv - QD))(PiJ - pi/f - (\71'. A~o)(a~. (QI/ - Qo))(Po - Pv)1'
+ (\71' . A;/D) (PO - Pv)((Qv - QO)1' . a~) - (\71' . A~o)(Po -- Pv)((Qv - QD)T . a~)
Q )7' ") (AI l' P)( " ( ))(( )1' ') (A" T P)( I- D . aD - 4 ·'~vo . D 0 0 ' Qv - QD Qv - Qo . Go - 4 I/D . D (1,/
· (Qv - QD))((QI/ - Q"f . G~) + 4(A~/ . Po)(Q~ . (Qv - Q,/))((QI/ - QD)1' . o~)
- (A;~/ . poHP,/ - P,;)(PD- F,JF- 2(A;;/ . PD)(PD- PI/)((QI/ - QDf· 0;;)
- 2(A~/ . PDHPD- P,;)((QI/ - QDf . o~) - 2(A~/ . Po)(o~ . (Qv - QD))(PO- p,))T
- 2(A~/ . PDHo~, (QI/ - QD))(PD- pJI' - 4(A~/ . (\~. (QI/ - QD))(O~ - o~)
· o~· (Qv - QD)Ho~ - o~) - 8(A~/ . (1~ • (Q,/ - QD))(O~' (Q,) - QD))((Q,; - Qof
·0;;) + 8(A;//. (\~ . (Qv - Q,/))(o;; . (Qv - QD))((Qv - QDf . Q~) + 8(A~,/ . Q~
· (QI/ - QD))(Q~' (Qv - Qo))((QI/ - QDf . (1~) + 8(A;~/ . o~· (QI/ - QD))(O~' (Q,)
- Qo))((Qv - QDf . (\~) - 8(A~/ . (\~. (Qv - (,?v))((\~. (QI/ - QD))((Qv - QD)T . (\~)
- 8(A;;/ . o~· (Qv - Q,/))(o~· (Qv - QD))((Qv - QDf . o~) - 8(A~/ . o~· (Qv
- QD))((\~' ((21/ - QD))((Qv - QD)1'· (\~) + 8(A~/ . (\~ . (QI/ - QD))(a~· (Qv -- Qo))
x ((QI/ - QDf . (1~) - 2(A~/ . (1~. (Q,; - Qo))(PD- P,/)(P" - pi/f - 2(A;~/ . o~
- p,;f - 4(A~/ . o~ . (Qv - QD))(O~' (QI/ - QD)HPv - pl/)T - 4(A;~/ . Cl~· (Qv
- Qo))(Q~' (Qv - QD))(PD- Fvf + 4(A;~/ . o~· (QI/ - QD)Ho~ . (Qv - QD))(PD
- Pvf - 4(A~/ . (\~. (Qv - Cb))(PD- Pv)((Q,) - Qv)T . o~) - 4(A~/ . Cl~. (Q,)
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T" "" . T' "
- Qv) . Lr i ,) - 8(\7Avv ' (Xv' (Q,/ - (.]v)) ((Qv - QV) . O/J) + 4(\7 Avv . (Xv' (Qv
- Qv))(Pv - pvf - 4(\7A;~v . o~· (Q,/ - Qv))(P,; - Pvf + L[(A~/ . Avv')(o~
v
, ) (A' T A "(" ") (A" T A ') (" ") (A" T A ") ( ,
- G 1/ - 1/15' 15[/) (lv - 0'1/ - 1/1/' vi) 0D - 0']/ - lIV' vD aD
- o~) - 2(A~vT. Avv')(Q~' (Qv - QV))((Q,/ - Qvf . Q~) + 2(A;/? . Av/)(o;~· (Qv
- Qv))((Qv - Qvf· Q~) + 2(A~/~T. Avv')(o~' (Qv - Qv))((Qv - Qvf· (X~)
+ 2(A~/ . Avv")(o~ . (Qv - Qv))((Qv -- Qvf . n~) - 2(A~/ . Avv')(o;~· (Qv - Q,;))
(( )T' ) (A' T A "( , ( ) (( )T' ) .A" TX Qv - Qv . (Xv - 2 I/V . I~V) 0v' Qv - Qv) Qv - Qi/ . Cl:v - 2( vv
. AVi/')(o~, (Qv - Qv))((Qv - Qvf . Cl:~) + 2(A;;vT . AVi/")(o~ . (Qv - Qv))((Qv
)1' , 1, T,,) l' 1 /I T ') ) (- Qv . Cl:v) - 2'(Avv . Avv (Pv - Pv)(P,; - p,/) - 2'(Avv . Avv (Pv - p,/ P,;
- pvf - (A~/ . Avv')(o~ . (Qv - Qi/)) (Pi/ - pv)T - (A~/ . Avv")(Q~' (Qv - Q;;;))
X (P,; - pv)T - (A~/ . AI~v')(Cl:~ . (Q,/ - Qv))(P;;; - p,/f + (A;;/ . Avv")(Q~ . (Qv
- Q;;;))(P;;; - pv)T - (A~vT. Avv')(P;;; - Pv)((Qv - Q;;;f· G~) - (A;//. Avv")(P;;;
- p,/)((Qv - Qi/)1' . o~) - (A~/ . Avv')(P;;; - p,/)((qv - Qvf1 . o~) + (A~/ . Avv")
x (Pv - Pv)((Qv - Qv)T. o~) + 2(\7A;//. Avv')((Qv - Q;;;f· (\~) - 2(\7A~/. Avv")
x ((Qv - Qvf . Q~) - 2(\7A~/ . Avv')((Qv - Qv)T . o~) - 2(\7A~vT . Avv") ((Qv
T' , 1', T' ,1'" T
-Q;;;) .ai/)+2(\7AVi/ ·Avv)((Qv-Ch) '(\i/)-2(\7Avv . AI/v )((ql/-Q;;;)
( n 4' T 4 '(P D)1' (nA" l' 4 ")( n n)1' (nA' T 4 '( n n l'+ v. "V '. vv) ;;; - 1 V - v,/v '. v;;; 1 i/ - 1 V + V VI; '. vv ) 1 v - 1 1/)
(C.7)
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·ll __ ? l. /1 _ 2 II. l _ ~ ~ -f"(v.r;) [ 'fl( -){(nT. AI )( 1I _ 1I)0v- _Ov (Iv 0v 01/ 2~e cos, 1/,1/ V vr; Or; Qv
D
X ((QI/ - Qr;f' . o~) -- 2(\7'1"· A~r;)(n~ . (QI/ -- Qr;))((Qv - Qr;f' . (I~)
1 1'1 1'1'1 I l'+ 2(\7 . Avv)(P" - Pv)(P" - Pv) + (\7 . A"r;)(ov . (Qv - Qi:;))(Pr; - Pv)
- (\71' . A~v)(o;~. Wv - Qr;))(Pr; -- pvf + (\71' . A;,r;)(Pr; - Pv)((Qv - Qr;f'
· o~) - (\71' . A~,,)(Pv - Pv)((Qv - Qr;)T . o~) + 2(A~/. Pu)(o~ - o~) - 2(A~/
· Pr;)(o~ - Q;~) - 4(A;,/ . Pr;)(o~, (Qv - Qr;))((QI/ - Qr;f' . o~) - 4(A~/- . Pr;)
· o~) + 4(A~I/ . Pr;)(o~· ((JI/ - Qr;))(((Jv - (Jv)T '(l~) - (A~/' . Pr;)(Pr; - p,/)
x (Pr; - pl/)T - 2(A~/ . Pv)(P,:; - PI/)((Qv - Q1Jf . o~) - 2(A~/ . Pp)(Pr; - P,,)
l' I 111' I l'
X ((Q" - Qv) 'or;) - 2(Avr; . Pr;)(or;' (QI/ - Qr;))(Pr; - Pv)
- 2(A;,/ . Pr;)(a~· ((Jv - Qr;))(Pr; - pv)T - 4(A~/ . o~ . (Qv - Qr;))(o~ - o~)
- 4(A~/ . a~· (Qv - Qr;))(o~ - o~) + 4(A~/ . a~· (Q" - (Jr;))(o~ - o~) - 4(A~/
· (l~' (QI/ - Qd)(o~ - o;~) - 8(A~/ . o~ . (QI/ - Qr;))(Q~' (Qv - Qr;))((Qv - Qr;)T
· o~) + 8(A~/ . o~. (QI/ - Ql:;))(O~' (Qv - Ql:;))((QI/ - Qr;f-r. o~) + 8(A~/ . a~
· (Qv - Qr;))(o~· (Qv - Qr;))((QI/ - Qr;f . o~) + 8(A;~/ . o~. (Qv - Qr;))(o~· (QI/
- Qr;))(((Jv - Qr;f . o~) - 8(A~/ . a~. (QI/ - Qr;))(o~ . (QI/ - QD))((QI/ - Cb)T. o~)
- 8(A;,/ . o~· (Qv - Qr;))(o~' (QI/ - (Jr;))((Qv - Qr;f' . n;:;) - 8(A~/ . o~ . (Qv
- Ql:;))(O~' (Qv - Qr;))((Qv - QD)T . o~) + 8(A~/ . o~ . (QI/ - Ql:;))(O~' (Qv - Q,,))
- pvf - 4(A;// . o:~. (Qv - Qv))(o~· (Qv - Qv))(Pv - pv)1' - 4(A~/ . o:~. (Qv
- QV))(0:;7 . (Qv- Qv))(Fv - Fv)'l' + 4(A~I/ . (]~. (Q// - QV))(a~ . (Qv - QV))(P,/
- pv)T - 4(A~/ . o~ . (Qv - Qp))(Pv - Pv)((Qv - Qpf . o~) -- 4(A~/ . n~ . (Qv
- Qv)1' . 0;;) + 2(VA;/p' Pv)(Pv - p,/f + 8(VA~/7 . o:~ . (Qv - Qv))((Qv - Qvf
. o:~) - 8(vA~v' o:~. (Qv - Qv))((Qv - Qpf . o~) - 8(VA~v' o~· (Qv - QI7))((QV
- Qvf . o~) - 8(VA;~;; . o:~. (Qv - Qv))((Qv - C2;;)1' . n;7) + 4(VA;;v' o:~. ((2//
- Qd)(P,7 - Pvf - 4(vA;~v' o:~. (Q// - Q;;))(P'7 - pJF + 2::[(A~/ . Ai/v')(o:~
v
') (A' T A- ")( JI 1I) (4" T A- ')( l/ ") (A" T A- ")( ,
- O/J ~ vi/' ;;;; 0v - 0v - . vi/ . ;;;; 0;; - 0v - vi/' Pv 0v
- o~) - 2(A~/ . Ai/v')(o~· (Qv - Q;;))((Q// - Qvf . o~) + 2(A~/ . Ai/v")(o~ . (QI/
- Qv))((Qv - Q/7)T . o:~) + 2(A~t/' Ai/v')(o~ . (Qv - Q;;))((Qv - Q;;f' . o~)
+ 2(A~/ . Ai/v")(o:~ . (Qv - Qv))((Qv - QdT . o~) - 2(A~/ . Ai/v')(o:~· (Q/; - Q;;))
x ((QI/ - Q;;f . n;/)- 2(A;;/ . Ai/l/')(O:~ , (Qv - Q;;))((Qv - Qvf . n~) - 2(A~/
. Ai/v')(o:~· (Qv - Q;;))((Ql' - Q;;f . o~) + 2(A~/ . Ai/v")(a~ . (Qv - Qv))((Qv
'1' , 1,'1' " . '1' 1,,1' ,
- Q;;) . op) -- 2(A,;i/ . Ai/v )(Pv - Pv)(P;; - Pv) - 2(A,/i/ . At,;; )(Pv - p,/)(Pv
- p';f - (A;// . A'Jv')(o~ . (Qv -- Q;;))(P'/ - p';f - (A;J/ . Ai/v")(o:~' (Qv - Qp))
x (Fv --- Pvfl -- (A;~/ . Ai/v')(o:~ . (Qv - Q/7))(Fp - Fvf + (A;~/ . Ai/v")(o~. (Qv
- Q;;))(P;; - pv)1' - (A~/ . Ai/v')(Pv - Pv)((Qv - Q17f . o:~) - (A~/ . Ai/v")(P;;
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~ Pu)((Qu ~ Qu)'1' . O~) ~ (A~i:/ . Avv')(J~/ ~ Pu)((Qu - Qu)T . O~) + (A~/. Ai5u")
x (Pu - PU)((Q,/ - Q,;)T . O~) + 2(VA~/ . Avv')((Q'J - Q"f . o~) - 2(VA;J/ . Avv")
X((Qu - Quf· o~) - 2(VA;;,/'1' . A,/v') ((Q,J - QDf· 0;;) - 2(VA~/. Avv")((Qu
- Q,/f . o~) + 2(VA;// . Auv')((Q,J - QD)T . o~) - 2(VA;// . Auv")((Qu - QDf
· o~) - 2(VA;~/. A,Jv')((Qu - Q"f· 0;;) - 2(VA;~/. A,Jv") ((Qu - QD)'1'· o~)
+ (VA~/ . Avv')(PD- p'J)T - (VA~/ . Avv")(P,/ - p'J)T + (VA~/ . A,/v')(P,; - Puf
x (o~· (Q,/ - Qu)(Qu - QD):r· o~) + 2(VT . A~D)(CJ:~' W,J - QD))((Qu - Q,;)T
· o~) - 2(VT . A~D)(O~' (Qu '- Qu))((Qu - Quf . o~) - 2(VT . A;/D)(O~' (Qu
l' , 1 l' " l' :r,
- QD))((Qu - QD) . O'u) - 2(V . Auu)(Pu - Pu)(P" - Pu) - (V . Auu )
x (0;;' (Qu - QD))(PD- Puf - (VT . A~,/)(o~· (Qu - Qu))(PD- Puf
- (VT . A;Ju)(P'; - P,/)((Q,/ - Q"f .O'~) - (VT . A~,,)(Po - PU)((Q,/ ~ QD)T
') 2(A'1' P)(" ") 2(4"1' P)" ') 4(A,:r n')('
· O'i] - vii' D n'j/ - rl'v - ... vii . D (0]/ -- 0'1/ - 1/1/' 1-v ojJ
+ 4(A;;/ . Pv)(n~ . (Qu ,- QD))((Qu - QD)'I' . n~) + 4(A~/. PD)(n;;' (Qu
- QD))((Qu - QD)T . 0;/) - (A~/ . PD)(P,; - Pu)(P,; - pu)T - 2(A~/. P,;)(P,/
( ( ) '1" ) (" 1') ) ( )'1''') (']'- Pu) Q'J - Qu . 0',/ + 2 Aul/ . Pv (Po - Pu ( QI/ - Qu . 0D - 2 AUD
· PD)({l~· (Qu - Qo))(P,; - p,/)T + 2(A~/ . Pu)(O'~· (Qu - QD))(P,; - p,/f
4' (A" '1' l (Q Q ))( l ') 4' (4" l' II (Q Q ))( II ")
- I/O' 0D' '1/ - 1/ 0D - {lu + . uD . 0D' '1/ - . D (tD - 0u
- 8(A;// . o~· (Qu - Qd)(o~· (Qu - Qu))((Qu - Qu)'1' . o~) + 8(A;// . Ct~
· (Qu - Qo))(o~· (Q,/ - QD))((Qu - QD)T . o~) + 8(A;;uT . o~· (Qu - QD))(O'~
· (Qu - QD))((Qu - Qu)'1' . o~) + 8(A;;/ . o~ . (Qu - QD))(O;/' (Qu - QD))((Qu
TilTill l' II
- QD) . 0,..,) + 8(A'/I'" . aD' (Qv - Qv))(OD . (Qv - QD))((Qv - QD) . aD)
+ 8(A~/ . O~' (Q,/ - qD))(O~' (q,/ - Q,..,))((Q,/ - (Jv)T. o~) + 8(A~DT. o~
· (Qv - QD))(O~' (Qv -- QD))((Qv - QD)'J . 0;;) - 8(A;~/ . o~· ((Jv - QD))(O~
· (Qv - QD))(((.JV - QDf· o~) - 2(A~/. o~· (Qv - QD))(P'.., - Pv)(P,.., - pvf
- QD? . 0;..,) + 4(A~/ . o~ . (Qv - QD))(PD- p,/)((qv - qDf . o~)
+ 4(A~/ . o~· ((.Jv - QD))(PD- Pv)((Qv - QDf . o~) + 4(A;~i/ . o~. (Qv
- 4(VA;~D)' (l~ - 4(VA;/D' PD)((Qv - QD?' (l~) - 4(VA;~D' PD)(((.Jv - QD?
· a~) - 2(VA~D' P'..,)(PD- Pv)T - 8(VA~D' o~· (Q,/ - QD))(((.Jv - QD)T . a~)
- QD))([>D - [>v)1' - 4(VA;~D' o~ . (Qv - QD))(P'.., _ Fv)1'
+ L[(A;~/ . AVD")(O~ - (l~) - (A~/ . Avv')(o~ - o~) - (A~/ . Avv')(o~ - o~)
D
- (A~v1' . Av;:;")((l~ -- (11,,') - 2(A;/v1' . Avv')((l~· (Qv - QV))((Qv - QD)T . (l~)
+ 2(A;// . Avv")(O~' ((.Jv - QD))((Qv - QDf . o~) + 2(A~/ . Avv')(o~. (Qv - QD))
x ((Qv -- QDfl' . o~) + 2(A;~/ . AVD")(O~' (Qv - (.JD))((Qv - QD? . o~) + 2(A;//
· Avv')(o~· (Qv - QD))((Qv - QDf . o~) + 2(A~/. AVD")(a~' (Qv - QD))((Qv
)1' ") (AI! l' A 1)( 1 ( ))((Q -))1' ") (A" l' A ")- QD . 0D + 2 I/l'/ . vD 0D' Qv - QD - v - (-.cD . aD - 2 vi'/ . vD
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X (Q~' (Qv - QD))((Qv - QDf· n~) - ~(A~vT. Av/)(PD- Pv)(PD- Pv)T
+ ~(A~/ . Avv")(PD- Pv)(PD- pv)T - (A~/ . Avv')(Q~' (Qv - QD))(Pi/ - Pvf
+ (A;/vT . Avv")(Q~ . (Qv - Qi/))(~/ - nf + (A~/ . Avv')(o~ . (QI/ - QD))(PD
- pi/f + (A~/ . Avv")(o~· (QI/ - QD))(PD- Pvf - (A~/ . Avv') (Pi/ - [',/)((QI/
- QDf . Q~) - (A;// . Avv")(Pi/ - PI/)((Qv - QDf . (l~) + (A;~l· Avv')(PD- Pv)
x ((Qv - Qr,f . Q~) + (A~/ . Avv")(PD- Pv)((QI/ - QDf . o~) - 2(\7A;~/ . Avv')
((Q )T') (A" T A ")(( )T") (DA' T A ')((x v - Qi/ . (lD + 2 \7 vi:' . I/D Qv - Qi/ . (lD - 2 v VI/ . vD Qv
- QDf . o~) - 2(\7A~vT . Avv")((Qv - Qi/)T . Q~) - 2(\7A~/ . Avv')((QI/ _ Qp)T
. o~) + 2(\7A~/ . AI/v") ((Qv - QDf . o~) - 2(\7A~/ . AI'1/') ((Qv - QD)T . o~)
- 2(\7A~/ . Avv") ((Qv - Qi/f .Q~) - (\7A~/ . Avv") (Pi/ - Pvf - (\7A;~/ . Avv')
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APPENDIX D
cordPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE FVB/GB
The numerical integration of the equations of motion for bath wave-packets
under a FVB/GB treatment proved to be sensitive to the method of integration
and precision of parameters. A fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme was found to
be sufficient for successful integration. The propagation of bath wave packets ac-
companying vibrational levels with very little population necessitates the use of a
software package that alluws for multiple-precision floating-point computation. The
Gnu Ivlultiple Precision package (GlVIP~ vel'. 4.3.2) was used in conjunction with the
l\1PFR library (vel'. 2.4.2) to provide 96 significant digits (384 bits) along with the
corresponding arithmetic operations.
Below is a representative program, written in c++, used to propagate one-
dimensional bath wave packets under the FVB/GB theory with conditions consistent
with case D, presented in eh. IV Sec. E.
File: "main.ee
//Main fvb/gb program
#include I1fvb.h ll
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
cout«ll**********************ll«endl;
cout«": : : : hello : : : : : : "«endl;
cout«lr**********************'I«endl;
swi tch (argc) {
case 1: {
cout«"********** No input parameters. Using defaults. **********u«endl;
fvb() ;
break;
}
case 8: {
cout«"********** Parameters provided from file: 11«11' 'I «argv [2] «"', 11«
1I)1I«argv[3]«", '1I«argv[4]«", )1I«argv[5]«1I, '1I«argv[6]«", )1I«argv[7]«endl;
fvb(argv);
break;
}
default: {
cout«" Usage: fvb.exe"«endl;
cout«11 fvb.exe -wfile 'parameter_file'lI«endl;
}
}
}
File: ., fvb.ee"
//fvb program
#include "fvb.h ll
//default program
void fvb ()
{
cout.precision(16);
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1************************
* Declare constants
*1
fvbConstants c'
c.set_basis_size(ll);
c.set_xmin(-30.);
c.set_xmax(30.);
c.set_npoints(2000.);
c. set_dx () ;
1*************************
* Declare potential
* parameters
* this is for the excited state.
* In this case there is only propagation
* on the excited state so we only need
* one potential defined
* Note the initial displacements are negative.
* this is because the internuclear distance
* in the excited electronic state is greater
* than in the ground state
*1
fvbPotentials fp;
fp.set_sys_freq(l);
fp.set_bath_freq(O.333333333333*fp.omega_sys_);
fp.set_coupling(O.05);
fp.set_sys_eq(-sqrt(3));
Ilfp.set_ve_qe_(O.5);
fp.set_bath_Qe(-sqrt(3)); Iiset bath displacement
fp.hermites_s = new double[c.npoints() * c.nbasis];
fp.wfpolys_s new double[c.npoints() * c.nbasis];
fp.ground_wf new double[c.npoints()];
fp.gamma = new double [c.nbasis] ;
1******************************
* Get position rep wf's
* of system
121
-j
fp.pos_rep_sys(c);
fp.pos_rep_sys_g(c);
fp.calculate_overlap(c);
1******************************
- Declare bath wave packets
- each accompanying a system
- vibrational level
-j
122
fvbWavePacket -gwp new fvbWavePacket[c.nbasis];
1******************************
- Create some operators
* creation, annhilation,
* position, momentum, etc ...
-j
fvbOperators -operators = new fvbOperators[l];
operators [0] .setops(c,fp);
1****************************************
- Initialize wave packet parameters
-j
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
gwp[i] .Initialize(i,operators,fp.qe_.get_d(),fp);
}
1*****************************
- Set up time variables
-j
fvbTimeParameters ft;
ft.tdt_.set_prec(precision);
ft.tmn_.set_prec(precision);
ft.tmx_.set_prec(precision);
ft.tnstep_.set_prec(precision);
ft.set_tmin(O);
ft.set_tmax(200*(2*M_PI));
Ilft.set_tsteps(100);
11ft. set_dt () ;
ft.set_dt(ft.tdt_.get_d());
ft.set_tsteps();
1***********************************
* Hoy often to Yrite data yhen
* using quality controlled
* runge-kutta and gmp
*1
ft.every_dt_.set_prec(precision);
mpfr_class dummy("O" ,precision);
dummy = 110.1 11 ;
Iidummy *= (2*M_PI);
ft.every_dt_ = dummy;
1*****************************
* Declare Propagator object
*1
fvbPropagate prop;
11- Iiset initial population
11- prop [0] .totnorm = 0.;
11- for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
1;- {
11- gYp[i] .calculate_norm(i);
11- prop [0] .totnorm += gyp[i] .norm;
//- }
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11- prop [0] .initnorm prop [0] .totnorm;
1********************************
* Propagate wave packets from
* tmin to tmax, writing at dt
*1
prop.forward(gwp,c,ft,fp);
};
/******************************************************
*
* Using input from Gui
*1
void fvb(char *opts[])
{
cout.precision(20);
Ilconstants
fvbConstants c;
Iiset up time grid
fvbTimeParameters t;
Ilget stuff from gui
get_input(opts, c, t);
Ilbath wave packets
fvbWavePacket *gwp = new fvbWavePacket[c.nbasis];
Iisome operators (raising, lowering, etc ... )
fvbOperators operators;
Iloperators.setops(c,fp);
Iisets appropriate time variables
Ilt.dt(t.tdt/*«2*M_PI)/c.omega_sys)*/);
Ilt.dt_set_steps();
Ilinitialize wave packet parameters
II for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
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II {
II gwp[i] .Initialize(i,operators,c.disp,c);
II }
Ilexit(l);
Ilpropagate wave packets
II fvbPropagate prop(c);
Iiset initial population
10 prop.totnorm = 0.;
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
{
o gwp[i] .calculate_norm(i);
o prop.totnorm += gwp[i] .norm;
o }
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o prop.initnorm
01
prop.totnorm;
Ilpropagation routine
II prop.forward(gwp,c,t);
}
void get_input(char oopts[], fvbConstants &c, fvbTimeParameters &t)
{
1*****************************
o Gets Parameters Set by
o The UI and sets the
o Appropriate Variables
01
if stream insyspot, inbathpot, ingeneral, intime, inwp, incoupling;
insyspot.open(opts[2]);
inbathpot.open(opts[3]);
ingeneral.open(opts[4]);
intime.open(opts[5]);
inwp.open(opts[6]);
incoupling.open(opts[7]);
if (insyspot.fail() I I inbathpot.fail() I I ingeneral.fail()
I I intime.fail() I I inwp.fail() I I incoupling.fail() ) {
cDut«"invalid filename l1 «endl;
exit (1) ;
}
char systype[100], bathtype[50] ,coupling[50];
int freq;
insyspot»systype;
char he] = IIHarmonicll;
char bl [] ; "Bilinear";
cout«l1 **************************u«endlj
cout«"sys pot: "«systype;
1*****************
* System
*1
if (!strcmp(systype,h)) {
insyspot»c.omega_sys;
c.omega_sys_ ; c.omega_sys;
cout«U wi freq = 11«c.omega_sys«" Il«c.omega_sys_«endl;
}
1*******************
* Bath
*1
cout«11 **************************"«endl;
inbathpot»bathtype;
cout«"bath pot: "«bathtype;
if (istrcmp(bathtype,h)) {
inbathpot»c.omega_bath;
c.omega_bath_ ; c.omega_bath;
cout«" wi freq ; "«c.omega_bath«" "«c.omega_bath_«endl;
}
1******************
* Coupling
*1
cout«11 **************************"«endl;
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incoupling»coupling;
cout«lI coupling : lI«coupling;
if ( !strcmp(coupling,bl) ) {
char hold[10] ;
incoupling»hold;
c.coupling_ = hold;
c.coupling = c.coupling_.get_d();
Ilc.coupling_ = c.coupling;
cout«" wi J= "«c. coupling«" "«c. coupling_«endl;
}
/******************
* General Parameters
*1
cout«" **************************lI«endlj
ingeneral»c.sysmodes»c.nbath»c.nbasis»c.disp»c.bath_disp;
c.disp_ = c.disp;
cout«"bath dim = "«c.nbath«endl;
cout«'l sys basis: "«c.nbasis«endl;
cout«"sys displacement = "«c.disp«endl;
cout«II***************************lI«endl;
/*********************
* Time Parameters
*1
1* t.tdt_.set_prec(precision);
t.tmn_.set_prec(precision);
t.tmx_.set_prec(precision);
t.tnstep_.set_prec(precision);
double tstep;
cout«11 **************************'I«endl;
char tmin[16] , tmax[16] , tsteps_n[16] , tnstep_n[16];
intime»tmin»tmax»tsteps_n»tnstep_n;
Ilintime»t.tmn»t.tmx»tstep»t.tnstep;
t.tdt tsteps_n;
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t.tmn_
t.tmx
tmin;
tmax;
t.tnstep_ = tnstep_n;
double test = t.tdt_.get_d();
t.dt(test);
t.tmn t.tmn_.get_d();
t.tmx t.tmx_.get_d();
cout«lI s tart time == Il«t.tmn«endl;
cout«lIfinish time == "«t.tmx«" sys vibrational periods"«endl;
cout«11 step size == II «t . tdt«l1 x sys vib period II «II It «t. tdt_«endl;
cout«"# of steps = "«t.tnstep«endl;
*1
1************************
* close files
*1
insyspot.close(); inbathpot.close(); ingeneral.close(); incoupling.close(); intime.close();
inwp.close();
Ilexit(l) ;
}
int func(double t, const double y[], double f[], void *params) {
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gslholder *gslh (gslholder *) params;
Ilfor (int i=O; i < gslh->cs.nbasis; i++) {
gslh->dvs[O] .get_derivs(gslh->cs,y,f);
II}
return GSL_SUCCESS;
}
int jac (double t, const double y[], double *dfdy,
double dfdt[], void *params)
{
return GSL_SUCCESS;
}
File: "[vb.h·'
#ifndef ]VB_H
#define ]VB_H
//includes
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <cstdlib>
#include <math.h>
#include <string>
#include <climits>
using namespace std;
#include <cblas.h>
#include <complex>
#include <gsl/gsl_errno.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_odeiv.h>
#include <gsl/gsl_sf_garnma.h>
#include <grnp.h>
#include <gmpfrxx.h>
//definitions
typedef cornplex<double> dcomp;
#define Kronecker(a,b) « a ~~ b ? 0))
//precision (in bits) for GMP
static const unsigned long precision 384;
#define MAXSTP 10000000
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#define MAX(a,b) «a<b ? (a)
//#define RK45
//#define RKCDNST
//#define GMP
//#define DDUBLEFINITE
#define GMPRK4
//#define RK4QC
//classes
(b)))
#include "fvbConstants.h"
#include "fvbPotentials.h"
#include "fvbDperators.h"
#include "fvbWavePackets.h"
#include "fvbTimeParameters.h"
#include lIfvbDerivatives.h lt
class gslholder
{
public:
int level;
fvbWavePacket *wps;
fvbDerivatives *dvs;
fvbConstants cs;
double *all_params, *all_params_i;
gslholder 0 {};
-gslholder 0 {};
};
#include "fvbPropagate.h"
//function prototypes
void get_input(char *opts[], fvbConstants &c, fvbTimeParameters &t);
void fvbO;
void fvb(char *opts[]);
int func(double t, const double y[], double f[], void *params);
int jac (double t, const double y[], double *dfdy,
double dfdt[], void *params);
#endif
File: -, fvbCollstants.h"
1***************************************************************************
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*
*
fvbConstants.h
* Wed Dec 3 12:32:59 2008
* Copyright 2008 Craig Chapman
* cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************************************/
//#include "fvb.h"
class fvbConstants
{
public:
//static const unsigned long precision 128:
int sysmodes;
int nbasis;//= 11; //how many system levels to populate initially
int nbath:
double omega_sys:// =1;//6.283185307179586; //system frequency
mpfr_class omega_sys_;
double omega_bath: //bath frequency set in initializer
mpfr_class omega_bath_;
double coupling; //bilinear coupling constant
mpfr_class coupling_;
double disp; //displace system coord by this much
mpfr_class disp_:
double bath_disp; //does nothing for now
mpfr_class gmpbath_disp;
double x_max, x_minJd_x;
int n_points;
void set_sys_freqCmpfr_class x) {omega_sys_ = x;};
void set_bath_freqCmpfr_class x) {omega_bath_ = x;}:
void set_couplingCmpfr_class x) {coupling_ = x:}:
void set_basis_sizeCint x) {nbasis = x;};
void set_xmax(double x) {x_max x;};
void set_xminCdouble x) {x_min x;};
void set_npointsCint x) {n_points = x;}:
void set_dx() {d_x = (x_max - x_min)/n_points;};
double xmax() {return x_max;};
double xmin() {return x_min:}:
int npoints() {return n_points:}:
double dx() {return d_x:};
fvbConstants () :
-fvbConstants() {};
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};
File: "fvbConstants.cc"
1***************************************************************************
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*
*
fvbConstants.cc
* Wed Jan 14 11:08:13 2009
* Copyright 2009 Craig Chapman
* cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************************************/
#include "fvb.h"
fvbConstants: :fvbConstants()
{
omega_sys_.set_prec(precision);
coupling_.set_prec(precision);
disp_.set_prec(precision);
omega_bath_.set_prec(precision);
} ;
File: "fvbDerivatives.h"
1***************************************************************************
*
*
fvbDerivatives.h
* Wed Dec 3 12:28:40 2008
* Copyright 2008 Craig Chapman
* cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************************************/
//#include "fvb.h"
class fvbDerivatives
{
double usb, divusb. divdivusb. ub. divub. divdivub;
mpfr_class usb_, divusb_. divdivusb_, ub_. divub_. divdivub_;
double fim, fre;
mpfr_class fim_. fre_;
double sumgre, sumgim, sumP, sumQ, sumaim, sumare;
mpfr_class sumgre_, sumgim_, sumP_, sumQ_, sumaim_, sumare_;
double qnnb;
mpfr_class qnnb_;
double holder, holderl;
mpfr_class holder_, holderl_;
mpfr_class half_;
mpfr_class exp_fim_;
mpfr_class damp_;
public:
//Functions are overloaded for GSL ODE propagation and GMP usage
//Re(f)
double freal(int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp);
void freal(mpfr_class *gmpfre, int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp);
double freal(int one, int two, const double y[]);
void freal(mpfr_class *gmpfre, int one, int two, const double y[]);
//Im(f)
double fimaginary(int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp);
void fimaginary(mpfr_class *fim_, int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp);
double fimaginary(int one, int two, const double y[]);
void fimaginary(mpfr_class fim_, int one, int two, const double y[]);
//sets linear time derivatives - used for finite difference
void get_derivs(int level, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c);
void get_derivs_gmp(int level, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c,fvbPotentials);
//sets linear time derivatives - used for gsl routines
void get_derivs(fvbConstants c, const double y[], double f[]);
//sets ubath, divubath, divdivubath
void ubath(int one, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c);
void ubath_gmp(mpfr_class *ub_, mpfr_class *divub_, mpfr_class *divdivub_,
int one, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbPotentials c);
void ubath(int one, fvbConstants c, const double y[]);
//sets uint, divuint, divdivuint
void uint(int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c);
void uint_gmp(mpfr_class *usb_, mpfr_class *divusb_,
mpfr_class *divdivusb_, int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp,
fvbConstants c, fvbPotentials fp);
void uint(int one, int two, fvbConstants c, const double y[]);
fvbOperators *deriv_ops;
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fvbDerivatives();
-fvbDerivatives() {};
};
File: ., fvbDerivatives.cc"
1***************************************************** **********************
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*
*
fvbDerivatives.cc
* Thu Oct 2 18:29:34 2008
* Copyright 2008 Craig Chapman
* cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************** **********************1
#include "fvb.h"
fvbDerivatives: : fvbDerivatives()
{
sumgim_.set_prec(precision);
sumgre_.set_prec(precision);
sumQ_.set_prec(precision);
sumP_.set_prec(precision);
sumare_.set_prec(precision);
sumaim_.set_prec(precision);
fim_.set_prec(precision);
fre_.set_prec(precision);
usb_.set_prec(precision);
divusb_.set_prec(precision);
divdivusb_.set_prec(precision);
ub_.set_prec(precision);
divub_.set_prec(precision);
divdivub_.set_prec(precision);
holder_.set_prec(precision);
holder1_.set_prec(precision);
half_.set_prec(precision);
exp_fim_.set_prec(precision);
damp_.set_prec(precision);
}
void fvbDerivatives: :get_derivs(int nu, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c)
{sumgim o. ;
sumgre o. ;
sumQ o. ;
sumP O. j
sumare O. j
sumaim o. ;
for (int nubar = 0; nubar < c.nbasis; nubar ++)
if (nubar != nu)
{
uint(nu,nubar, gwp,c); Iisets usb, divusb, divdivusb
qnnb = gwp[nu].Q - gwp[nubar] .Q;
fre freal(nu,nubar, gwp);
fim fimaginary(nu, nubar, gwp);
1**********************************
* Real gamma
**********************************/
sumgre += exp(-fim) * (cos(freal(nu,nubar, gwp))*(-usb +( usb * qnnb * gwp[nubar] .are *
+ 0.5 * usb* (gwp[nubar].P - gwp[nu] .P)) * (l./gwp[nu] . aim) * gwp[nu] .P)
+sin(freal(nu,nubar, gwp)) * «0.5 * divusb - usb * qnnb * gwp[nubar] .aim)
* (l./gwp[nu] .aim) * gwp[nu] .P));
1**********************************
* Imaginary gamma
**********************************/
sumgim += exp(-fim) * sin(fre) * usb;
II cout«exp (-fim)«" "«sin(fre)«" "«usb«endl;
/**********************************
* P
**********************************/
sumP += exp (-fim) * ( cos(fre) * (divusb + usb *(-2.*gwp[nubar] .aim * qnnb)
- (gwp[nu] . are/gwp[nu] .aim) *(2. * gwp[nubar] .are * qnnb + gwp[nubar].P - gwp[nu].P)
* usb) - sin(fre) * (usb * (2. * gwp[nubar] . are * qnnb + gwp[nubar].P - gwp[nu] .P)
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+ (gwp[nu] . are/gwp[nu] .aim) * (divusb - usb * (2. * gwp[nubar] .aim * qnnb»»;
1**********************************
* Q
**********************************/
sumQ += exp(-fim) * ( cos(fre) * (( 2. * gwp[nubar] .are * qnnb + gwp[nubar].P
- gwp[nu] .p) * usb)
+ sin(fre) * (divusb + usb * (-2. * gwp[nubar] .aim * qnnb»);
1**********************************
* Real alpha
**********************************/
holder = (0.5 * divdivusb + divusb * (-2. * gwp[nubar] .aim * qnnb)
+ usb * (-2. * (gwp[nubar] .are * gwp[nubar] .are - gwp[nubar] .aim * gwp[nubar] .aim) * qnnb * qnnb
-gwp[nubar] .aim + gwp[nu] .aim - 2. * gwp[nubar] .are * qnnb * (gwp[nubar].P - gwp[nu] .P)
-0.5 * ( gwp[nubar].P - gwp[nu] .p)*( gwp[nubar].P - gwp[nu] .P»);
holder1 = (divusb * (2. * gwp[nubar] .are * qnnb + gwp[nubar].P - gwp[nu] .P) + usb
* (-2. * (gwp[nubar] .are * gwp[nubar] .aim + gwp[nubar] .are * gwp[nubar] .aim) * qnnb * qnnb
+ gwp[nubar] .are - gwp[nu] .are - 2. * gwp[nubar] .aim * qnnb * (gwp[nubar].P - gwp[nu] .P»);
sumare += exp(-fim) * ( cos(fre) * holder
- sin(fre) * holder1);
1**********************************
* Imaginary alpha
**********************************/
sumaim += exp(-fim) * (cos(fre) * holder1 + sin(fre) * holder);
}; //done with off diagonal parts
//cout«sumP«endl;
//set other quantities
uint(nu,nu, gwp,c); //sets uint(nu,nu), ...
ubath(nu, gwp,c); //sets ub, divub, divdivub
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gwp[nu] .dgre 0.5 * gwp[nu].P * gwp[nu].P - deriv_ops[O] . sysevals[nu] - usb - gwp[nu] .aim
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- ub + sumgre;
-divusb - divub - sumP;
-0.5 * (divdivub + divdivusb) - 2. * gwp[nu] .are * gwp[nu] .are + 2. *gwp[nu] .aim
sumare;
-4. * gwp[nu] .are * gwp[nu] .aim - sumaim;
gwp[nu] .are - sumgim;
gwp[nu].P + (0.5 / gwp[nu] .aim) * sumQ;
gwp[nu] .dgim
gwp[nu] .dQ
gwp[nu] .dP
gwp[nu] .dare
*gwp[nu] .aim -
gwp[nu] .daim
//cout«gwp[nu] .dP«endl;
};
void fvbDerivatives: :get_derivs_gmp(int nu, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c,
fvbPotentials fp)
{
sumgirn_ "0";
sumgre_ 110 '1 ;
sumQ_ 110 11 ;
sumP 110" i
sumare 110 11 ;
sumairn_ 110 11 ;
half 110.5 11 ;
ub "0";
divub_ = "Oil;
divdivub_ = "OH;
damp_ = tlOII;
//cout«sumP_«" ".
for (int nubar = O' nubar < c.nbasis; nubar ++)
if (nubar != nul
if (Kronecker(nu,nubar+l) != 0 I I Kronecker(nu,nubar-l)!= 0)
{
/ /cout«nubar«" "«nubar+l« 11 "«nubar-l«endl;
uint_gmp(&usb_, &divusb_, &divdivusb_,nu,nubar, gwp,c,fp); //sets usb_, divusb_, dlVdivusb
qnnb_ = gwp[nu] .gmp_Q - gwp[nubar] .gmp_Q;
freal(&fre_, nu, nubar, gwp);
fimaginary(&fim_,nu,nubar, gwp);
exp_fim_ = exp(-fim_);
//cout«qnnb_«l1 1I«fre_«lI lI«firn_«" lI«USb_«" "«divusb_«11 u«divdivusb_«endl;
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Ilexit(1);
1**********************************
* Real gamma
**********************************/
sumgre_ += exp_fim_ * (cos(fre_)*(-usb_ +( usb_ * qnnb_ * gwp[nubar] .gmp_are
+ half_ * usb_* (gwp[nubar] .gmp_P - gwp[nu] .gmp_P» * (gwp[nu] .gmp_P/gwp[nu] .gmp_aim»
+sin(fre_) * «half_ * divusb_ - usb_ * qnnb_ * gwp[nubar].gmp_aim)
* (gwp[nu] .gmp_P/gwp[nu] .gmp_aim) »;
/**********************************
* Imaginary gamma
**********************************/
sumgim_ += exp_fim_ * sin(fre_) * usb_;
II cout«exp (-fim)«" "«sin(fre)«" "«usb«endl;
1**********************************
* P
**********************************/
sumP_ += exp_fim_ * ( cos(fre_) * (divusb_ + usb_ *(-2.*gwp[nubar] .gmp_aim * qnnb_)
- (gwp[nu] .gmp_are/gwp[nu] .gmp_aim) *(2 * gwp[nubar] .gmp_are * qnnb_ + gwp[nubar] .gmp_P - gwp[nu] .gmp_P)
* usb_) - sin(fre_) * (usb_ * (2 * gwp[nubar] .gmp_are * qnnb_ + gwp[nubar] .gmp_P - gwp[nu] .gmp_P)
+ (gwp[nu] .gmp_are/gwp[nu].gmp_aim) * (divusb_ - usb * (2 * gwp[nubar] .gmp_aim * qnnb_»»;
/**********************************
* Q
**********************************/
sumQ_ += exp_fim_ * ( cos(fre_) * « 2 * gwp[nubar].gmp_are * qnnb_ + gwp[nubar] .gmp_P
- gwp[nu] .gmp_P) * usb_)
+ sin(fre_) * (divusb_ + usb * (-2 * gwp[nubar] .gmp_aim * qnnb_»);
//cout«sumQ_«1I 11«fim_«1I lI«fre_«endlj
1**********************************
* Real alpha
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**********************************/
holder_ = (half_ * divdivusb_ + divusb_ * (-2 * gwp[nubar] .gmp_aim * qnnb_)
+ usb_ * (-2 * (gwp[nubar] .gmp_are * gwp[nubar] .gmp_are - gwp[nubar] .gmp_aim * gwp[nubar] .gmp_aim)
* qnnb_ * qnnb_-gwp[nubar] .gmp_aim + gwp[nu] .gmp_aim - 2 * gwp[nubar] .gmp_are * qnnb_ * (gwp[nubar]
.gmp_P - gwp[nu] .gmp_P)-half_ * ( gwp[nubar] .gmp_P - gwp[nu] .gmp_P)*( gwp[nubar] .gmp_P
- gwp[nu] .gmp_P)));
holderl_ = (divusb_ * (2 * gwp[nubar] .gmp_are * qnnb_ + gwp[nubar] .gmp_P - gwp[nu] .gmp_P) + usb
* (-4 * (gwp[nubar] .gmp_are * gwp[nubar] .gmp_aim) * qnnb_ * qnnb_
+ gwp[nubar] .gmp_are - gwp[nu] .gmp_are - 2 * gwp[nubar] .gmp_aim * qnnb_ * (gwp[nubar] .gmp_P
- gwp[nu] .gmp_P)));
sumare += exp_firn_ * ( cos(fre_) * holder
- sin(fre_) * holderl_);
1**********************************
* Imaginary alpha
**********************************1
sumaim_ += exp_fim_ * (cos(fre_) * holderl_ + sin(fre_) * holder_);
}; //done with off diagonal parts
//set other quantities
//uint(nu,nu. gwp.c); //sets uint(nu.nu), ... NB : uint = 0 for bilinear coupling
ubath_gmp(&ub_, &divub_. &divdivub_.nu. gwp.fp); //sets ub, divub. divdivub
gwp[nu] .dgre_ = half_ * gwp[nu] .gmp_P * gwp[nu] .gmp_P - deriv_ops[O] .sysevals_[nu] - gwp[nu] .gmp_aim
- ub_ + sumgre_;
gwp[nu] .dgim_ = gwp[nu] .gmp_are - sumgim_;
gwp[nu] .dQ_ gwp[nu] .gmp_P + half_ * (sumQ_ / gwp[nu] .gmp_aim);
gwp[nu] .dP_ =- divub_ - sumP_;
gwp[nu] .dare_ = -half_ * (divdivub_ ) - 2 * gwp[nu] .gmp_are * gwp[nu] .gmp_are + 2 *gwp[nu] .gmp_airn
*gwp[nu] .grnp_aim - sumare_;
gwp[nu] .dairn_ = -4 * gwp[nu] .gmp_are * gwp[nu] .grnp_airn - sumaim_;
};
void fvbDerivatives: :get_derivs(fvbConstants c, const double y[] ,double f[])
{
for (int nu=O; nu<c,nbasis; nu++) {
sumgim O. ;
sumgre O. j
sumQ O. j
sumP O. ;
sumare O. ;
sumaim O. ;
double qn y[2+nu*6] ;
double pn y[3+nu*6] ;
double aren y[4+nu*6] ;
double aimn y[5+nu*6] ;
for (int nubar = 0; nubar < c.nbasis; nubar ++)
if (nubar != nul
{
if (Kronecker(nu,nubar+l) != 0 I I Kronecker (nu,nubar-l) != 0) {
double qnn y[2+nubar*6] ;
double pnn y[3+nubar*6] ;
double arenn y[4+nubar*6] ;
double aimnn y[5+nubar*6] ;
uint(nu,nubar,c,y); //sets usb, divusb, divdivusb
qnnb = qn-qnn;
fre freal(nu,nubar, y);
fim fimaginary(nu,nubar, y);
/**********************************
* Real gamma
**********************************/
sumgre += exp(-fim) * (cos(fre)*(-usb +( usb * qnnb * arenn *
+ 0,5 * usb* (pnn - pn» * (l,/aimn) * pn)
+sin(fre) * «0.5 * divusb - usb * qnnb * aimnn)
* (l,/aimn) * pn»;
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/**********************************
* Imaginary gamma
**********************************/
sumgim += exp(-fim) * sin(fre) * usb;
/**********************************
* P
**********************************1
sumP += exp (-fim) * ( cos(fre) * (divusb + usb *(-2.*aimn * qnnb)
- (aren/aimn) *(2. * arenn * qnnb + pnn - pn)
* usb) - sin(fre) * (usb * (2. * arenn * qnnb + pnn - pn)
+ (aren/aimn) * (divusb - usb * (2. * aimnn * qnnb))));
/**********************************
* Q
**********************************/
sumQ += exp(-fim) * ( cos(fre) * « 2. * arenn * qnnb + pnn
- pn) * usb)
+ sin(fre) * (divusb + usb * (-2. * aimnn * qnnb)));
1**********************************
* Real alpha
**********************************/
holder = (0.5 * divdivusb + divusb * (-2. * aimnn * qnnb)
+ usb * (-2 * (arenn*arenn - aimnn*aimnn) * qnnb * qnnb
-aimnn + aimn - 2 * arenn * qnnb * (pnn - pn)
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-0.5 * pnn - pn)*( pnn - pn)));
holder1 = (divusb * (2 * arenn * qnnb + pnn - pn) + usb
* (-2 * (arenn*aimnn + arenn*aimnn) * qnnb * qnnb
+ arenn - aren - 2 * aimnn * qnnb * (pnn - pn)));
sumare += exp(-fim) * ( cos(fre) * holder
- sin(fre) * holder1);
1**********************************
* Imaginary alpha
**********************************/
sumaim += exp(-fim) * (cos(fre) * holder1 + sin(fre) * holder);
}
else
continue;
}: Iidone with off diagonal parts
Ilcout«sumP«endl:
Iiset other quantities
uint(nu,nu,c,y); Iisets uint(nu,nu), ...
ubath(nu,c,y): II sets ub, divub, divdivub
Ilgre
f[0+nu*6] = 0.5 * pn * pn - deriv_ops[O] . sysevals[nu] 1*- usb*1 - aimn
- ub + sumgre;
Ilgim
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f[1+nu*6]
IIQ
aren - surngim;
pn + (1 1(2 * aimn)) * sumQ;f [2+nu*6]
liP
f[3+nu*6] 1*-divusb*1 - divub - sumP;
Ilare
f[4+nu*6] = -0.5 * (divdivub 1*+ divdivusb*/) - 2. * aren * aren + 2. *aimn
*aimn - sumarej
II aim
f[5+nu*6] = -4. * aren * aimn - sumaim:
}llend nu
};
Ilreal part of f
double fvbDerivatives::freal(int one, int two, fvb~avePacket *gwp)
{
return (gwp[one].Q - gwp[two] .Q)*(gwp[one].Q - gwp[two] .Q)*gwp[two] .are
+ (gwp[one].Q - gwp[two] .Q) * gwp[two] .P
+ gwp[two] .gre - gwp[one] .gre;
}
void fvbDerivatives: :freal(mpfr_class *fre_, int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp)
{
*fre = (gwp[one] .gmp_Q - gwp[two] .gmp_Q)*(gwp[one] .gmp_Q - gwp[two] .gmp_Q)*gwp[two] .gmp_are
+ (gwp[one] .gmp_Q - gwp[two] .gmp_Q) * gwp[two] .gmp_P
+ gwp[two] .gmp_gre - gwp[one] .gmp_gre;
}
double fvbDerivatives: :freal(int one, int two, const double y[])
{
return pow«y[2+one*6] - y[2+two*6]) ,2) 1** (y[2+one*6] - y[2+two*6])*I*y[4+two*6]
+ (y[2+one*6] - y[2+two*6]) * y[3+two*6]
+ y[O+two*6] - y[O+one*6];
void fvbDerivatives: :freal(mpfr_class *gmpfre, int one, int two, const double y[])
{
*gmpfre = pow«y[2+one*6] - y[2+two*6]) ,2) 1** (y[2+one*6] - y[2+two*6])*I*y[4+two*6]
+ (y[2+one*6] - y[2+two*6]) * y[3+two*6]
+ y[O+two*6] - y[O+one*6];
}
double fvbDerivatives: :fimaginary(int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp)
{
return (gwp[one].Q - gwp[two] .Q)* (gwp[one].Q - gwp[two] .Q)*gwp[two] .aim
+ gwp[two] .gim - gwp[one] .gim;
}
void fvbDerivatives: : fimaginary (mpfr_class *fim_, int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp)
{
*fim (gwp[one] .gmp_Q - gwp[two] .gmp_Q)* (gwp[one] .gmp_Q - gwp[two] .gmp_Q) *gwp [two] .gmp_aim
+ gwp[two] .gmp_gim - gwp[one] .gmp_gim;
double fVbDerivatives: :fimaginary(int one, int two, const double y[])
{
return pow«y[2+one*6] - y[2+two*6]),2) 1** (y[2+one*6] - y[2+two*6])*I*y[5+two*6]
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+ y[1+two*6] - y[1+one*6];
}
void fvbDerivatives: :ubath(int one, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c)
{
ub = 0.5 * c.omega_bath * c.omega_bath * gwp[one].Q * gwp[one] .Q;
divub = c.omega_bath * c.omega_bath * gwp[one] .Q;
divdivub = c.omega_bath * c.omega_bath;
ub = 0.5 * c.omega_bath_ * c.omega_bath_ * gwp[one] .gmp_Q * gwp[one].gmp_Q;
divub_ = c.omega_bath_ * c.omega_bath_ * gwp[one] .gmp_Q;
divdivub_ = c.omega_bath_ * c.omega_bath_;
} ;
void fvbDerivatives: :ubath_gmp(mpfr_class *ub_. mpfr_class *divub_. mpfr_class *divdivub_,
int one. fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbPotentials c)
{
*ub_ = 0.5 * c.omega_bath_ * c.omega_bath_ * gwp[one] .gmp_Q * gwp[one] .gmp_Q;
*divub_ = c.omega_bath_ * c.omega_bath_ * gwp[one] .gmp_Q;
*divdivub_ = c.omega_bath_ * c.omega_bath_;
} ;
void fvbDerivatives: :ubath(int one, fvbConstants c, const double y[])
{
ub = 0.5 * c.omega_bath * c.omega_bath * y[2+one*6];
divub = c.omega_bath * c.omega_bath * y[2+one*6];
divdivub = c.omega_bath * c.omega_bath;
};
void fvbDerivatives: :uint(int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c)
{
if (Kronecker(one, two+i)!= 0 I I Kronecker (one , two-i)!= 0) {
usb = c.coupling * gwp[one].Q * deriv_ops[O] .q[one + two * c.nbasis];
divusb = c.coupling * deriv_ops[O] .q[one + two * c.nbasis];
divdivusb = 0.;
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damp_
usb_ =darnp_* c.coupling * gwp[oneJ .gmp_Q * deriv_ops[OJ .q_[one + two * c.nbasis);
divusb_ = darnp_*c.coupling * deriv_ops[OJ .q_[one + two * c.nbasis);
divdivusb_ = 0.;
}
else {
usb = 0.;
divusb = 0.;
divdivusb = 0.;
usb = 110 11 j
divusb_ = ItO II ;
divdivusb_ = "0";
}
};
void fvbDerivatives: :uint_gmp(mpfr_class *usb_, mpfr_class *divusb_,
mpfr_class *divdivusb_, int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c,
fvbPotentials fp)
{
if (Kronecker (one , two+l)!= 0 I I Kronecker (one , two-l)!= 0) {
1* if (one >= 3) {
darnp_ = cos((M_PI/2)*(one-3)/((c.nbasis-l)-3»;
*usb_ = darnp_*fp.coupling_ * gwp[one) .gmp_Q * deriv_ops[O) .q_[one + two * c.nbasisJ;
*divusb_ = darnp_*fp.coupling_ * deriv_ops[O) .q_[one + two * c.nbasisJ;
*divdivusb_ = "0 11 ;
} else {*I
*usb_ = fp.coupling_ * gwp[one) .gmp_Q * deriv_ops[OJ .q_[one + two * c.nbasisJ;
*divusb_ = fp.coupling_ * deriv_ops[OJ .q_[one + two * c.nbasisJ;
*divdivusb_ ;:; HOll;
II}
}
else {
*usb 110";
*divusb_ ;:; 1I01t;
*divdivusb_ ;:; "0";
}
};
void fvbDerivatives: :uint(int one, int two, fvbConstants c, const double y[)
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{if (Kronecker(one, two+1)!= 0 I I Kronecker (one , two-1)!= 0) {
usb = c.coupling * y[2+one*6] * deriv_ops[O] .q[one + two * c.nbasis];
divusb = c.coupling * deriv_ops[O] .q[one + two * c.nbasis];
divdivusb = 0.;
} else {
usb = 0.;
divusb = 0.;
divdivusb = 0.;
}
};
File: ., fvbOperators.h'·
1***************************************************** **********************
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*
*
fvbDperators.h
* Wed Dec 3 12:25:28 2008
Copyright 2008 Craig Chapman
cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************************************/
II#include "fvb.h"
class fvbDperators
{
public:
Iisystem momentum
double *p,*p2,*p3,*p4,*p5,*p6,*p7,*p8,*p9,*p10,*p11,*p12,*qt,*qt2;
double *q;
mpfr_class *q_;
Illadder operators
double *at,*a;
mpfr_class *at_, *a_;
Iidisplacement operator
double *disp_operator;
Iisystem eigenvalues
double *sysevals;
mpfr_class *sysevals_;
Ilmultiply two square double precision arrays of size m
//returns a pointer to new double array
double *multmm(double *one,double *two,int m);
//same but for matrix*vector
double *multmv(double *one,double *two,int m);
double factorial(int number) {double temp;
if(number <= 1)
return 1.;
temp = number * factorial(number - 1);
return temp;}
void setops(fvbConstants, fvbPotentials);
fVbOperators () ;
-fvbOperators() {};
};
File: "fvbOperators.cc"
1***************************************************** **********************
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*
*
fVbOperators. cc
* Thu Oct 2 17:28:45 2008
* Copyright 2008 Craig Chapman
* cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************************************/
#include "fvb.h ll
fVbOperators: : fvbOperators()
{
}
void fvbOperators::setops(fvbConstants c,fvbPotentials fp)
{
a = new double[c.nbasis*c.nbasis];
at = new double[c.nbasis*c.nbasis];
a_ = new mpfr_class[c.nbasis*c.nbasis];
at_ = new mpfr_class[c.nbasis*c.nbasis];
sysevals = new double [c.nbasis] ;
sysevals_ = new mpfr_class[c.nbasis];
disp_operator = new double[c.nbasis*c.nbasis];
p new double[c.nbasis*c.nbasis];
q new double [c.nbasis*c.nbasis] ;
q_ = new mpfr_class[c.nbasis*c.nbasis];
cout.precision(32);
Iisets precision of gmp stuff
for (int i=O: i<c.nbasis*c.nbasis; i++)
{
a_[i] .set_prec(precision);
at_[i] .set_prec(precision);
q_[i] .set_prec(precision);
}
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
for (int j=O; j<c.nbasis; j++){
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double row 1.*i;
double col l.*j;
char rowl_[lO];
char coll_[lO];
sprintf(rowl_,'l%i'l,i);
sprintf(coll_,I'%i'l,j);
mpfr_class row_ (rowl_,precision);
mpfr_class col (coll_,precision);
Ilraising and lowering operators
a[i+j*c.nbasis] = sqrt(col) * Kronecker (row, col-i);
at[i+j*c.nbasis] = sqrt(row) * Kronecker (row, col+l);
a_[i+j*c.nbasis] = sqrt(col_) * Kronecker(row,col-l);
at_[i+j*c.nbasis] = sqrt(row_) * Kronecker(row,col+l);
II system and bath position operators
p[i+j*c.nbasis] sqrt(fp.omega_bath_.get_d()/2) * (at[i+j*c.nbasis] - a[i+j*c.nbasis]);
q[i+j*c.nbasis] (at[i+j*c.nbasis] + a[i+j*c.nbasis]) * (1/sqrt(fp.omega_sys_.get_d()*2»;
q_[i+j*c.nbasis]
}
p2 multmm(p,p,c.nbasis);
p3 multmm(p2,p,c.nbasis);
p4 multmm(p3,p,c.nbasis);
p5 multmm(p4,p,c.nbasis);
p6 multmm(p5,p,c.nbasis);
p7 multmm(p6,p,c.nbasis);
p8 multmm(p7,p,c.nbasis);
p9 multmm(p8,p,c.nbasis);
pl0= multmm(p9,p,c.nbasis);
pll multmm(pl0,p,c.nbasis);
p12 multmm(pll,p,c.nbasis);
1**********************************
* Create Displacement operator
*/
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
for (int j=O; j<c.nbasis; j++) {
disp_operator[i+j*c.nbasis] = p[i+j*c.nbasis] * fp.ve_qe_.get_d()
;/* + p2[i+j*c.nbasis] * (1./gsl_sf_fact(2» * pow(fp.ve_qe_.get_d(),2)
+ p3[i+j*c.nbasis] * (1./gsl_sf_fact(3» * pow(fp.ve_qe_.get_d(),3)
+ p4[i+j*c.nbasis] * (1./gsl_sf_fact(4» * pow(fp.ve_qe_.get_d() ,4)
+ p5[i+j*c.nbasis] * (1./gsl_sf_fact(5» * pow(fp.ve_qe_.get_d() ,5)
;/*+ p6[i+j*c.nbasis] * (1./gsl_sf_fact(6» * pow(fp.ve_qe_.get_d() ,6)
+ p7[i+j*c.nbasis] * (1./gsl_sf_fact(7» * pow(fp.ve_qe_.get_d(),7)
+ p8[i+j*c.nbasis] * (1./gsl_sf_fact(8» * pow(fp.ve_qe_.get_d(),8)
+ p9[i+j*c.nbasis] * (1./gsl_sf_fact(9» * pow(fp.ve_qe_.get_d() ,9)
+ pl0[i+j*c.nbasis] * (1./gsl_sf_fact(10» * pow(fp.ve_qe_.get_d(),10)
+ pll[i+j*c.nbasis] * (l./gsl_sf_fact(ll» * pow(fp.ve_qe_.get_d(),ll)
+ p12[i+j*c.nbasis] * (1./gsl_sf_fact(12» * pow(fp.ve_qe_.get_d(),12);
*/
}
disp_operator[i+i*c.nbasis] += 1.;
}
qt new double [c.nbasis*c.nbasis] ;//multmm(q,disp_operator,c.nbasis);
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qt2=ne~ double [c.nbasis*c.nbasis] ;
cblas_dgemm(CblasColMajor,CblasNoTrans,CblasNoTrans,
c.nbasis,c.nbasis,c.nbasis,1.0,q,
c.nbasis,disp_operator,c.nbasis,O,qt,c.nbasis);
cblas_dgemm(CblasColMajor,CblasNoTrans,CblasNoTrans,
c,nbasis,c,nbasis,c.nbasis,1.0,disp_operatoY,
c.nbasis,qt,c.nbasis,O,qt2,c.nbasis);
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IIqt2 multmm(disp_operator,qt,c.nbasis);
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
for (int j=O; j<c.nbasis; j++) {
II cout«i«" "«j«" "«q [i+j *c. nbasis] «" "«disp_operator [i+j *c .nbasis] «endl;
}
}
Ilexit(O);
Iisystem eigenvalues
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
sysevals[i] = fp.omega_sys_.get_d() * (i + 0.5);
sysevals_[i] = fp.omega_sys_ * (i + 0.5);
}
};
double *fvbDperators: :multmm(double *one,double *t~o,int m)
{
double *res ne~ double [m*m] ;
cblas_dgemm(CblasColMajor,CblasNoTrans,CblasNoTrans,
m,ID,ID,l.0,one,
ffi,two,m,O,res,m)j
return res;
} ;
double *fvbDperators: :multmv(double *one,double *t~o,int m)
{double *res new double[m];
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//- cblas_dgemvCCblasColMajor,CblasNoTrans,
//- m, m, 1) one, m, two, 1, 0, res, 1);
//- //return result
return res;
};
File: "fvbPotentials.h·'
1***************************************************************************
*
*
fvbPotentials.h
* Wed Dec 3 12:32:59 2008
* Copyright 2008 Craig Chapman
* cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************************************/
class fvbPotentials
{
public:
mpfr_class omega_sys_,omega_bath_,coupling_,qe_,Qe_,ve_qe_;
double * hermites_s;
double * wfpolys_s;
double * ground_wf;
double * gamma;
void set_sys_freqCmpfr_class x) {omega_sys_ = x;};
void set_bath_freqCmpfr_class x) {omega_bath_ = x;};
void set_couplingCmpfr_class x) {coupling_ = x;};
void set_bath_QeC);
void set_bath_QeCmpfr_class x) {Qe_ = x;};
void set_sys_eqCmpfr_class x) {qe_ = x;};
void set_ve_qe_Cmpfr_class x) {ve_qe_ = x;};
void pos_rep_sysCfvbConstants);
double hermite_sCint n, int pos, double x, fvbConstants);
double hermite(int n, int pos, double x);
double hermite(int n, double pos);
void pos_rep_sys_g(fvbConstants c);
void calculate_overlap(fvbConstants);
fvbPotentials();
-fvbPotentials() {};
};
File: .. fvbPotentials.cc··
1***************************************************** **********************
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*
*
fvbPotentials.cc
Wed Jan 14 11:08:13 2009
Copyright 2009 Craig Chapman
* cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************** **********************1
#include Ilfvb.hll
fvbPotentials: :fvbPotentials()
{
ve_qe_.set_prec(precision);
qe_.set_prec(precision);
Qe_.set_prec(precision);
omega_sys_.set_prec(precision);
coupling_.set_prec(precision);
omega_bath_.set_prec(precision);
};
void fvbPotentials: :set_bath_Qe()
{
}
void fvbPotentials: :pos_rep_sys(fvbConstants c)
{
double beta=sqrt(omega_sys_.get_d(»;
dpuble coeff=sqrt(beta/sqrt(M_PI»;
//Initialize first two basis functions
for (int n=0;n<2;n++) {
double bold=n;
double coeff2=1./(sqrt(pow(2,hold)*gsl_sf_fact(n»);
for (int point=O;point<c.npoints();point++) {
hermites_s[point + n*c.npoints()]=hermite(n, beta*(c.xmin()+point*c.dx(»):
wfpolys_s[point + n*c.npoints()]=coeff*coeff2*exp(-O.5*(pow«c.xmin()+point*c.dx(»*beta,2»)
*hermites_s[point + (c.npoints()*n)];
}
}
//Now the rest
for (int n=2;n<c.nbasis;n++) {
int which = 0;
double hold=n;
double coeff2=1./(sqrt(pow(2,hold)*gsl_sf_fact(n»);
for (int point=O;point<c.npoints();point++) {
hermites_s[point + n*c.npoints()]=hermite_s(n,point,beta*(c.xmin()+point*c.dx(»,c);
wfpolys_s[point + n*c.npoints()]=coeff*coeff2*exp(-0.5*(pow«c.xmin()+point*c.dx(»*beta,2»)
*hermites_s[point + n*c.npoints()];
}
}
}
void fvbPotentials: :pos_rep_sys_g(fvbConstants c)
{
double beta=sqrt(omega_sys_.get_d(»:
double coeff=sqrt(beta/sqrt(M_PI»;
//Initialize first basis functions
double hold=O;
double coeff2=1./(sqrt(pow(2,hold)*gsl_sf_fact(O»);
for (int point=O;point<c.npoints();point++) {
hermites_s [point] =hermite(O, beta*«c.xmin() - qe_.get_d(»+point*c.dx(»);
ground_wf[point]=coeff*coeff2*exp(-O.5*(pow«(c.xmin() - qe_.get_d(» +point*c.dx(»*beta,2»)
*hermites_s[point];
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}
of stream oscfunc;
oscfunc.open(lIposrep_s", ios: :out);
Ilfor (int nf~O;nf<c.nbasis;nf++)
for (int point~O;point<c.npoints();point++)
oscfunc« (c. xmin () +point*c. dx (»«" "«ground_wf [point]«" "«wfpolys_s [point+c. npoints ()] «endl;
oscfunc.close();
II exit(O);
}
double fvbPotentials: :hermite(int n, double pos)
{
if (n~~O) {
return 1.;
}
else if (n~~l) {
return 2.*posj
}
else {
double number;II~2.*pos*hermite(n-l,pos)-2.*(n-l)*hermite(n-2,pos);
return number;
}
}
double fvbPotentials: :hermite(int n, int pos, double x)
{
double number;II~2.*x*hermites[pos][n-l]-2.*(n-l)*hermites[pos] [n-2];
return number;
}
double fvbPotentials: :hermite_s(int n, int pos, double x, fvbConstants c)
{
double number~2.*x*hermites_s[pos+ (n-l)*c.npoints()]-2.*(n-l)*hermites_s[pos + (n-2) * c.npoints()];
I /if (n~~2)
II cout«number«endl;
return number;
}
void fvbPotentials: :calculate_overlap(fvbConstants c)
{
for (int i=O; i<c.npoints(); i++)
for (int j=O; j<c.nbasis; j++) {
wfpolys_s[i+j*c.npoints()] *= c.dx();
Ilholder[i+j*npoints]=wfpolys_s[i] [j];
}
cblas_dgemv (CblasColMajor,CblasTrans
,c.npoints(),c.nbasis,l,wfpolys_s
,c.npoints(),ground_wf,l,O,gamma,l);
Ilexit(O);
}
File: "fvbPropagate.h"
1***************************************************************************
* fvbPropagate. h
*
* Wed Dec 3 12:44:26 2008
* Copyright 2008 Craig Chapman
* cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************************************/
II'include "fvb.h"
class fvbPropagate
{
fvbDerivatives *derivs;
double factor;
public:
Ilfor calculating overlaps
dcomp A, B, C, exp_arg, exp_pre, overlap;
void forward(fvbWavePacket *gwp,fvbConstants &e, fvbTimeParameters t, fvbPotentials);
void renormalize(fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants e);
deomp ealculate_overlap(int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp);
deomp ealeulate_overlap_init(int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp);
void eheek_purity(fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants e);
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double totnorm;
double initnorm;
double purity;
double *all_params;
void set_allparams(gslholder gsl, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c);
void update_array(gslholder gslstuff, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c);
void revert(gslholder gslstuff, fvbConstants c);
void rk4_step(fvbDerivatives *derivs,fvbWavePacket * gwp,
fvbWavePacket *gwp_t, fvbConstants &c,
mpfr_class time_step, mpfr_class dydx[],
mpfr_class dyt[] , mpfr_class dym[] , mpfr_class y[],
fvbPotentials);
void odeint(mpfr_class y[], fvbDerivatives *derivs, fvbWavePacket *gwp,
fvbWavePacket *gwp_t, fvbConstants &c, mpfr_class *timeh_, mpfr_class t2,
mpfr_class h1_, mpfr_class dydx[], mpfr_class dyt[] ,
mpfr_class dym[],fvbPotentials fp);
void rkqc(fvbDerivatives *derivs,fvbWavePacket * gwp,
fvbWavePacket *gwp_t, fvbConstants &c, mpfr_class *time_step,
mpfr_class dydx[], mpfr_class dyt[] , mpfr_class dym[] ,
mpfr_class y[], mpfr_class *x, mpfr_class yscal[],
mpfr_class *hnext, fvbPotentials);
double q(fvbWavePacket *, fvbConstants, double*.fvbPotentials);
dcomp qt(fvbWavePacket *, fvbConstants);
fvbPropagate() {};
-fvbPropagate() {};
} ;
File: "fvbPropagate.cc·'
1***************************************************************************
fvbPropagate.cc
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*
*
*
Thu Oct
Copyright
2 18:07:04 2008
2008 Craig Chapman
* cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************************************1
#include llfvb.h ll
void fvbPropagate: :forward(fvbWavePacket _gwp, fvbConstants &c,
fvbTimeParameters t, fvbPotentials fp)
{
of stream grefile, gimfile, Qfile, Pfile, arefile, aimfile, normfile,
purityfile,qOfile,qtfile;
grefile.open("gre" ,fstream: :ate);
gimfile.open("gim" ,fstream: :ate); gimfile.precision(16);
Qfile.open("Q", fstream: :ate); Qfile,precision(16);
Pfile.open("P", fstream: :ate);
arefile.open(lI are ll ,fstream: :ate);
aimfile,open("aim" ,fstream: :ate); aimfile.precision(l6);
normfile.open("norm",fstream: :ate); normfile,precision(16);
purityfile.open("purity" ,fstream: :ate); purityfile.precision(l6);
qOfile,open("qO"); qOfile,precision(l6);
qtfile,open("qt"); qtfile.precision(l6);
double time = t, tminO;
double timeh;
double h = le-4;
double hmin = le-8;
double timem;
double timestop 400000;
1***************************************************** ****************************
**********************************************************************************
- Runge Kutta Techniques, non-GMP, uses gsl
-j
#ifdef RK45
1*************************
- propagation routine -j
const gsl_odeiv_step_type - T = gsl_odeiv_step_rkf45;
gsl_odeiv_step -stepper
1*********************
- error limits -j
gsl_odeiv_control -controller =gsl_odeiv_control_standard_new (le-25,l.e-12"O,l);
1*************
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* evolver *1
gsl_odeiv_evolve *evolver
/*********************************
* Object that calculates all
* of the time derivatives.
* In the case of RK45 , all of the
* WP parameters are in a single
* array of size 6*nbasis
*1
derivs = new fvbOerivatives[l];
for (int i=O; i<l; i++) {
derivs[i] .deriv_ops = new fvbOperators[l];
derivs[i] .deriv_ops[O] .setops(c,fp);
}
#else
1**********************************
* In the case of no RK45 each
* basis state gets its own
* derivative object
*1
derivs = new fvbDerivatives[c.nbasis];
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
derivs[i] .deriv_ops = new fvbOperators[l];
derivs[i] .deriv_ops[O] .setops(c,fp);
}
#endif
#ifdef RK45
gslholder gslstuff;
gslstuff.wps gwp;
gslstuff.dvs derivs;
gslstuff.cs = c;
1*************************
* this holds all of the
* current wp parameters
*1
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gslstuff.all_params = new double [6*c.nbasis) ;
1*************************
* This holds the initial
* wp parameters
*/
gslstuff.all_params_i = new double [6*c.nbasis) ;
set_allparams(gslstuff,gslstuff.wps,c);
gsl_odeiv_system syst = {func, jac, 6*c.nbasis, &gslstuff};
#endif
#ifdef RKCDNST
double y_err[6*c.nbasis);
double dydt_in[6*c.nbasis), dydt_out[6*c.nbasis);
int rnarker=O;
while (time < timestop) {
timeh = time / (2*M_PI);
if «(marker % 10000) 0) I I marker 0) {
grefile«timeh«" ";
gimfile«timeh«" ".
Qfile«timeh«" ".
Pfile«timeh«" ".
arefile«timeh«" II.
aimfile«timeh«'l ".
normfile«timeh«11 II;
purityf ile«t imeh« II II;
qOfile«gwp[O) .Q«endl;
//write out wp parameters at current time
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
{
grefile«gwp[i) .gre«" ".
gimfile«gwp[i) .gim«" ".
Qfile«gwp[i) .Q«" ";
Pf ile«gwp [i) . P«" ".
arefile«gwp[i) .are«" ";
aimfile«gwp[i) .aim«" ";
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}totnorm = 0.;
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
{
//calculate populations and total norm
gwp[i] .calculate_norm(i);
totnorm += gwp[i] .norm;
//write ith norm
normfile«gwp[i] .norm«" ".
}
//Calculate trace_sys {rho-2}
check_purity(gwp,c);
//write purity to file
purityfile«purity;
//start new line in files
grefile«endl; gimfile«endl; Qfile«endl; Pfile«endl; arefile«endl; aimfile«endl;
purityfile«endl;
//write total norm to end of line in normfile
normfile«totnorm«endl;
}
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int status gsl_odeiv_step_apply (stepper,time,h,gslstuff.all_params,y_err,
dydt_in, dydt_out, &syst);
update_array(gslstuff,gwp,c);
if (status != GSL_SUCCESS)
break;
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis*6; i++) {
dydt_in[i] = dydt_out[i];
}
time += h;
marker ++j
cout«time«endl;
}
exit(1);
#endif
#ifdef RK45
for (int i; 1; i<timestop; i++) {
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double ti i * .1;
timeh
grefile«timeh«l1 II;
gimfile«tirneh«ll II;
Qfile«timeh«" ".
Pfile«timeh«11 II,
arefile«timeh«l1 II j
airnfile«timeh«l1 II.
normfile«timeh«11 II;
purityfile«timeh«" '1;
qOfile«gwp[O] .Q«endl;
//write out wp parameters at current time
for (int i;O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
{
grefile«gwp[i].gre«" ".
gimfile«gwp[i].gim«" ".
Qf ile«gwp [i] . Q«" ";
Pfile«gwp[i] .P«" ";
arefile«gwp [i] . are«" ".
aimfile«gwp[i].aim«" ".
}
totnorm = 0.;
for (int i;O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
{
//calculate populations and total norm
gwp[i] .calculate_norm(i);
totnorm += gwp[i] .norm;
//write ith norm
normfile«gwp [i) . norm«" ";
}
//Calculate trace_sys {rho-2}
check_purity(gwp,c);
//write purity to file
purityfile«purity;
//start new line in files
grefile«endl; gimfile«endl; Qfile«endl; Pfile«endl; arefile«endl; aimfile«endl;
purityfile«endl;
//write total norm to end of line in normfile
normfile«totnorm«endl;
fiend writing arrays
while (time < til {
int status = gsl_odeiv_evolve_apply
(evolver, controller, stepper, &syst, &time, ti,
&h, gslstuff.all_params);
update_array(gslstuff,gwp,c);
cout«time/ (2*M_PI)«" "«h«endl;
}
}
exit(1);
#endif
1***************************************************** ******************************
************************************************************************************
* Finite Difference
1********************************************
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0; total_step < 1e12; total_step ++)
********************************************
* Non - gmp first
*/
#ifdef DOUBLEFINITE
//main time loop
for (int total_step
{
timeh = t.min() + (t.dt() * total_step)/(2*M_PI);
double inttime;
if ((total_step % 10000) 0
{
cout«timeh«endl;
grefile«timeh«ll II;
gimfile«timeh«ll II.
Qfile«timeh«" II;
Pfile«timeh«11 .. ;
arefile«timeh«l1 II;
aimfile«timeh«11 II.
normfile«timeh«l1 II;
purityfile«timeh«" ";
qOfile«gwp[O] .Q«endl;
//write out wp parameters at current time
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
{
grefile«gwp[i] .gre«" ".
gimfile«gwp[i] .gim«" ".
Qfile«gwp [i] . Q«" ".
Pfile«gwp [i] .P«" ".
arefile«gwp [i] . are«" ".
aimfile«gwp[i] .aim«" ";
}
totnorm = 0.;
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
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{Ilcalculate populations and total norm
gwp[i] .calculate_norm(i);
totnorm += gwp[i] .norm;
Ilwrite ith norm
normfile«gwp [i] . norm«" ".
}
IICalculate trace_sys {rho-2}
check_purity(gwp,c);
Ilwrite purity to file
purityfile«purity;
Iistart new line in files
grefile«endl; gimfile«endl; Qfile«endl; Pfile«endl; arefile«endl; aimfile«endl;
purityfile«endl;
Ilwrite total norm to end of line in normfile
normfile«totnorm«endl;
} Ilend writing arrays
Ilget derivatives
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
derivs[i] .get_derivs(i,gwp,c,derivs[O] .deriv_ops[O] .q);
Iistep forward one time step of length dt
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
{
gwp [i] . gre += t .dt () • gwp [i] . dgre ;
gwp [i] .gim += t .dt () • gwp[i] .dgim;
gwp[i] .Q += t .dt () • gwp [i] . dQ ;
gwp[i] .P += t .dt () • gwp [i] . dP;
gwp[i] .are += t.dt() • gwp[i] .dare;
gwp[i] .aim += t.dt() • gwp[i] .daim;
}
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0; total_step < le12; total_step ++)
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//renormalize wave packets
totnorm = 0.;
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
{
gwp[i].calculate_norm(i);
totnorm += gwp[i] .norm;
}
//renormalize(gwp);
}// end total time
//close files
arefile.close(); aimfile.close(); grefile.close(); gimfile.close(); Qfile.close(); Pfile.close();
purityfile.close();
exit (0) ;
#endif
1**********************************************************
**********************************************************
* Now for GMP
*/
#ifdef GMP
mpfr_class timeh_;
//main time loop
for (int total_step
{
timeh_ = t.min() + (t.dt() * total_step)/(2*M_PI);
double inttime;
//cout«timeh_«" "«gwp[O].gmp_Q«endl;
if «total_step % 100) 0
{
1I«timeh_«endl;
grefile«timeh_«" II.
gimfile«timeh_«'l '1;
Qfile«timeh_«11 II;
Pfile«timeh_«" 11.
arefile«timeh «II II;
aimfile«timeh «'1 '1;
normfile«timeh_«l1 II;
purityfile«timeh_«11 II;
IlqOfile«gwp[O] .gmp_q«endl;
Ilwrite out wp parameters at current time
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
{
grefile«gwp[i] .gmp_gre«" ";
gimfile«gwp[i] .gmp_gim«" ";
qfile«gwp[i] .gmp_q«" ".
Pfile«gwp[i] .gmp_P«" ";
arefile«gwp [i] . gmp_are«" ";
aimfile«gwp[i] .gmp_aim«" ".
}
totnorm = 0.;
1* for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
{
Ilcalculate populations and total norm
gwp[i] .calculate_norm(i);
totnorm += gwp[i] .norm;
Ilwrite ith norm
normfile«gwp[i] .norm«" ".
} *1
IICalculate trace_sys {rho-2}
II check_purity(gwp,c);
Ilwrite purity to file
purityfile«purity;
Iistart new line in files
grefile«endl; gimfile«endl; qfile«endl; Pfile«endl; arefile«endl; aimfile«endl;
purityfile«endl;
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Ilwrite total norm to end of line in normfile
normfile«totnorm«endl;
} Ilend writing arrays
Ilget derivatives
for (int i=O; i<e.nbasis; i++)
derivs[i] .get_derivs_grnp(i,gwp,e);
Iistep forward one time step of length dt
for (int i=O; i<e.nbasis; i++)
{
gwp[i] .gmp_gre += t.tdt * gwp[i] .dgre_;
gwp[i] .gmp_gim += t.tdt * gwp[i] .dgirn_;
gwp[i] .gmp_Q += t.tdt * gwp[i] .dQ_;
gwp[i] .gmp_P += t.tdt * gwp[i] .dP_;
gwp[i] .grnp_are += t.tdt * gwp[i] .dare_;
gwp[i] .gmp_aim += t.tdt * gwp[i] .daim_;
}
Ilrenormalize wave packets
totnorm = O. ;
for (int i=O; i<e.nbasis; i++)
{
gwp[i] .ealeulate_norm(i);
totnorm += gwp[i] .norm;
}
Ilrenormalize(gwp);
}II end total time
lie lose files
arefile.elose(); airnfile.elose(); grefile.elose(); gimfile.elose(); Qfile.elose(); Pfile.elose();
purityfile.elose();
exit(O);
#endif
/**********************************************************************
*********************************************************************
* Runge Kutta for GMP
* Fixed or adaptive step size chosen by defining
* RK4QC (adaptive) or not (fixed) in fvb.h, both have
* GMPRK4 defined
*********************************************************************
*********************************************************************
*1
#ifdef GMPRK4
cout«lIUsing rk4 with gmp precision of lI«precision«lI bits"«endl;
mpfr_class timeh_(1l01l, precision);
mpfr_class htry("O.OOOl", precision):
Ilbath wave packets
fvbWavePacket *gwp_t = new fvbWavePacket[c.nbasis]:
mpfr_class dydx[6*c.nbasis];
mpfr_class dyt[6*c.nbasis]:
mpfr_class dym[6*c.nbasis];
mpfr_class y[6*c.nbasis];
for (int i=O; i<6*c.nbasis; i++){
dydx[i] .set_prec(precision);
dyt[i] .set_prec(precision):
dym[i].set_prec(precision);
y[i] .set_prec(precision);
}
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
y [0+i*6] gwp[i] .gmp_gre
y[1+i*6] gwp[i] .gmp_gim
y [2+i*6] gwp [i] . gmp_Q
y[3+i*6] gwp [i] . gmp_P
y [4+i*6] gwp [i] . gmp_are
y[5+i*6] gwp [i] . gmp_aim
}
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Ilmain time loop
int total_step = O·
Ilfor (int total_step 0: total_step < 1e12; total_step ++)
while (timeh_ <= t.tmax())
{
#ifndef RK4QC
timeh_ = t.tmin() + (t.tdt_ * total_step)/(2*M_PI);
double inttime;
if «total_step % 10000) 0
{
#endif
cout«"time is "«timeh-! (2*M_PI) «endl;
grefile«timeh_/(2*M_PI)«" ".
gimfile«timeh_/(2*M_PI)«" ".
Qfile«timeh_/(2*M_PI)«" ".
Pfile«timeh_/(2*M_PI)«" ";
arefile«timeh_/(2*M_PI)«" ";
aimfile«timeh_/(2*M_PI)«" ";
normfile«timeh_/(2*M_PI)«" ";
purityfile«timeh_/(2*M_PI)«" ";
qOfile«timeh-!(2*M_PI)«" ".
qtfile«timeh-!(2*M_PI)«" ";
//write out wp parameters at current time
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
{
gref ile«gwp [i] . gmp_gre«" ";
gimfile«gwp[i] .gmp_gim«" ";
Qfile«gwp [i] .grnp_Q«" ";
Pf ile«gwp [i] .grnp_P«" ";
arefile«gwp[i] .grnp_are«" ".
aimfile«gwp[i] .gmp_aim«" ".
}
rnpfr_class totnorm_ (l101l I precision) j
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
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{Ilcalculate populations and total norm
gwp[i] .calculate_norm_gmp(i);
totnorm_ += gwp[i] .norm_;
Ilwrite ith norm
normfile«gwp [iJ . norm_«" ".
}
Iiset double wp params to the gmp values
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
gwp[i] .gmp_to_double();
}
Ilcalculate average value of system coordinate
Iland write it to a file
double qavg q(gwp,c,derivs[O] .deriv_ops[O] .q,fp);
qOfile«qavg;
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dcomp qta qt(gwp,c);
Ilfourier_trans(qta);
qtfile«real (qta) «" "«imag(qta);
IICalculate trace_sys {rho-2}
II check_purity(gwp,c);
Ilwrite purity to file
purityfile«purity;
Iistart new line in files
grefile«endl; gimfile«endl; Qfile«endl; Pfile«endl; arefile«endl; aimfile«endl;
purityfile«endl;qOfile«endl;qtfile«endl;
Ilwrite total norm to end of line in normfile
normfile«totnorm_«endl;
#ifndef RK4QC
} Ilend writing arrays
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#endif
#ifndef RK4QC
//Take one step of size t.tdt_
rk4_step(derivs, gwp, gwp_t, c, t.tdt_, dydx, dyt, dym, y,fp);
#else
mpfr_class dt(t.every_dt_);
mpfr_class t2 ( timeh_ + t.every_dt_, precision);
odeint(y, derivs, gwp, gwp_t, c, &timeh_, t2, htry, dydx, dyt, dym,fp);
#endif
total_step ++;
}// end total time
/ /close files
arefile.close(); aimfile.close(); grefile.close(); gimfile.close(); Qfile.close(); Pfile.close();
purityfile.close();
exit(O) ;
#endif
};
void fvbPropagate: :odeint(mpfr_class ystart[], fvbDerivatives *derivs, fvbWavePacket *gwp,
fvbWavePacket *gwp_t, fvbConstants &c, mpfr_class *timeh_, mpfr_class t2,
mpfr_class hl_, mpfr_class dydx[],
mpfr_class dyt[], mpfr_class dym[] ,fvbPotentials fp)
{
mpfr_class x(*timeh_);
mpfr_class y[6*c.nbasis], yscal[6*c.nbasis];
mpfr_class tiny(le-30, precision);
mpfr_class hnext("0") precision);
mpfr_class hmin("le-l00", precision);
for (int i=O; i<6*c.nbasis; i++) {
y[i] .set_prec(precision);
yscal[i] .set_prec(precision);
y[i] = ystart[i];
}
1****************************************
* Step forward until a predefined max
* number of steps (per dt event)
* is reached
*/
for (int nstp = 1; nstp <= MAXSTP; nstp++) {
1***********************
* get initial derivs
*/
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
derivs[i] .get_derivs_gmp(i,gwp,c,fp);
for (int i=Oj i<c.nbasisj i++) {
dydx[0+i*6] gwp[i] .dgre_;
dydx [1+i*6] gwp[i] .dgim_;
dydx [2+i*6] gwp [i] .dlL ;
dydx [3+i*6] gwp[i] .dP_;
dydx [4+i*6] gwp[i] .dare_;
dydx[5+i*6] gwp[i] .daim_;
}
for (int i=O; i<6*c.nbasis; i++)
yscal[i] = abs(y[i]) + abs(dydx[i] * hl_) + tiny;
if ((x+hl_-t2)*(x+hl_-*timeh_) > 0) {
hi t2 - x;
}
rkqc(derivs, gwp, gwp_t, c, &hl_, dydx, dyt, dym, y,
&x, yscal, &hnext,fp);
if ((x-t2)*(t2-*timeh_) >= 0) {
*timeh_ = x;
return;
}
if (abs (hnext) <hmin) {
cout«"h < hmin in fVbPropagate: :odeint () "«endl;
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"«hnext«II. hmin = "«hmin«endl;
exit(l);
}
hi hnext;
}cout«"too many steps in fvbPropagate: :odeint () "«endl;
exit(1) ;
}
void fvbPropagate: :rkqc(fvbDerivatives *derivs,fvbWavePacket * gwp,
fvbWavePacket *gwp_t, fvbConstants &c,
mpfr_class *time_step, mpfr_class dydx[],
mpfr_class dyt[] , mpfr_class dym[] , mpfr_class y[],
mpfr_class *x, mpfr_class yscal[], mpfr_class *hnext,
fvbPotentials fp)
{
mpfr_class safety(0.75, precision);
mpfr_class pshrink(-.25, precision);
mpfr_class pgrow(-.2, precision);
mpfr_class errcon(6e-8, precision);
mpfr_class eps("1e-20", precision);
mpfr_class xsav(*x);
mpfr_class ysave[6*c.nbasis];
mpfr_class ytemp[6*c.nbasis];
mpfr_class hh(*time_step!2, precision);
mpfr_class errmax (110" > precision);
for (int i=O; i<6*c.nbasis; i++) {
ysave[i] .set_prec(precision);
ytemp[i] .set_prec(precision);
}
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
ysave[0+i*6] gwp[i] .gmp_gre
ysave [1+i*6] gwp[i] .gmp_gim
ysave[2+i*6] gwp[i] .gmp_Q
ysave [3+i*6] gwp [i] . gmp_P
ysave[4+i*6] gwp[i] .gmp_are
ysave[5+i*6] gwp[i] .gmp_aim
ytemp[0+i*6] = gwp[i] .gmp_gre
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ytemp[1+i*6]
ytemp[2+i*6]
gwp [i] . gmp_gim
gwp [i] . gmp_Q ;
ytemp[3+i*6J
ytemp [4+i*6J
ytemp [5+i*6J
}
gwp[iJ .gmp_P ;
gwp[iJ .gmp_are
gwp[iJ .gmp_aim
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for(;;){
hh = *time_step/2;
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
ytemp [0+i*6J = ysave [0+i*6J ;
ytemp [1+i*6J ysave [0+i*6J
ytemp [2+i*6J ysave [0+i*6J
ytemp[3+i*6J ysave[0+i*6J
ytemp [4+ i*6J ysave [0+i*6J
ytemp [5+i*6J ysave [0+i*6J
y [0+i*6J ysave [0+i*6J
y[1+i*6J ysave [0+i*6J
y [2+i*6J ysave [0+i*6J
y[3+i*6J ysave[0+i*6J
y [4+i*6J ysave [0+i*6J
y [5+i*6J ysave [0+i*6J
gwp[iJ .gmp_gre ysave[0+i*6J;
gwp[iJ.gmp_gim ysave[1+i*6J;
gwp[iJ.gmp_Q ysave[2+i*6J;
gwp[iJ.gmp_P ysave[3+i*6J;
gwp[iJ .gmp_are ysave[4+i*6J;
gwp[iJ.gmp_aim ysave[5+i*6J;
}
1*****************************
* take a half step
* using the array 'ytemp'
*/
rk4_step(derivs, gwp, gwp_t, c, hh, dydx, dyt, dym, ytemp,fp);
//get derivs
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
derivs[iJ .get_derivs_gmp(i,gwp,c,fp);
1*****************************
* take a half step
* using the array 'ytemp'
*1
rk4_step(derivs, gwp, gwp_t, c, hh, dydx, dyt, dym, ytemp,fp);
Iistep time variable and check if step is too small
*x xsav + *time_step;
if *x == xsav) {
cout«" stepsize too small in fvbPropagate: :rkqc () "«endl;
cout«*time_step«" was the time step"«endl;
exit (1);
}
Ilrevert gwp to pre-half-step values
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
gwp[i).gmp_gre ysave[O+i*6);
gwp[i) .gmp_gim ysave[1+i*6);
gwp[i) .gmp_Q ysave[2+i*6);
gwp[i) .gmp_P ysave[3+i*6);
gwp[i) .gmp_are ysave[4+i*6);
gwp[i) .gmp_aim ysave[5+i*6);
}
Ilget derivs
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
derivs[i) .get_derivs_gmp(i,gwp,c,fp);
1*****************************
* take a whole step
* using the array 'y'
*1
rk4_step(derivs, gwp, gwp_t, c, *time_step, dydx, dyt, dym, y,fp);
Ilevaluate error
errrnax = "all j
for (int i=O; i<6*c.nbasis; i++) {
ytemp[i) y[i) - ytemp[i);
errmax = MAX (errmax , abs(ytemp[i)/yscal[i)));
}
errmax 1= eps;
if (errmax > 1) {
*time_step = safety * *time_step * (pow(errmax, pshrink));
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continue;
} else {
II hdid = time_step;
if (errmax > errcon) {
*hnext = safety * *time_step * (pow (errmax , pgrow»;
} else {
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*hnext
}
break;
}
break;
}
for (int i=O; i<6*c.nbasis; i++)
y[i] += ytemp[iJ * 0115);
}
void fvbPropagate: :rk4_step(fvbDerivatives *derivs,fvbWavePacket * gwp,
fvbWavePacket *gwp_t, fvbConstants &c,
mpfr_class time_step, mpfr_class dydx[J,
mpfr_class dyt[J, mpfr_class dym[J, mpfr_class y[J,
fvbPotentials fp)
{
#ifndef RK4QC
IIGet derivatives for first step
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
derivs[iJ .get_derivs_gmp(i,gwp,c,fp);
for (int i=Oj i<c.nbasis; i++) {
dydx [0+i*6J gwp[iJ .dgre_;
dydx [1+i*6J gwp[iJ .dgim_;
dydx[2+i*6J gwp[iJ .dQ_;
dydx[3+i*6J gwp[iJ .dP_;
dydx[4+i*6J gwp[iJ .dare_;
dydx[5+i*6J gwp[iJ .daim_;
}
#endif
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
gwp_t[iJ .gmp_are
gwp_t[iJ .gmp_aim
gwp[iJ .gmp_are + gwp[iJ .dare_ * (time_step I 2);
gwp[iJ .gmp_aim + gwp[iJ .daim_ *( time_step I 2);
gwp_t[i] .gmp_Q gwp[i] .grnp_Q + gwp[i] .dQ_ * (time_step I 2);
gwp_t[i] .gmp_P gwp[i] .grnp_P + gwp[i].dP_ *( time_step I 2);
gwp_t[i] .gmp_gre gwp[iJ .gmp_gre + gwp[i] .dgre_ * (time_step 12);
gwp_t[i] .gmp_gim gwp[iJ.gmp_gim + gwp[i] .dgim_ * (time_step 12);
II for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
II cout«time_step«" "«gwp_t[iJ .gmp_aim«" "«gwp_t[iJ .grnp-Q« " "«gwp_t[iJ .gmp_P«endl;
I I }
I I exit (1) ;
IIGet derivatives for second step
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
derivs[i] .get_derivs_grnp(i,gwp_t,c,fp);
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
dyt[O + i*6J = gwp_t[iJ .dgre_;
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dyt [1 +i*6J
dyt [2+i*6J
dyt[3+i*6J
dyt[4+i*6J
dyt[5+i*6J
}
gwp_t [iJ . dgim_;
gwp_ t [iJ . dQ_;
gwp_t[iJ .dP_;
gwp_t [iJ . dare_;
gwp_ t [iJ . daim_;
for (int i=O; i<c .nbasis; i++) {
gwp_t[i] .gmp_gre gwp[iJ .gmp_gre + dyt [0+i*6] * time_step I 2'
gwp_t[i] .gmp_gim gwp[iJ .gmp_gim + dyt[1+i*6] * time_step I 2'
gwp_t[i] .gmp_Q gwp[iJ .gmp_Q + dyt [2+i*6] * time_step I 2;
gwp_t [i] . grnp_P gwp[i] .gmp_P + dyt [3+i*6] * time_step I 2;
gwp_t[i] .gmp_are gwp[i] .gmp3re + dyt [4+i*6J * time_step I 2;
gwp_t[i].gmp_aim gwp [iJ .gmp3im + dyt [5+i*6J * time_step I 2'
IIGet derivatives for third step
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
derivs[i] .get_derivs_gmp(i,gwp_t,c,fp);
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
dym[O + i*6] = gwp_t[i].dgre_;
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dym[1+i*6]
dym[2+i*6]
dym[3+i*6]
dym[4+i*6]
dym [5+i*6]
}
gwp_t[i] .dgim_;
gwp_t[iJ .dQ_;
gwp_t [iJ .dP_;
gwp_t [iJ .dare_;
gwp_t[i] .daim_;
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
gwp_t[i] .gmp_gre gwp[i] .gmp_gre + dym[0+i*6] * time_step;
gwp_t[i] .gmp_gim gwp[i] .gmp_gim + dym[1+i*6] * time_step;
gwp_t[i] .gmp_Q gwp[i] .gmp_Q + dym[2+i*6] * time_step;
gwp_t[i] .gmp_P gwp[i] .gmp_P + dym[3+i*6] * time_step;
gwp_t[i] .gmp_are gwp[i] .gmp_are + dym[4+i*6] * time_step;
gwp_t[i] .gmp_aim gwp[i] .gmp_aim + dym[5+i*6] * time_step;
dym [0+i*6] += dyt [0 +i*6];
dym [1 +i*6] += dyt[1 +i*6] ;
dym [2+i*6] += dyt[2 +i*6] ;
dym [3+i*6] += dyt [3 +i*6] ;
dym [4+i*6] += dyt[4 +i*6] ;
dym [5+i*6] += dyt[5 +i*6] ;
}
((Fourth step
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
derivs[i] .get_derivs_gmp(i,gwp_t,c,fp);
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
dyt[O + i*6] = gwp_t[i] .dgre_;
dyt [1 +i*6]
dyt [2+i*6]
dyt [3+i*6]
dyt[4+i*6]
dyt [5+i*6]
}
gwp_t [iJ .dgim_ ;
gwp_t[i] .dQ_;
gwp_t[i] .dP_;
gwp_t[i] .dare_;
gwp_t[i] .daim_;
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
gwp[i] .gmp_gre += (2*dym[0+i*6] + dyt[0+i*6] + dydx[0+i*6])* (time_step!6);
gwp[i] .gmp_gim += (2*dym[1+i*6] + dyt[1+i*6] + dydx[1+i*6])* (time_step!6);
gwp[i] .gmp_Q += (2*dym[2+i*6] + dyt[2+i*6] + dydx[2+i*6])* (time_step!6);
gwp[i] .gmp_P += (2*dym[3+i*6] + dyt[3+i*6] + dydx[3+i*6])* (time_step!6);
gwp[i] .gmp_are += (2*dym[4+i*6] + dyt[4+i*6] + dydx[4+i*6])* (time_step!6);
gwp[i] .gmp_aim += (2*dym[5+i*6] + dyt[5+i*6] + dydx[5+i*6])* (time_step!6);
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Y[1+i*6]
y [2+i*6]
y [3+i*6]
y [4+i*6]
y [5+i*6]
}
y[0+i*6] = gwp[i] .gmp_gre
gwp [i] . gmp_gim
gwp [i] . gmp_Q
gwp [i] . gmp]
gwp[i] .gmp3re
gwp[i] .gmp3im
Y[1+i*6]
y [2+i*6]
y [3+i*6]
y [4+i*6]
y [5+i*6]
}
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
y[0+i*6] = gwp[i] .gmp_gre
gwp [i] . gmp_gim
gwp [i] . gmp_Q
gwp [i] . gmp_P
gwp [i] . gmp_are
gwp [i] . gmp_aim
}
void fvbPropagate: : renormalize(fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c)
{
factor 0.5*(log(totnorm)-log(initnorm»;
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
gwp[i] .gim += factor;
};
dcomp fvbPropagate: :calculate_overlap (int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp)
{
!!Calculate A, B, and C in expression 40-43 in JCP
A = dcomp(gwp[one] .aim + gwp[two] .aim, gwp[one] .are - gwp[two] .are);
B = dcomp(2. *gwp [one] .aim*gwp[one].Q + 2. *gwp [two] .aim*gwp[two] .Q,
2.*gwp[one] .are*gwp[one].Q - 2.*gwp[two] .are*gwp[two].Q - gwp[one].P
+ gwp[two] .P);
C = dcomp(-gwp[one] . aim*gwp [one] .Q*gwp[one].Q - gwp[two] . aim*gwp [two] .Q*gwp[two].Q
-gwp[one] .gim - gwp[two] .gim,
-gwp[one] .are*gwp[one] . Q*gwp [one] .Q
+ gwp[two] . are*gwp [two] . Q*gwp [two] .Q + gwp[one] . Q*gwp [one] .P
- gwp[two] . Q*gwp [two] .P -gwp[one] .gre + gwp[two] .gre);
//exponential argument and prefactor
exp_arg 0.25*A*B*B + C;
exp_pre sqrt(M_PI/A);
//cout«one«l1 "«twO«11 lI«A«" "«B«ll II«C«U "«exp_arg«endl;
return exp(real(exp_arg)) * dcomp(cos(imag(exp_arg))*real(exp_pre) - sin(imag(exp_arg))
* imag(exp_pre), cos(imag(exp_arg))* imag(exp_pre) + sin(imag(exp_arg))*real(exp_pre));
};
dcomp fvbPropagate: :calculate_overlap_init(int one, int two, fvbWavePacket *gwp)
{
//Calculate A, B, and C in expression 40-43 in JCP
A = dcomp(gwp[one] .aimi + gwp[two] .aim, gwp[one] .arei - gwp[two] .are);
B = dcomp(2.*gwp[one] .aimi*gwp[one] .Qi + 2.*gwp[two] .aim*gwp[two] .Q,
2.*gwp[one] . arei*gwp [one] .Qi - 2.*gwp[two] .are*gwp[two].Q - gwp[one] .Pi
+ gwp [two] . P) ;
C = dcomp(-gwp[one] .aimi*gwp[one] .Qi*gwp[one] .Qi - gwp[two] . aim*gwp [two] .Q*gwp[two].Q
-gwp[one] .girni - gwp[two] .girn,
-gwp[one] .arei*gwp [one] . Qi*gwp [one] .Qi
+ gwp[two] .are*gwp[two] .Q*gwp [two] .Q + gwp[one] . Qi*gwp[one] .Pi
- gwp[two] .Q*gwp[two].P -gwp[one] .grei + gwp[two] .gre);
//exponential argument and prefactor
exp_arg 0.25*A*B*B + C;
exp_pre sqrt(M_PI/A);
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//cout«one«" "«twO«" lI«A«11 "«B«11 1I«C«" lI«exp_arg«endlj
return exp(real(exp_arg» * dcomp(cos(imag(exp_arg»*real(exp_pre) - sin(imag(exp_arg»
* imag(exp_pre), cos(imag(exp_arg»* imag(exp_pre) + sin(imag(exp_arg»*real(exp_pre»;
};
void fvbPropagate: : cheek_purity (fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c)
{
purity = 0.;
IILoop over pairs of vibrational states
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++)
for (int j=O; j<c.nbasis; j++)
{
overlap calculate_overlap(i,j,gwp);
purity += real(overlap*conj(overlap»;
II cout«i«" "«j«" "«overlap«" "«real (overlap*conj (overlap»«endl;
}
I I exit (1) ;
};
void fvbPropagate: : set_allparams(gslholder gslstuff, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c)
{
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
gslstuff.all_params[O+i*6] gwp[i] .gre;
gslstuff.all_params[1+i*6] gwp[i] .gim;
gslstuff.all_params[2+i*6] gwp[i] .Q;
gslstuff.all_params[3+i*6] gwp[i] .P;
gslstuff.all_params[4+i*6] gwp[i] .are;
gslstuff.all_params[5+i*6] gwp[i] .aim;
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gslstuff.all_params_i[O+i*6]
gslstuff.all_params_i[1+i*6]
gslstuff.all_params_i[2+i*6]
gslstuff.all_params_i[3+i*6]
gslstuff.all_params_i[4+i*6]
gslstuff.all_params_i[5+i*6]
}
}
gwp[i] .gre;
gwp [iJ .gim;
gwp[i] .Q;
gwp[iJ .P;
gwp [iJ . are;
gwp [iJ . aim;
void fvbPropagate: :update_array (gslholder gslstuff, fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c)
{
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
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gwp[i].gre
gwp[i] .gim
gwp[i].Q
gwp[i].P
gwp[i] .are
gwp[i] .aim
}
gslstuff.all_params[0+i*6] ;
gslstuff.all_params[1+i*6];
gslstuff.all_params[2+i*6] ;
gslstuff.all_params[3+i*6] ;
gslstuff.all_params[4+i*6] ;
gslstuff.all_params[5+i*6] ;
gslstuff.wps gwp;
}
void fvbPropagate: :revert(gslholder gslstuff, fvbConstants c)
{
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
gslstuff.all_params[0+i*6] gslstuff.all_params_i[0+i*6];
gslstuff.all_params[1+i*6] gslstuff.all_params_i[1+i*6];
gslstuff.all_params[2+i*6] gslstuff.all_params_i[2+i*6];
gslstuff.all_params[3+i*6] gslstuff.all_params_i[3+i*6];
gslstuff.all_params[4+i*6] gslstuff.all_params_i[4+i*6];
gslstuff.all_params[5+i*6] gslstuff.all_params_i[5+i*6];
}
}
double fvbPropagate: :q(fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c, double *q, fvbPotentials fp)
{
double sum 0.;
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis-l; i++) {
for (int j=i+l; j<c.nbasis; j++) {
sum += q[i+j*c.nbasis] * 2 * real(calculate_overlap(i,j,gwp»;
}
sum += gwp[i] .get_norm() * q[i+i*c.nbasis];
}
return sum;
}
dcomp fvbPropagate: :qt(fvbWavePacket *gwp, fvbConstants c)
{
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dcomp sum dcomp (0. ,0. ) ;
for (int i=O; i<c.nbasis; i++) {
sum += calculate_overlap_init(i,i,gwp)/*/gwp[iJ .get_norm()*/;
}
return sum;
}
File: "fvbTimeParameters.h"
/******************************~********************************************
*
*
fvbTimeParameters.h
* Wed Dec 3 12:27:28 2008
* Copyright 2008 Craig Chapman
* cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************************************/
//#include "fvb.h"
class fvbTimeParameters
{
pUblic:
double tmn, tmx, tdt;
mpfr_class tmn_, tmx_, tdt_, every_dt_;
double tnstep;
mpfr_class tnstep_;
pUblic:
//get/set min or max values
double tmin () ;
void set_tmin(double x);
double tmax () ;
void set_tmax(double x);
//get/set time step
//dt_set_steps sets number of steps
//according to min, max, and dt
double dt () ;
void set_dt(double x);
void set_dt () ;
Ilget/set number of steps
Ildt_set_steps sets dt
Ilaccording to min, max, and tsteps
double tsteps();
void tsteps(double x);
void set_tsteps();
fvbTimeParameters();
-fvbTimeParameters() {};
};
File: .. fvbTimeParameters.cc"
/***************************************************************************
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*
*
fvbTimeParameters.cc
* Thu Oct 2 18:03:44 2008
* Copyright 2008 Craig Chapman
* cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************************************/
#include IIfvb.h"
fvbTimeParameters::fvbTimeParameters()
{
}
double fvbTimeParameters: :tmin()
{
return tmD;
}
void fvbTimeParameters: :set_tmin(double x)
{
tmn x;
}
double fvbTimeParameters::tmax()
{
return tmx;
}
void fvbTimeParameters: :set_tmax(double x)
{
tmx Xj
}
double fvbTimeParameters::dt()
{
return tdt;
}
void fvbTimeParameters: :set_dt(double x)
{
tdt x;
}
Iiset an integer number of steps, closest to
lithe full range without going over
void fvbTimeParameters: :set_tsteps()
{
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tnstep
};
floor«tmx-tmn)/tdt);
Iiset nsteps w/o dt
double fvbTimeParameters: :tsteps()
{
return tnstep;
}
void fvbTimeParameters: :tsteps(double x)
{
tnstep x;
}
Iisets dt according to tmax,min, and number
II of desired steps
void fvbTimeParameters: :set_dt()
{
tdt (tmx-tmn)/tnstep;
};
File: "fvb'VavePackets.h'·
/***************************************************************************
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*
*
fvbWavePackets.h
* Wed Dec 3 12:26:50 2008
* Copyright 2008 Craig Chapman
* cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************************************/
II#include "fvb.h"
class fvbWavePacket
{
public:
Ilwp parameters
double gim, gre,are,aim,P,Q, *all_params;
mpfr_class gmp_gim, gmp_gre, gmp_are, gmp_aim, gmp_P, gmp_Q, *all_params_gmp;
mpfr_class *y;
double gimi,grei,arei,aimi,Qi,Pi;
Ilparam derivs
double dgim, dgre, dare, daim, dP, dQ;
mpfr_class dgim_, dgre_, dare_, daim_, dP_, dQ_;
Ilother wp stuff
double norm;
mpfr_class norm_;
void calculate_norm(int level);
void calculate_norm_gmp(int level);
Ilinitial conditions
void Initialize(int level, fvbOperators * , double dis, fvbPotentials);
Ilconvert gmp to double for calculating populations, etc ...
void gmp_to_double():
double get_norm();
fvbWavePacket();
-fvbWavePacket() {};
};
File: ·'fvb\VavePackets.cc"
1***************************************************************************
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*
*
fvb. cc
* Thu Oct 2 17:15:44 2008
* Copyright 2008 Craig Chapman
* cchapma2@uoregon.edu
****************************************************************************/
#include "fvb.h ll
fvbWavePacket: : fvbWavePacket()
{
dgim_.set_prec(precision);
dgre_.set_prec(precision);
dQ_.set_prec(precision);
dP_.set_prec(precision);
dare_.set_prec(precision);
daim_.set_prec(precision);
norm_.set_prec(precision);
}
void fvbWavePacket: :Initialize(int level, fvbOperators ops[]. double dis, fvbPotentials c)
{
aim c.omega_bath_.get_d()*0.5;
are O. j
Ilgim = -0.25*log(c.omega_bath_/M_PI) +0.5*log(gsl_sf_fact(level))
II - level*log(sqrt(c.omega_sys_/2.)*c.qe_)
II + (c.omega_sys_/4)*c.qe_*c.qe_;
gre 0.;
P=O. ;
Q=O. ;
/*
*set precision of wp parameters (gmp)
*/
gmp_gim.set_prec(precision);
gmp_gre.set_prec(precision);
gmp_Q.set_prec(precision);
gmp_P.set_prec(precision);
gmp_are.set_prec(precision);
gmp_aim.set_prec(precision);
gmp_Q c.Qe_;
gmp_P 110 11 ;
gmp_are 110 11 ;
if (c. gamma [level] > 0)
gmp_gre = 110 11 ;
else
gmp_aim c.omega_bath_/2;
gmp_gim -0.25*log(c.omega_bath_/M_PI) /*+0.5*log(gsl_sf_fact(level))
- level*log(sqrt(c.omega_sys_/2)*c.qe_) */
-log(abs(c.gamma[level]))
;//+ (c.omega_sys_/4)*c.qe_*c.qe_;
Qi=gmp_Q.get_d();
Pi = gmp_P.get_d();
arei gmp_are.get_d();
aimi gmp_aim.get_d();
gimi gmp_gim.get_d();
grei gmp_gre.get_d();
//cout«level«" "«gmp_gim«endl;
};
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void fvbWavePacket: :calculate_norm(int level)
{
norm sqrt(M_PI/(2*aim)) * exp (-2. * gim);
};
void fvbWavePacket: :calculate_norm_gmp(int level)
{
}
double fvbWavePacket: :get_norm()
{
return sqrt(M_PI/(2*aim)) * exp (-2. * gim);
}
void fvbWavePacket: :gmp_to_double()
{
gre = gmp_gre.get_d();
gim = gmp_gim.get_d();
Q gmp_Q.get_d();
P gmp_P.get_d();
are gmp_are.get_d();
aim gmp_aim.get_d();
};
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